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HATTER-HATERS

SOFTBALL FALLS
LOSE IN EXHIBITION

DANGEROUS DAVE
110 HOURS OF DJING

Men's hoops pulls aclose win over Stetson

- SEE SPORTS, A12

•

- SEE the indie, INSIDE

-SEESPORTS,A12

Stadium proposal draws praise and hisses
Faculty weigh
•
1noncampus
football home
ERIK YOUNG
Contributing Writer

i;,, ·

Students who drove 20 miles
downtown to attend football
games in the fall a,re enthusiastic about the possibility of an
on-campus stadium. Most UCF
faculty seem similarly excited.
President John Hitt and Ath-

letic Director Steve Orsini are
considering an on-campus football stadii.lm that could be ready
as early as fall 2006.
Though Hitt has explained
that the new stadium would be
paid for through a combination
of private donations, fundraising and revenue generated by
the stadium itself, the question
still arises: Should a stadium for
UCFs football team, a program
that has mustered only 10 wins
in its last three seasons, be at the
top of Hitt's list of things the
university needs?
"I think it's great,'' said Jeffrey ·

Rupert, director of jazz studies.
"I respect the upper level's intelligence and their decision-making abilities."
"Since I have been at UCF, I
have found that most all dec;isions like these that are made
are always about the students,"
Rupert said.
Some would say that UCF,
which had 42,568 students
enrolled for the Fall 2004
semester, is long overdue for an
on-campus stadium solely
because of the number of st:udents and the impracticality of
making those students drive off

campus to watch games.
UCF art teacher Mark Price,
who taught at a school with a
dominaqt football program,
said: "I was at Auburn Universi~
ty for 24 years and fell in love
with the team. I had season tickets." The Auburn Tigers, who
just defeated Virginia Tech in
the Nokia Sugar Bowl on Jan. 3,
play at Jordan-Hare stadi1Im
and have done so for 65 years.
Though the stadium is the
eighth-largest among campus
stadiums in the nation and the
PLEASE SEE

Sierra Club challenges plan
UCF's proposal to build an
on-campus
stadium has
touched off a firestorm of controversy. The Central Florida
Sierra Club, an ·environmental
activist group, has filed a petition with the UCF Board of
Trustees challenging · the
school's Master Plan, which
was approved in November.
The petition, filed Monday,
calls into question UCF's pro-

posal to build property on protected wetlands and sensitive
areas. It is unknown whether
the challenge will dash UCFs
hope to build the 45,000-seat
stadi~ as early as 2006.
UCF's Board of Trustees
will discuss an on-campus stadium during its Tuesday meeting. The Sierra Club's last legal
challenge to the Master Plan
took more than a year to settle.
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After the,end of negotiations,
the faculty plans to dissent
ANDRES HEALY
Staff Writer
ADAM KROUSE I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Agroup of students reach for a basketball at th.e Recreation Center's re-opening day. The basketball courts and exercise rooms were treated to brand-new floors.

Rec center opens grandly
Center re-opens
months after Charley
plowed through UCF
NATHAN POEKERT
Senior Staff Writer

Students who were hoping to
fulfill their New Year's resolution to
lose their "freshman 15" were aided
on Monday by the full restoration of
the UCF Recreation and Wellness

Center.
New wood floors cover the basketAfter months of renovation and . ball and volleyball courts. More
preparation, the gym opened in its noticeable is the presence of black
entirety to the · UCF community. and gold throughout the entire gym
Instead of simply reopening the - a feature that RWC Associate
gym to students, as was done for the Director'James Wilkening said was
partial unveiling early December, lacking in the old gym.
the RWC directors decided to hold
The event began in the morning
an all-day event celebrating the new with Panera Bread giving out free
samples outside the gym. Smoothie
facility.
In addition to replacing almost King was also present to distribute
every machine in the workout area, samples.
the basketball courts and workout
rooms also received a makeover.
PLEASE SEE COURTS ON AS

Following months of fruitless negotiations and a declared impasse, UCF faculty
members are fighting back with a protest
on Tuesday. Organizers plan to meet at
about 1:45 p.m. in front of the Student
Union and eventually walk into the Board
of Trustees meeting to make their presence known.
The UCF chapter of United Faculty of
Florida ap.d the Board of Trustees had
been going back and forth concerning pay
raises and tenure requirements. UCF's
bargaining team declared an impasse Nov.
22. The move drew harsh criticism from
members ofthe faculty union, who say the
move epitomizes UCF's take-it-or-leave-it
approach.
'We have always supported the bargaining process,'' said Dawn Trouard,
president ofUCFs chapter of the United
Faculty of Florida "It just seems like
Provost [Terry] Hickeys idea of bargain-

KATE HOWELL
Senior Staff Writer

In a ' collaborative effort, UCF
Police, Victim Services and Pegasus
Landing officials held a town hall
meeting Tuesday night, hoping to
quell safety concerns among residents
in the wake of a murder that occurred
at the apartment complex last month.
The meeting, held at Pegasus
Landing, came on the heels of an
unsolved murder that claimed the life
of 27-year-old Tarvin S. Kennon, a
Sanford resident, whose body was
found near a volleyball court. ·
The group fielded questions from
about 40 residents, emphasizing that
their safety is still a top priority.
Assistant Police Chief Mike
Zelanes assured those in attendance
that the slain man had no connection
to Pegasus Landing.

I

"To the best of my knowledge, it
had nothing to do with this complex,''
he said. 'We're working on this 10, 14,
16 hours a day." •
Zelanes said he surmised that the
killing took place at the UCF-afftliated
apartment complex because it was
deserted by students, who went away
for the winter break.
The area was "the perfect place for
something to happen,'' he said.
Police have stepped up patrols in
the vicinity after a series of car and
apartment break-ins.
Zelanes informed students that 17
officers in unmarked Dodge Stratuses
have been patrolling the area
''.A lot oftimes you didn't see us this
year,'' Zelanes said. "It didn't mean we
weren't there.''
Even though security has
increased, Zelanes said crime is
bound to occur regardless of any safeguards in place.
"It's going to happen whether it's a
college campus or a neighborhood,''
he said.
To deal with this inevitability, he
told students to be aware of their surj·

PLEASE SEE PROFESSORS ONAB

Learnto,be
a millionaire··
with book
by student

Fears, concerns
prompt meeting.
Officials·beef up
patrols around
Pegasus Landing

ing is to impose what he wants. We get
·
what big daddy says."
By declaring impasse, UCF is stating
that the two bargaining teams cannot
reach a compromise. In a letter to faculty,
Hickey explained the reasoning behind
the move to impasse.
"Labor negotiations are always difficult, artd both sides must remain focused
on areas ofpotential compromise in order
to reach a mutually beneficial agreement.
Unfortunately, the UFF team's refusal to
negotiate compromise positions in areas
where the parties have major philosophical differences has made it clear that no
such resolution is in the offmg."
One UFF member, up for tenure consideration this year, said, "It takes the faculty voice out of bargaining process ...
They're attacking our right to decide the
. terms and conditions of our employment." The faculty member said that the
union is expecting about 60 people to

NATHAN POEKERT
Senior Staff Writer

MICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Sgt. Troy Williamson of the UCF Police Department was among several speakers at the Pegasus Landing meeting
to assure residents that the apartment complex is sti!l.safe even as they work on the unsolved murder case.

roundings and to feel free to call the
police if they see something suspicious.
"Don't call the RAs," he said. "Call
us.''
Zelanes assured students that they
could remain anonymous.
Resident Assistant Coordinator D
Greggs reminded students to lock
their doors, travel in pairs and get to

know their neighbors.
Greggs emphasized that in spite of
the constant night patrols by Pegasus
Landing's RAs, "there's no safe place
to live."
''You have to take certain precautions,'' he said.
The safety at Pegasus Connection,
. PLEASESEE
,>
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Two UCF students are receiving
national recognition for their recent
literary success. Keisha Bell, a UCF
alumnus who graduated in 1996, and
Kris Vigue, currently.a junior, recently published books geared toward a
younger generation.
How to Achieve Your Million-Dollar Dreams at Any Age is the book
. Kris Vigue is promoting.
Vigue, a finance major at UCF,
started his sports agency company,
Athlete Success, and is considered to
. . be one of the most successful young
agents in the country.
Currently, Vigue's company represents many major and minor league
professional baseball players from the
Houston Astros, the New York Yankees, the Atlanta Braves, and many
others.
·
•
Vigue·grew up in Maine, where he
PLEASE SEE BLOWN
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Around Campus
News and notices for
the UCF community

Prof.·Brain delves into mind

Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

Future delayed

Bush outlines second term
proposals for students

In observance o(the Martin
Luther King, Jr. holiday, the campus will be closed and all classes
canceled Monday. The Future
will distribute on Tuesday.

SGA hits airwaves
Hearthe SGA Senate meeting
live at 7 p.m. every Thursday on
Knightcast, ·on the Web at
http://www.knightcast.org. Email
Knightcast
Director
Nicholas
Markovich
at
sga_wknt@mailuc£edu to learn
more.

Quitting cold turkey
A smoking cessation program

will be held 11 am Tuesday in the
Campus Wellness Center. The
program will consist of free
assessment with a Student
Health Center physician and
access to a seven-week stopsmoking clinic.
C:;ill the Canipus Wellness
Center at 407-823-5841 or e-mail
Mary Owens at maryow55@hotmailcom to learn more.

a

Getaj-o-b
An interview techniques
workshop will be held at 11:30
am. Tuesday in the Student
Resource Center Room 185. The
workshop can help sharpen
skills for any potential employee.
For more information, con~
tact Career Services and Experiential Learning at 407~823-2361.

Major dilemmas
A Choosing or Changing
Majors Workshop will be held at
11:30 am Wednesday in.the Student Resource Center Room 185.
The session.will discuss the different steps involved in making
major and career decisions.
Call Car~er Services & Experiential teaming at 407-823-2361
to learn more.

MARLALALOO
Contributing Writer

The classroom is dark, and
the students 1 are quiet,
engrossed in the day's lesson.
The guest lecturer is Tom
Hanks, considered by some as
an improvement from last
week's instructor, Bill Cosby.
This is what a typical day is
like in Vicky Brain's English
composition classes.
She uses movies such as
Hank's
Philadelphia and
Cosby's On Prejudice to educate
her stuoents about today's
issues, focusing on civil and gay ·
rights.
Philadelphia portrays a gay
lawyer with AIDS struggling
against negative assumptions
CHARLIE BENTON I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
and prejudice. In On Prejudice, Instructor Vicky Brain uses movies like Philadelphia with Tom Hanks and features like Bill
Cosby talks about many racial Cosby's On Prejudice to inspire students and get them talking in her English dasses. '
stereotypes heard every day.
She uses these videos up to her potential" comments her as an adjunct Jnstructor.
because they deal with the on her report cards.
She became a full-time instrucissues of gay rights and prejuBrain enrolled in college but tor in 1985.
dice on "human terms." Brain eventually dropped out. After
She developed a fan base
said she believes presenting the getting married, she and her among her students.
information this way makes husband opened a business pro"I was always greeted by
more of an iI,npact on students.
gramming desktop calculators Mrs. Brain with a smile," freshThe Pittsburgh native, 64, and traveled to Florida
man Bridgette Sackman said.
has been teaching at UCF for
When she was in her mid She said Brain's friendliness,
more than 20 years.
30s, Brain decided to go back to warmth and tolerance make her
Brain uses videos along with college. "I wanted to prove to an outstanding instructor.
contemporary articles as teach- myself that I could get a degree,"
Freshman Debbie Shacter
ing tools because she believes she said She enrolled at UCF agreed .
that ''people are often stimulat- and in 1979 received her under"Professor Brain is amazing,
ed visually and react more to graduate degree in English and and she wants you to speak your
[the video] than if you read her master's degree· two years mind," she said
thein the same story."
Brain saic:j. she en,c ourages
later.
She said she never imagined
Richard Grove, chairman of her students to break away from
she would be teaching English. the English Department at the stereotypes. Brain saic;l. there is
She was one of those students time, believed that she would . still the same amount of prejuwho received a lot of"not living make a good teacher and hired dice today that there was 20

Two frat houses dosed
1\vo on-campus fraternity
houses, the Sigma Phi Epsilon
house and the ·Pi Kappa Alpha
house were cleared of residents
indefinitely.
Sigma Phi Epsilon clqsed its
doors voluntarily, because ofsustained water damage from the
sever~ hurricanes that passed
over the UCF campus over the
fall semester.
The Pike house was closed
because the doors in the house
did not meet fire code. Greg
Mason, director of Greek Affairs,
said that the house could be
closed, "for a week or for the
semester ... it depends when
they fix the code violations."
Members said they plan to
order new doors for the house,
and their regional office may
help out with costs.

Let us know
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m Tuesday for the
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
. Friday for the Monday edition,

Al

body of a young man was
found in a lake in Seminole
County and is being investigated . by the Seminole County
Sheriff's Department.
Sheriff's department officials said the only link between
Pegasus Connec;:tion and the
murder was the victim's attendance at a party there before he

which is not a UCF-affiliated
property, was also a concern
after a rumor circulated there
about a possible homicide.
Zelanes said a murder had
not occurred on that property
nor was a body found there.
Police reported that the

died.
Sgt. Troy Williamson, who
is in charge of .UCF Police's
Crime Prevention Program,
also answered questions about
personal safety.
He restated the need for
stucfents to be aware of their
surroundings a:nd travel in
pairs. He did not, however,

Supreme Court rules federal
system was wrongly applied

~

to the Orange County

condone the use of pepper
spray.
''We do not encourage pepper spray," Williamson said,
"Things can get more violent."
In lieu of pepper spray,
Williamson recommended
self-defense classes, saying
that one would be coming to
UCF soon.

Chemical weapons disposal
program to face cuts

~r~~U:~!~t~~~!~te~~
dff{f?/)~. ,,,i .168/.171 blood alcohol
··fi[(!@.fj/,if content - more than

; .
Meghan Elliott was
charged with driving
·i
under the influence after Officer Samuel Gonzalez saw her
· swerve into a bicycle lane and
across the center line of Libra
Drive.
At about 2:45 am on Jan. 3,
Gonzalez and Officer James
Brannon stopped her in the
Academic Village Parking Lot
1 and asked Elliot to submit to
field sobriety tests. Elliot failed
the.tests.
She was arrested and taken

twice the legal limit. Her
.bail was set at $500.

"

Speeding under the i·nfluence
Ahmi Buggie, 19, was arrest' ed Jan. 6 for driving under the
influence after being pulled
over for speeding and playing
music too loudly in the Pegasus Pomte apartment complex.
Officer Matthew Fazi suspected that Buggle had. been
drinking, and she admitted
that she had been.

Buggie failed the field
sobriety test.s. She took too
many steps and stopped
between each·during the walk
and turn test, and she swayed
and used her arms for balance
during the one-leg stand.
She admitted that she
should not have been driving
and was taken to the Orange
County DUI test center. Her
breath test indicated a.
.204/.219 BAC, nearly three
times the legal lirnit of .08
BAC.

U·turn gave her away
After failing field sobriety
tests, Sabrina Rousonelos was

WASHINGTON - The
Pentagon is planning to
spend far less than advocates
want on disposal of chemical
weapons at Army depots in
Kentucky and Colorado.
A government source,
speaking Tuesday on the condition of ~onymity, said the
Pentagon would propose
spending about $31 million
annually on the disposal of
chemical weapons at the Colorado and Kentucky. sites
over the next five years. Presumably, each site would get
half that amount, the source
said.

charged with driving under
the influence at about 2:40 a.m.
Jan. 6.
Officer James Brannon
stopped 18-year-old Rousonelos after she performed a Uturn at University and Geinini
boulevards, where two posted
signs state that U-turns are
illegal at that intersection.
Rousonelos did not successfully complete the .walk
and stand test, and she put her
foot down five times during
the one-leg stand. She was
arrested and taken to the
Orange County DUI test center, where her breath tests
showed a .145/.150 BAC.
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DENVER - Search crews
used sirens and flashing
lights through the night, then
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Search continues for missing
cross-country skier in Colorado

January 13, 2005 •Volume 37, Issue 34 • 22 Pages
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WASHINGTON - The
Supreme Court ruled yesterday that federal judges have
been improperly adding time
to criminals' sentences, a
decision that puts ill doubt
longtime sentencing rules.
The court, on a 5-4 vote,
said that its ruling last June
that juries should consider
factors that can add years to
defendants' prison sentences
_a pplies as well to the 17-yearold federal guideline system
Justice Stephen Breyer
said the federal sentencing
system is at least in part
invalid because it forces
judges to use the guidelines.
He said that the system could
be salvaged, if judges use it on
an advisory basis. .

.Three arrests and a Dill ~tart off spring
Staff Writer

•

•

WASHINGTON - The
government yesterday told
Americans to slash their calorie intake and exercise 30 to
90 minutes a day, updating
guidelines that advised people to lose weight but gave
few specifics on how to do it.
The new dietary guidelines will be used to update
the familiar food pyramid,
which most people recognize
but few heed. The revision
will be the pyramid's first
since it was created 12 years
ago.

Police Beat
AMBER FOSTER

·

New federal diet guidelines to
emphasize calories, exercise

Police: Murder not connected to C}partment
FROM

•

FALLS CHURCH1 Va. Yesterday, President Bush
began his push to require
high school students to take
the math and reading tests
now required of younger students under the No Child Left
Behind Act, the most ambitious item on the president's .
slate of second-term education proposals.
In e.ducation, Bush's focus
is on high schools and on
expanding the act designed to
raise achievement among
poor and minority children
and penalize schools that
don't make adequate yearly
progress. It's part of his cam. paign pledge to improve high
school · standards
and
enhance the value of high
school diplomas.

years ago, but now people tend
to hide theh:" intolerance more.
She said her purpose as a
teacher is not to change the
opinions of her students but to
help them become open-minded and make informed decisions on their own.
Teaching has become such
an integral part of her life that
she cannot see herself retiring.
She has many great memories of UCF and of the faculty
members and sttidents she has
met through the years.
Her fondest memory came
from a class she taught in 1986,
, when at the end of the semester
her students bought her a personalized clock that still sits
atop her desk.
She said she hopes to help
her students create memorable
moments of their own through
her literature of death and dying
class.
"People need to think about
what memories they are making
for themselves when·they are
old," Brain said "Because when
you are somewhere sitting on a
porch swing thinking about
your life, you are not going to be
thinking about how much
money you made or how pow. erful you were in a corporation,
but what family ties you have,
what friends you have made and
what you have contributed"
Throughout all the course
lessons, Brain said she hopes to
impart a few words of wisdom
to her students: ''Never assume
anything. Don't assmne · that
· people are a certain way
because of the way they look.
Don't assume that people think
what you do. Don't assume that
people know what you do. Don't
assume that you know what
· other people think."

let's talk
The Center for Multilingual
Multicultural Studies holds a
weekly Conversation Hour
between international students,
UCF faeulty, staff and students.
The event starts at 1 p.m.
Wednesday in the Barbara Ymg
International Complex.
Call Lucja Wasowska at 407. 823-5515 to learn more.
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2004 GOLF GL
)

)

P/Windows, P/Locks, nit, Cruise,
Keyless Remote, Cassette and Much
More!

BUY S239

TURBO DIESELS
AVAILABLE
' · 0% financing for 66 months. WA.C, tax, tag and fees down.
See Salesperson for de~ails.
. .
PER MONTH

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warrantv
• 5·yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warranty ·
2005 JETTA GL

2004 All New GTI

P/Windows, P/Locks, nit, Cruise,
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.
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BIG SElECTIONI ,
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Alarm Pwr Pkg, Monsoon, Sunroof, Alloys
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J:,~l\tt'~~TrAx PASSAT WAGONS
$274 FOR
48 MONTHS ARE NOW HEBEi

LEASE FOR

*Leases are ~alculated_ with $0_tota/ down. Includes 1st payme(lt,
0 sec. deposit, tags, title and l!cense. See Salesperson for deta!ls.

.• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper wa.rrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

P/Windows, P/Locks, Tiit, Cruise,
Keyless Remote, Cossette and Much
More!

Go Topless!
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.

.
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.

30 To Choose From
'

.

*Leases ore calculated with $0 total down. Includes 1st payment,
0 sec. deposit, togs, title and license. See Salespersonfor details.

~ 4Y~/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper.warranty

• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

*Leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes 1st payment, $0 sec. deposit, tags, title and license. Leasing W.A.C. thruywc. Expires 1/31/05
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Higher Education

u re

What's in the news at
colleges around the country

College trip str()nds Michigan
State student in Peru
·
EAST LANSING, Mich.
- Michigan State University is investigating a complaint that one ofits international studies programs left
a student behind in Peru
after a thief took her passport from a hotel room.
Julie Crane said she
found herself alone, not
knowing Spanish and without money or a place to stay
when her group left without
her Friday.
The day her group was to
r~turn, the mechanical engineering·sophomore said she
realized her passport ·had
been stolen from her hotel
room.
She said she told program leader Mercelo Siles
the circumstances but he
and the group left her
behind. She said the U.S. ·
Embassy closed Friday
before Crane had time to get ·
a new passport.
Crane. arrived home
Tuesday.

Georgia considers changing
rules for two-year colleges
ATLANTA - A task
force will consider changing
admission policies at twoyear colleges.
Among the changes
being considered is dropping the SAT requrrement.
Georgia is one of only
two systems in the nation
that require admission tests
for two-year colleges, Senior
Vice Chancellor .Dan Papp
told the Board of Regents at
its monthly meeting Tuesday.
The regents approved
the state · task force and
asked it to report back with
recommendations in April.
A change in policy could
happen as early as next fall,
Papp said.

Iowa State University trades
Coke for Pepsi, Dr Pepper
AMES, Iowa - Iowa
State University has traded
in Coca Cola for Pepsi and
Dr Pepper, a move which
officials say will give students more choices as well
as the school higher commissions.
Arlo Meyer, director of
business affairs for ISU, said
that after nearly three
months of debate, a committee of 11 ISU students, faculty and staff unanimously
decided to award five-year
beverage vending contracts
to PepsiAmericas and the
Dr Pepper & Seven Up Bottling Group in late November after Coke's contract
'e xpired in June.
Some students
are
unhappy that .most of the
new vending machines dispense $1.25 bottles instead
of 75-cent cans of soda.
The reason a majority of
the new vendirig areas only
provide bottles is because of
an expanded product line,
said Gail Smith, Iowa vending sales manager for PepsiAmericas - not simply to
make more money.

Teachers,students protest at
University of Saskatchewan
SASKATOON - Several
University of Saskatchewan
professors blasted their
administration
Tuesday
over 4fastic cuts to liberal
arts programming.
The professors encouraged students during an
afternoon rally to demonstrate and protest the cuts
and the administration's
penchant for secrecy.
Although tuition is
increasing, the university is
cutting positions over the
next 11/2 years - cuts that
many believe will lead to the
demise of a number of programs, particularly in liberal
arts.
The university has
announced five colleges will
have their budgets cut 10 to
40 percent during the next
three years while a hiring
plan identified 42 faculty
positions in arts as becoming vacant.
The hardest hit is the
language and linguistics
department.
·
Students Union President Gavin Gardiner said
the university doesn't see
students as people, but as
revenue streams.
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Reputed former Klansman Edgar Ray Killen, of Union, Miss., charged with the 1964 murders of
. three civil rights workers, sp~aks to his stepson, Jerry Ray Edwards, at his home yesterday.
FROM

U.S. military scales back
some tsunami aid efforts

A2

set out again at dawn WednesBANDA ACEH, Indonesia
day, hoping to find a cross- - U.S. Marines have~ scaled
country skier missing in the back their planned tsunami aid
forests of western Colorado.
efforts after reaching comDan Walker, 54, left his wife promise with the government
and daughter Sunday night and agreeing not to carry
after the three got lost during a . weapons or set up a base camp
ski outing, hoping to find help. on Indonesian soil, an AmeriThey were rescued, but he has- can spokesman said Wednesn't been seen since. After using day.
lights and sirens to try to
The aircraft carrier USS
attract his attention, a full-scale Abraham Lincoln steamed out
search resumed, said Susan of Indonesian waters WednesMcBurney, the Mesa County day because the country
Sheriff's Office spokeswoman. · declined to let the ship's fighter
pilots use its airspace for trainBond, trial date set for Killen in
ing missions. Helicopters will
Mississippi civil rights slayings·
still deliver aid to ·Sumatra's
PHILADELPHIA, Miss. devastated coast, however.
A judge set a $250,000 bond
yesterday for the reputed for- Four more bodies found
mer Klansman charged with after California mudslide
the 1964 murders of three civil
LA CONCHITA, Calif. rights workers.
Rescuers searching with shovCircuit Judge Marcus Gor- els, .their bare hands and tiny
don set a March 28 trial date for video cameras dropped into
Edgar Ray Killen after meeting holes found the bodies of a
with attorrieys in his chambers. woman and three of her chilThere was no immediate word dren before dawn Wednesday,
on whether Killen · would be bringing the death toll from a
able to post the bond.
mudslide in this seaside hamlet
Killen, a 79-year-old part- · to 10, officials said.
time preacher from the tiny
Ventura County Fire Capt.
Union community, was arrest- Danny Rodriguez said the boded last week. He is the first per- ies were found as crews
son to face a state murder worked around the clock for a
charge in the killings that second straight night, swarmfocused national attention on ing over the debris pile under a
the civil rights struggle in the clear sky,and powerful lights.
South.
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Party room available for:
-spa days
-pre formal pampering
-meetings
-birthdays .
-Gree·k events
-and oth·er occasions

Science Spotlight
NASEEM SOWTI
Senior Staff Writer

Anti-inflammatory medications recently came under
intense scrutiny for their possible link to heart attacks.
The inquiry began with ·
Vioxx, then turned to Celebrex
and Bextra. Not too long after,
health officials issued a warning about naproxen. the drug in
the popular over-the-counter
pain reliever Aleve. And the
story didn't stop there.
.
Officials are now reviewing
studies ·of at least 18 other antiinflammatory
medications,
including aspirin and Advil.
However, health officials
believe that the risks for such
n;iedications h~ve been e~g
gerated and there should be no
rush to empty out the medicine
cabinets. More studies still
need to be done.
"Studies indicate that there
is a risk involved [with antiinflammatory medications] if
they are continually used .
beyond a period of 18 months," .
said Dr. Michael Deichen. associate director for clinical services at the UCF Student Health
Center.
.
"But persons with good car. diovascular health don't have.to
worry about risks," he said, if
the medications are used intermittently.
Deichen said the pain medications fall under three main
categories.
Over:-the-counter medica-.
tions such as Tylenol, aspirin,
Motrin and Aleve make up the
first category. Tylenol is the
· only medication in this group'
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not linked to heart attacks. But
abusing it can lead to extensive
liver damage.
.Prescription non-narcotic
anti-inflammatory drugs such
as Celebrex fall under the second category. Although there
has been much controversy
surrounding Celebrex, Deichen
advised consultation with a ·
physician before discontinuing
use of the medication. Aside
from a link to heart attacks,
drugs in this category may also
lead to ulcers~
Prescription narcotic pain
medications make up the third
category of anti-inflammatory
drugs. Tylox, Demerol, Codeine
and OxyContin are included in
this group. This group carries
the highest risk of addiction
among pain medications.
Even so, it is important to
remember that "pain medications are just a part of reducing
the pain and they shouldn't be
the main focus," Deichen said.
For instance, poor ergonomics can be the cause of a constant back. pain. Changing the
sitting position or sleeping conditions can alleviate the problem.
·
Also, there are many integrative approaches to treating
pain.
Students at UCF can benefit
from chiropractic services,
message therapy, biofeedback
and meditation. all of which are
methods that can help cure
acute .a nd chronic pain.
But sometimes medications
seem to be the quickest and
most accessible answer to a
painful problem.
"Every drug has its potential
side effects,'' Deichen said. The
trick is in balancing the risks
with the benefits.
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Courts jumping once more
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Free fitness classes were
also available for anybody who
came to attend the events.
There were also raffles with
prizes distributed every hour.
The outdoor adventure
club held a contest and
demonstration at the climbing
wall; the wall was one of the
few features of the gym that
was not severely damaged
during the series of hurricanes
that flooded the gym in the
fall.
A dodgeball tournament
was held to kick off the use of
the new basketball and volleyball courts.
The courts host numerous
intramural events, including
basketball, volleyball, dodgeball, floor hockey, ping-pong
and even badminton.
Many students have already
been taking advantage of the
courts and the indoor track
that runs around the courts.
In the early afternoon, a
presentation was given to
those who contributed to the
~ompletion of the project.
President John Hitt and
Student Body President Kevin
Peters spoke at the event. The
c;lirectors of the RWC gave

-

ADAM KROUSE I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Gaurav Lupta walks laps at the recently opened one-eighth mile track at the rec center.

Peters and the SGA a plaque
from for donating emergency
funds, which the SGA keeps in
its account, toward the repairs
forthe gym.

Besides the SGA, awards
were also given to two UCF
student-employees of the center for their work and research
about some of the new fea-

tures of the gym. Justin Barnaky received recognition for
his contribution to the flooring
in the gymnasil,lm area. The
floor is made of a material
which is safer than the old
flooring. Kim Halliday, a fitness instructor at the RWC,
also received commendation
for her work and research for
the wood flooring in the exercise ·rooms.
The UCF co-ed flag football
team'also received recognition
for their recent first place
showing at · the .Intramural
National Flag Football Championships.
Wilkening attributes much
of the completion to UCF students themselves. "Without
the help of Kevin Peters and
the SGA, and without the work
and research done by Barnaky
and Halliday, the project
would never have been completed i..'1 the timely manner it
was."
Work, however, is not done
for the RWC employees. The
recreation pool, new tennis
court, ~d new sand volleyball
courts, which feature professional nets and equipment, are
still in the process of being
constructed. The date set for
the opening of that area is the
week after spring break.

Alpha Epsilon Phi Sorority...
Oh, the Places You'll Go

We're coming to
UCF this January!!
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We are a nationally Jewish sorority dedicated
to sisterhood, friendship and leadership.
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Find out how to be involved 'b)t emailing us at
UCFAEPhi@yahoo.com

To learn more about Alpha Epsilon Phi,
visit www.aephi.org
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The UCF Bookstore is conveniently located ·on campus and has
the largest selection of USED textbooks.

Check out our online services for textbooks, clothing and supplies
or stop in for. everything· you need for school. With our Lowest
Textbook Price Guarantee* you save more on campus.

In a hurry? Try _o ur Text Express* service to pick up your
textbooks in 24 hours.

The UCF Bookstore now has met~red spots in the Faculty Lot by
Colbourn Hall to make a quick shopping trip even easier without"
having to fig.h t for parking.
You can count on us throughout your college career.
*Ask an associate for details.

4000 Central Florida Boulevard Orlando, Florida 32816
Phone (407) ~23-2665 Fax (407) 823-6282
Please check our website for extended store hours!
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Tech fee proposed
for wireless network
Amount _may ·
vary depending
on school need

Student fees at other Florida schools
Service fees Total undergrad fees

University of Central Florida

$8.09
$13.25
$10.28
$10
$10
$9.70
$9.14
$8.25
$8.16
$7.50
$7.10

New College of Florida
Univ~rsity of North Florida
Florida Atlantk University
Florida A&M University
Florida Gulf Coast University
Florida International University
University of West Florida
University of Florida
Florida State University
University of South Florida

GINA SCANLON
Contributing Writer

The State University President's Association has proposed a belated Christmas
present to students who
attend Florida's 11 public universities: a new fee.
The fee would be used for
technological purposes, such
as upgrades, new equipment
and the expansion of wireless
access on campus. The cost is
yet to be determined.
Before the fee is added to
students' admission costs, the
Florida Student Association
will meet and discuss whether
it would be .in the best interests of the majority of the student body.
If fees increase, the amount
may , vary for each school
depending on its size and
technological needs.
Representing UCF in the
FSA is Student Body President
Kevin Peters, who said there
will be a meeting this Friday
concerning the fee increases.
Peters said the topic was
discussed in a November
meeting, but nothing has been
formally proposed.
"UCF is the leader of Florida's state universities when it
comes to things like wireless

Current per-hour fees

and technological advances,"
Peters said.
Wireless Internet access is
already available in some· of
the largest buildings on campus, such as the UCF Library,
the Student Union, and the
Health and Public Affairs
Building.
.
Some students don't think
the additional fee is necessary.
"I don't think going wireless really improves the performance of the computers or
connection to the Internet,"
said junior Geoffrey Harris. "I
don't think that kind of
upgrade should affect the fees
students have to pay."
Others wouldn't mind paying for the fee.
"I love having the UCF
campus wireless, and it really
is great to check my e-mail

$.100.42
$90.04
$97.10
$98.09
$97.10
$96.95
$96.39
$95.19
$92.68
$95.32
$99.42

ing the Recreation and Wellness Center and other parts of
campus that were damaged
during last year's horrendous
hurricane season. That fee is
now $8.09 per person per
credit hour.

University fees, per hour:
Matriculation fee ($68.16)
Activity and Service fee
($8.06)

Building fee ($2.32)
Capital improvement fee
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Financial aid fee ($3.40)
Athletic fee ($11.09)
Transportation access fee
($3.90)

There are additional fees,
such' as the UCF health fee,
between
classes,"
said which comes to about $100
· Danielle Rubenstein, an per term, a material and supadvertising and public rela- ply fee that varies between $5
tions senior. "There are quite a and $45 per term, late registrafew places on campus where tion and late payment fees,
we don't get it, and service is etc.
Over the 'p ast five years,
low." Her examples included
parts of the first floor and the UCF's cost of tuition and fees ·
auditorium of the Communi- has skyrocketed. In the 20002001 school year, the comcations Building.
She added, "I would defi- bined price of tuition and fees
nitely support an improve- for 15 credit hours for a Floriment in UCF's computer tech- da resident was $2,420. This
nology, especially the wireless year, tuition alone is $2,982 for
access. I would be willing to · the same group of students.
pay a few extra dollars, and I Fees bring the total to approxthink other students would imately $3,280.
So is the fee worth it? "We
too, as long as the fee wasn't
feel that the students are
too crazy."
The fee would be one of already being taxed enough,"
many that UCF students pay. Peters said, "So there will be a
An increase in th,e activity and lot of discussion before makservice fee was recently ing any decision~ on adding
approved to go toward repair- · another fee."
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aspired to become a professional baseball player. He
moved to Florida to play Division I baseball, but he blew out
his shoulder in front of dozens
of baseball scouts. Through his
sport, he was able to network
with many professionals and
realized that though he could
not achieve his dream, he
could help others reach theirs.
He then went on an entrepreneurship journey, which
would garner him success he
could never imagine.
Vigue is donating all of the
proceeds from sales of his
book to ,college scholarships.
Bell, who received her
degree in psychology, is in the
midst of a book tour which will
have a stop in Eatonville this
month at the Zora Neale
Hurston Festival. The festival,
a celebration of culture and the
author, takes place Jan. 26 to
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Blown shoulder creates author
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Volunteered in Romanian
orphanage.
Produced TV documentary
on adoption.
Can safely land a glider.
Ac hieve More Than

a Graduate Degree.
Earn a master's in Early Childhood Special
Education or Infant Special Education.
To learn more about the Early·Childhood and Infant
Special Education MA programs at GW's Graduate
School of Education and Human Development, or
to request admissions materials, please call
800.449.7343, or visit http://gsehd.gwu.edu.

We are currently accepting applications
for Fall 2005.
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Student author and sports agent Kris Vigue wrote the book How to Achieve Your Million-DollarDrea1J1S at Any Age after a career-ending·injury
in baseball forced him to reconsider his own dream of becoming a professional athlete. He decided to help others achieve their dreams.

"The issue of family abanHer novel, Emerging...: Free, donment and the structure of
is about two teenagers who the family is something which
both experience different interests me," she said. "When
types of childhood abandon- I wrote this, I wanted to
ment and neglect from their become a family therapist.
parents. The theme of the Now I am in law school for
novel is coping with these . family law."
issues and learning how to forAlthough Bell herself did
not experience childhood neg' give.
Jan.30.

lect, she was able to gather
most of her inspiration from
research and study in her psychology degree. She also said
that seeing many families deal
with this important issue is
what inspired her.
Bell hopes the novel will
both entertain and educate
readers, helping them see the

importance of this issue.
Emerging...: Free was published by Bell's own publishing
company in November and is
available in books~ores nationwide, as well as online.
The book is garnering rave
reviews from critics and has
the promise to be very successful.
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Profes sors vvait
2·years for rais~s
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show up at Tuesday's protest.
There will be an e-mail circulated this week to union members.
Trouard said the two parties
are clashing due to lack of communication. "They have been
saying that they are trying to
give raises and the mean old
union is stopping them. Well, we
had a memorandum we presented [on Nov. 22] that would have
fixed that
"Instead, they took a break
and then come rushing back to
tell us they were declaring
impasse," she continued. ''They
can't' claim the;y are trying to
give faculty raises when they
declare impasse instead of negotiating our memorandum to do
just that"
In any case, once in impasse,
both negotiating teams will
plead their case before a special
magistrate mutually decided on.
Hickey said., That third-party
magistrate will then make recMICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
ommendations.
President of UCF's chapter of the United Faculty of Florida Dawn Trouard says professors have
If either side rejects those been waiting for more than two years for a raise. UFF and UCF have come to an impasse.
recommendations, another public hearing is held, after which ' Public Relations Management. faith [by UCF]."
I
She said that in declaring,
UCF's Board of Trustees will That firm was given an initial
make recommendations that $20,000 to "help · [UCF] with irripasse, UCF's team said there
must be ratified by the faculty.
their public relations on how still could be a memorandum on
Through it all, Hickey said, they are negotiating with facul- salary, but that the teams were
'both sides can continue to nego- ty," Trouard said.
too far apart on all the other
tiate. •
··
That contract states that one issues.
"[This] process is designed to of the principals in the PR firm
"In my opinion. there are still
provide timelines and multiple would be paid $250 per hour and serious issues that need to be
opportunities to resolve issues that his staff would be paid on a discussed with the academics of
in a facilitated environment," he sliding scale from that point. this campus," she added.
said.
Those figures ranged from $175
Rosie Joels, an education proHe added that he knew the per hour to the lowest pay level . fessor, said that after attending
move would not be popular of $35 per hour for interns.
the impasse meeti.D.g, two facts
amongst some.
David Kornreich, who Hick- became clear to her.
"I assure you that this deci- ey described as a labor dispute
· First, she said, ·~ very posision was not taken lightly, and it closer, is being paid $150 per tive relationship in spring term
is our firm belief that declaring hour to serve as UCF's chief of 2003, with this university's
impasse now is the best way to negotiator.
voluntary recognition of the facachieve more rapid resolutiOn
Trouard compared those fig- ulty union. has turned very negon a contract that will reward ures to the cost of opening a ative.''
.
our excellent faculty and other humanities class on campus Second, "The [Board of
professionals."
about $2,000. 'We have adjuncts Trustees] team notified the
Trouard disagrees. "The being paid $1,750 per semester to press before the beginning ofthe
solution to the problem is ip. his teach a course," she said. "Grad- session that they would declare
hands. If [Hickey] would uate assistants are only paid $10 impasse, and yet, they presented
instruct his bargaining team to per hour.
a fa~ade of bargaining in good
negotiate, they would have some
'When it comes to research faith during the session."
resolution. Other schools are travei we are too poor to do the
Dan Jones, an English profesmaking forward progress, but right thing,'' Trouard wrote to sor, agreed with those sentiour administration was the first UCF's faculty. 'When it comes ments.
to declare impasse - how to paying a PR firm to be sure
''I thought the timing of the
. embarrassing."
you get their message, the message, especially in view of.
She said the real reason for provost spares no expense. A the union's efforts to settle on a
the lack of progress has been a uni.Versity's budget is one of the memorandum earlier in the
lack of honest communication clearest statements of its values. evening, was tactless and unprofrom UCFs bargaining team.
''All this money being spent fessional. The provost's e-mail
''At the Nov. 22 meeting, they on fighting the faculcy - against that evening was, for me, just
had already decided to go to giving them a good contract one more sign that both he and
impasse before they even met could be money given to the fac- the BOT negotiating team are
with us," Trouard said. "They ulty," she added.
dug in. have always been dug in.
sent out a fully prepared e-mail
In contrast to UCF's bargain- and have iio intention on truly
at 8:03 [p.m.] telling the faCulty ing payroll, the faculty's four bargaining."
. about the impasse decision, core bargainers get paid nothing
He added, "Bargaining is a
before they told us about it."
for their efforts. ''This year also long and difficult process. HowBut that's just a part of it, she marked the first time they ever; we also understand that a
continued.
haven't been given release time true bargaining is a two-way
"Repeatedly [UCFs bargain- - time set aside as part of their process - both sides give someing team] has been unwilling or salaries to work on bargaining thing up to gain something
incapable of answering our issues,'' Trouard said.
acceptable to both.
questions about their proposals.
"Basically they have been
''All I have witnessed is the
Often their proposals have con- forced to do all bargaining work [Board of Trustees] team digtradictory clauses in them. on their own time. Only Rich ging their-heels in and insisting
When we ask them to explain. Gause, the union's chief negotia- that the uriion accept what has
they tell us that they think the tor, was given some Fridays off been offered - period. This isn't
statements are clear enough.
during the summer to work on bargaining by any definition."
"It's like they don't even bargaining.
Some faculty members
know what they're putting on
"I can't tell you how many thought the negotiating troubles
the ~able," Trouard said.
weekends and extra nights were shouldn't be attributed directly ,
She also said the UCF team spent gratis to work on the mate- to the Board of Trustees.
Stan Smith, a ' UCF finance
frequently cannot provide the rials and plans for the actual sesUFF with information it needs.
sion,'' Trouard said. "It has been professor, said, "I have a hard
'We asked them to provide a huge labor of love by these time believing that the trustees,
us with a list of who got raises people."
who are distinguished members
this past year. They said they
Hickey would not comment of the business and civic comcan't. How can they not know · directly on how much UCF is munities, understand what their
who they gave raises to?"
spending, considering the dual representatives are doing. The
Still, because of a public roles some participants have.
trustees have.built strong organinformation request, the UFF
On the topic of salary, he izations in their own companies
was able to secure details about would only say, "[It's] important based on the goodwill of their
how much UCF's bargaining to note that collective bargaining employees:'
team is being paid. Altogether, is something neither the union
Still, he added, "[The current
the list totaled nearly $1.66 mil- nor the university undertakes by negotiators] are tearing down
lion in annual contracts, though choice:'
what was once a very positive
many of those staff members
He said that the negotiations relationship between the adminhave other responsibilities on are difficult this year because ifs . istration and the faculty:'
According to Hickey, UCFs
campus.
the first year they have been
When the union asked UCF conducted on a university-by- goal is still to ratify a contract as
to detail exactly how many university basis. Previously, fac- soon as possible.
hours each employee spent on ulty negotiations were held at a_
'We are committed to fair
negotiation proceedings, UCF statewide level
compensation that rewards
said it couldn't comply.
"Since that bargaining took excellence and attracts and
"The percent of time each place in Tallahassee, the ups and retains c;mtstanding faculty to
person spends on these activi- downsofthebargainingprocess serve our students,'' he said. "I
ties is not kept, so [that] infor- were less obvious to individuals believe we have made it very
mation cannot be supplied in on each of the campuses," he clear that our desire is to get the
proposed salary increases into
response to your public records explained.
request," wrote Lin HuffIn any case, the impasse the hands of our faculty and
. Corzine, assistant vice president move surprised many of the fac- other professionals as soon as
of faculty relations.
ulty members present at the possible:'
Trouard said that UCFs
Said Trouard, "There is no NoV. 22 meeting.
accountability. If faculty kept
''I am still shocked,'' said Jean actions indicate otherwise.
"UCF let [Coach George]
grade books like they record Kijek, an associate professor in
finances, the faculty would be the School of Nursing. "I was O'Leary go 0-11 and hasn't pulled
fired."
present at [that] last bargaining ·the plug,'' she said. 'We haven't .
A notable exception was the ses~on and was sadly stunned even gott~n to halftime, and they
contract given to Curley & Pynn by the lack of bargaining in good called it quits."
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12090 Coll~giote Woy
Collegiate Square • Behind Applebee's
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Jumbo Wings
Pick your flavor from the Flavor Zone
5 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) .. ......... ................ \ ......... 3 .49
10 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) ............. ...... ................. 5.99
15 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) .................................... 8.49
20 (1or2 Flavors, 1 Ranch)...... ................... 10.99
30 (1 or 2 Flavors, 2 Ranch).. .. ...... ............... 16.49
50 (Up to 3 Flavors, 3 Ranch) ......................25.99
75 (Up to 3 Flavors, 4 Ranch) ............ ..........36.99
100 (Up to 4 Flavors, 5 RC;Jnch) .... ....... ........ .46.99

Chicken Sandwiches
& 1/2 Pound Burgers
served w/Wedge Fries*$6
*substitutions available for
an additional charge

•

99

Lettuce, Torpato, Onion,
Mustard, Mayo , Ketchup &
Pickle Spear on the side

Pick your Sandwich
Grilled Chicken Breast • Fried Chicken Breast • 1/2 lb Burger

Pick' your Flavor
· Add Celery ..................... ....... ............... '. ......... .49
Extra Bleu Cheese or Ranch .......................... · .69
Add fries to any Wing order ........................... 1.79

Plain OR any one of our 25 flavors

Cheese or No Cheese
Jumbo Size Your Fries for Additional $.99

Fresh Chicken Salads
Pick your Salad
Grilled Chicken Breast OR Fried Chicken Breast

Pick your Flavor
Plain OR any one of our
25 flavors

Pick your Dressing
Bleu Cheese, Ranch, Honey
Mustard, Lite Italian

Chicken Fingers
Pick your Quantity, Pick your Flavor
Dipped or On Side
3 (1 Flavor) ......... .......... .. .......... ........... ...... .... 3.99
5 (1 Flavor) ....... : ..................... .. ........... .. .. .. .... 5.99
10 (1 Flavor) .. .... ....................... .. ................... 10.99
· 20 (UP. to 2 Flavors) ..... ........ ....... .. .............. 19.99
50 (Up to 3 Flavors) ... ................................ .46.99

Chit::ken Finger Basket
5Fingers & Wedge Fries.... .. ..... .. .. .......... ........ 7.29

~~e!!.!~~e~
(any flavor)

Wedge Fries ................Regular 1.79
......................................Jumbo 2.99
Cheese Fries ................ Regular 2.69
......................................Jumbo4.29
Beer Battered Onion Rings .................Regular 2.19
............................................................Jumbo 3.79
Mozzarella Sticks (5) ...................................... .4.29
Fried Mushrooms .............................................4.29
Ranch or Bleu Cheese & Celery ........................ .99
Garden Salad ............................................. .... 4.49
Side Salad
....................................................... 2.49

WI

•

Kid'z Menu
5 Wings & Wedge Fries......... ..........................4.99
3 qhciken Fingers & Wedge Fries................. .. 4.99

•

Soft Drinks
Cans .......................................... 89
2-Liter ...................... ........ ...... ..2.49

Cheesecake. ......................... .. .. 2.49
Brownies .......................... ......... 1.49

$9 99 I , 01 off !IDY

FU 1
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pic~/carry out, Student ID, exp. 4/3012005

item

$10 minimum order• 50( Delivery charge. if under $10
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Taking you to the head of the class

)

A re yo~ cqnsidering a career in

your community college campus!

teaching? Barry University delivers

And our new 2+2+1 program enables
you to earn your master's degree in

2+2· degree programs in education

that offer the ultimate in convenience
and quality. You can meet all the .
requirements for graduation and full
teaching certification, including a

our practical methods are as timely as
our subject is ,timele ss. Learn more
about us at www.barry.edu/2plus2 .

just 15 months of additional study,

We're designed to help you graduate

without delaying your teaching career.
But even more important than what

equipped, and eager, to preside over a
classroom of your own.

we offer is how we teach. Compassion

teaching internship, within two years

is the hallmark of our classrooms, and

of completing your AA - on or near

BAlll{Y

where you belong

For location information,
call Bill Henderson at:
321-235-8405 or 800-695-2279

UNIVERSITY

www.barry.edu/2plus2 .
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, AND SAVE UP TO

,

I

40o/o OFF~ THE LIST PRICE.

How great is this? Find great savings on new or used
textbooks you need this semester. Go to half.com and
enter the titles o r ISBN numbers. That's it!

------------------------~I

$
an additional ·
Save

'\ .

on a purchase Or $50 or more.
Redeem this coupon by entering this code:
UCF2005

at half.com
For a limited time, f"'irst·time buyers only. See cond itions below."*

I
I

I·
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

by

--.
I
I

---------- - ---------------~

'

•claim based on comparison of ave rage selling price (excluding s hipping and handling) for top 10% of textbooks (by unit volu me) sold on Half.com from
A ug ust 1st-September 11, 2 004 and listed as "b rand new " by the seller, w ith list price for same title. Textbooks are defineq as undergrad uate and graduate
textbooks and exclude reference boo ks and nove ls/lite rature.
*"Offer valid for $5 off a purchase of $50 or more at Half.co;';, only. Offer valid for first time buyers only. Order value must be a minimum of $50.00 before the discount is applied and does not include shipping. handling, taxes or insurance. This coupon cannot be combined with any other coupon, discount. gift certificate, or promotion. Any potential refund will not lnciude the coupon or its redemption value.
Void where prohlbtted. Open only to U.S. residents 18 years of age or older. Promotion subject to change without notice Offer expires on M arch 31 , 2005at11 :59:59 EST

Teacher: Stadium could bring recruits
FROM

Al

team is beloved by the town,
Price said the football team's
success never directly improved
his situation at the workplace.
"The football team never
benefitted the Art Department,
and it's not a contradiction. I was
never convinced that money not
spent on football would go to the
arts. Besides, like a friend of
mine always used to say, there's

not much else to do in Auburn
except kill things," Price said.
Price said that he understands Hitt's intention of building a stadium for the football
program despite its dismal reputation, which was capped by
school-wide frustration during
the most recent 0-ll season.
"When it comes to building a
stadium you have to think way
down the line,'' Price said,
"That's what Hitt's doing. He

wants a winning prograni."
Though nobody really knows · asked.
Good college football pro- if a new stadium is the best thing
. Dawn Trouard, the president
grams are built on a foundation for the university, there is no of UCF's chapter of the United
of solid recruiting. Price public outcry of foolish spend- Faculty of Florida thought there
explained that if nothing else, a · ing. The football program will is a difference, and that UCF
new stadium would be an incen:· receive the money for this stadi- should be focused on academtive for talented prospects to um through donations and not ics.
come to UCF to play.
at the ex1'ense of other depart"I wish someone could interHowever, with price tags for ments and programs at UCF.
est UCR's leadership in academthe proposed powder-coated
"[The donors] could spend ics - between Big Man On
steel stadium hovering at about the money on the arts, .b ut they Campus and this mad rush for a
$40 million; Price said, "It is a won't So what's the difference? campus stadium, no one seems
gamble."
Why net have some fun?" Price to have any time for old-fash-

ioned academic concerns - like
teachers," Trouard said.
· "Now, the payoff for an 0-ll
[football] season is a new stadium and a · rediredion of
fundraising that will 'eclipse any
other project.' Too bad for the
softball team; too bad for the
neighbors in the UCF area and
too bad for the city who thought
UCF would welcome the opportunity for such a partnership [in
the Citrus Bowl renovations]."
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Carh counter.
Omelet eater.
Apa~nt dweller.
~'Big Man on Campus"

Sophomore~
Real Food ·
·. on Campus
atthe Marketplace
is now part of
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UCFs wireless
community.
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People always .s ay to put your money where your mouth
When I make a purchase at any one of
UCF Busi -n ess Services many 1ocati on·s,
that's exactly what I do.

,- s.

UCF Business Services· does not
·rece1• ve . any· funding from the state .
Profits t~ey receive are
reinvested back into the UCF
community t·hrough their generous
donations.

<'

{

'

Spending that promotes
convenience, affordability,
and wi ·se investments . ..
I'd .say that's definitely
putting my money where my·
mouth is. What about yours?

<"

'

<

/,

~ UCF BUSINESS
SERVICES

BOOKSTORE • CARD SERVICES • PRINTING SERVICES
OFFICE PLUS• LIVE OAK ROOM • ·DINING SERVICES

www .businessservices. ucf. edu
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Brotherly love

FIVE POINTS

Soccer Center
Five-a-Side· IN-D OOR SOCCER
Adult leagues * Open Scrimmages Sessions
Kid's Birthday Parties* OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
-

I

{407) 328-9141 * 1719 State_ Rd. 419 * Longwood
www.5pointssoccer.com

.l

$30 OFF

Deposit for a team in any league
With this coupon

.,
CHARLIE BENTON I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

'Brother Jed' espouses his religious beliefs on the free speech lawn outside of the Math and Physics Building yesterday. He had
a sign warning fornicators, masturbators, feminists, rock 'n' rollers, sodomites and pornographers that judgment day is near.

The

"#J •

2nd

Annual showcase of Diverse Student Research

March 22, 200
•
UCF ·O rlando C mpus, Student Un on
Hosted by the UC Division of Graduate Studies and the
Graduate Student sspdation, lheGradnate Research. Forum
will include poster displays and oral presentations of student
research and creati e projects. The forum is open to UCF
graduate students 1.a:ll disdplin.es and the community is
welcome to attend.
The submission d adline is f'etn::p.try "87 200~
""

Visit www.gra uate.ucl.edu for det¥ls.

Optometrist Owned & Operated

3151 Alafaya Trail, Suite 102. Orlando
(3 lights South of University, 2 lights North of Colonial)

407-447-7793

•

• Advanced Diagnostics
• Digital Imaging
• Huge Designer Frame Selection
• Prices Fit Every Budget

·RELOCATION
Brand New Office!
Dr. Tiffany Taylor,
formerly located OR UCF Campus

(
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It doesn't take a Stetson education · '

to know that UCF hoops are good

BRETT HART I CENTRAL FLORiDA FUTURE

.

Sophomore Josh Peppers, in his third-consecutive game as a starter, scored 14 points against the Hatters. Peppers was one of four men's basketball players to score in double-figures against Stetson.

HATTERS HALTED
Peppers clutch from
the arc in final run
ANDY VASQUEZ
Staff Writer

After a slow start to the A-Sun conference season the UCF men's basketball team was looking
for something to build on. .
Tuesday night!s 7()-66 victory over conference
rival Stetson may have provided just the spark
that Coach Kirk Speraw's crew has been looking
for.
·
In a back-and-forth battle that featured ll ties
and 13 lead changes, not to mention an offensively-charged second half in which both teams shot

over 60 percent, the Knights emerged victorious
on the strength of some clutch play late in the
game. .
Josh Peppers scored 14 pqints, including two
off-balance 3-pointers in the final minutes, as
UCF (10-4, 3-3 A-Sun) defeated Stetson Tuesday
night at the UCF Arena in front of a season-high
crowd of 2,159 fans. Forward Marcus Johnson led
the Knights with 18 points, on 8-of-9 'shooting,
including a critical layup that helped to seal the
game.
The first of two clutch 3-pointers by Peppers
broke a 60-60 tie. Stetson's Anthony Register,
who scored 12 consecutive points for the Hatters
late in the second half, answered with a jumper to
bring Stetson (4-9, 2-4 A-Sun) within one. The
next time down the court Peppers once again
found a seam, this time in the other comer, and

made his second consecutive 3-pointer to give the
Knights a <Xr62 lead they would not relinquish.
"Those were big;• Peppers said "I stepped up
when we needed it."
The Hatters had a chance to tie the game at 68
in the final moments after UCF guard Gary Johnson missed the front end of a 1-and-l with 27 seconds left, but Stetson's Wilt Holloman missed a
running jumper from close range with six seconds left. Johnson, one of the smallest players on .
the floor, came up big as he emerged with the
rebound in a crowd and was fouled This time he
made both free throws to give the Knights a 4point victory, much to the delight of the crowd
"What an atmosphere," Speraw saicL "Thafs
PLEASE SEE

AVANT ON A14

Two must-win games ahead
MATT DUNAWAY
Senior StaffWriter

UCF has a big test playing two
tough games on the road this weekend against squads only a half-game
behind the Knights in the standings.
Offense sells tickets, but defense
wins championships. 1
These words were muttered by
former UCF guard Dexter Lyons
during the men's 14-game winning
streak a season ago.
Now it's the .women's hoops
squad that has taken those simple
words to heart.
The Knights (5-6, 3-lA-Sun) enter
the weekend with the No. 1 defense
in the Atlantic Sun conference, iiving up a paltry 575 points per game.
UCF's defense has really picked it up
lately, holding the opposition to less
than 45 points.

"Our guards have been doing a
good job on defense, of doubling
inside," Coach Gail Striegler said
after last weekend's 55-43 win over
Troy. "They've also been able to get
back outside and put a hand in the
opposing guards' face."
Challen:gmg every shot along
with moving together is a big part of
why opponents have struggled to a
36-percent clip shooting against
UCF. That's good enough for 30th in
the·nation.
luxAlso, the Knights have a
ury with two shot blockers on the
interior. Center Ali Roberts and forward Shelby Weber have combined
for 47 blocks this season, and the
Knights are 14th nationally, averaging 5.8 blocks per.contest with the ·
duo accounting for 4.2 blocks.
Although -Sµ-iegler is pleased
With her team's defensive execution,
· she is still not satisfied, saying her
squad has left on a lot of easy points
on offensive.
'We're still not executing the way

rare
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SEATS ON A16

Softball falls in
exhibitio~ game.
ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

•

Women's top A-Sun
defense hits the road
for tough matchups

Here's today's burning question: Do I write my
10,000th column about how horrible Atlantic Sun Conference officiating is?
Because I could It's so easy.
A-Sun basketball referees practically write my
columns for me. I almost feel like I should buy them all
a huge lobster dinner. Instead, maybe I'll just pray for
them to get crabs.
But when all was
said and done after
Tuesday night's men's
basketball victory over
Stetson, I couldn't really be mad at the refs'
blatant disregard for
common sense and
work ethic.
we beat the hated MOUTHING OFF
· Hatters. We beat them
in front of a home
ASHLEY BURNS
crowd of 2,159 fans and
Sports Editor
we did it on television.
Plus, Gary Johnson and the boys did exactly what they
said they were going to do..They started a winning
streak. For me, it was the greatest thing to happen since
Columbia House started selling porn. For ~e players, it
·
was something else.
The men's hoops team played in one of the most
exciting games in recent years, a game that featµred
more lead changes than the Democratic Party, and they
did it in front of a huge crowd Granted, 2,159 people
isn't exactly ''huge" but for any UCF sport that doesn't
rhyme with shmootball, that's borderline massive.
The team's reaction? All Josh Peppers could say was
''wow:' ·
"Wow'' sums it up pretty well. This was out of
nowhere. We've been averaging just.over 1,000 fans all
season and all of a 'sudden the student body steps up

UCF softball kicked off its preseason Tuesday,
but not in the fashion the Knights had hoped for.
The Knights took on the Tennessee Volunteers
in an exhibition match at the UCF Softball Complex, but fell 6-0.
"They [Tennessee] did a good job in clutch situations," Coach Renee Luers-Gillispie said. "They
really took advantage with two outs
scoring five of their six runs::
The Lady Vols scraped together
runs in the third and fourth innings
and put up two runs apiece in the
seventh and · ninth innings. Tennessee tised three pitchers to complete the no-hit shutout over the
Knights and only walked two UCF Best
batters.
UCF standout shortstop arid
two-time Atlantic Sun Conference ." Player of the
Year" Stephanie Best was.O-for-3 at the plate and
struck out twice in the affair, while pitcher Jen
. Tomasetti and center fielder Jania Shinhoster
were the only Knights to reach base.
Tomasetti put on a good show on the mound as
she pitched two perfect innings in middle relief.
· "I was really excited with what Jen did out there
today," Luers-Gillispie said. "She had excellent
movement on her pitches, and kept the batters offbalanced."
Staff ace Lindsay Enders started the game for
the Knights, throwing three innings while allowing two runs on two hits. Enders, who led the
Knights in wins with 20 last season, also struck
out three.

BRETT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
PLEASE SEE

Claudia Johnson is averaging 4.9 points per game off the bench this season.
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BEST ON A13

Football to face major changes with landmark NCAA reform
"Our hope, of course, is not the penalty," sports.''
Harrison said. "We hope itencourages differ· The APR will be based on the number of
ent kinds of behavior so that the .numbers student-athletes on each team who achieve
eligibility and return to campus full-time
The NCAA approved the.first phase of a will be lower.''
The so-called "confemporaneous penal- each term. There will also be a longer-term
landmark academic reform package Monday
·
under which about 30 percent of Division I ties" are considered rehabilitative in nature graduation success rate.
Beginning next fall, teams that fall under a
football. teams would have lost scholarships and expected to serve as warnings for teams
with podr academic performance. Such minimum APR will lose scholarships when
had it been implemented immediately.
·
.players who are academically ineligible leave
Schools will receive warning reports in penalties could begin after Dec. 2005.
Another phase of the program will be his- . the school. Such scholarships can't be rethe next few weeks that let them know which
of their teams fall below the academic per- torical penalties, which will be more severe awarded for a year.
The committee did put a IO-percent cap
formance rate (APR) set by the Division I and directed at schools with continued probCommittee on Academic Performance. The lems. Harrison's committee is still working on the number of scholarships teams could
rate is .based roughly; on a SO-percent gradua- on the penalties, and they will have to be lose.
Based on 85 total scholarships, Division!approved by NCAA directors later.
tion rate over a five-year period.
Academic reform has been a centerpiece A football teams could lose no more than
University of Hartford President and ·
Committee C_hairman Walter Harrison said issue for Myles Brand since he became nine scholarships in any one year. Both men's
the biggest problems were in football (about NCAA president two years ago. In his state of and women's basketball could only lose up to
30 percent of teams), baseball (25 percent) the association address Saturday, he said the
measures ''will change the culture of college
PLEASE SEE (-USA oN A16
and men's basketball (20 percent).

NCAA President Myles
Brand finally passed an
academic reform plan
Monday that he has
been working toward
since he took charge of
the organization two
years ago.
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Best quiet in first pr~season game
FROM

Al2

J

"Lindsay had a great outing," Luers-Gillispie said. "She
started strong, and was (!.ble to
''- · strike out a couple of batters."
Kell¥ Mcintyre and Ashley
Baker also chipped in two
innings apiece of mound
work, surrendering a combined four rnns on six hits.
The Lady Vols were led
offensively by third baseman
Kristi Durant, who lit up the
Knights' pitchers for three

RBis on two hits. Shortstop
Linsay Shutzler also added
two hits for Tennessee and
scored .three times. The Volunteers stranded seven runners in the game, while the
Knights only left one runner
on base.
Sophomore · Tennessee
pitcher
Monica
Abbott
pitched three perfect innings,
striking out six along the way.
Megan Rhodes and Stacey
Jennings combined for six
innings of relief work to corri-

plete the no-hitter.
The Knights are preparing
for their fourth and final season of Atlantic Sun play, but
will "face Tennessee again in a
non-conference regular-season matchup on Feb. 4.
"Today was just a measuring stick," Luers-Gillispie said.
"We know we .have to face
them again in four weeks, and
we'll be ready to go."
UCF opens the regular season Jan. 29 with a doubleheader against Bethune-Cookman.
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Java City, KniglitstOp Convenience Store, Real Food on

\_

Campus at1he MarketjJtaca, Reflections, Tsunami Sushi

PAYMENT: Cash, Check, Credit

ROSEN COU.£GE CAMPUS-Bene Pizzeria, GrillaWor~

Homa Zone, Java City, Montague's Del~ Salad Garden

Coke •Diet Coke •Cherry or Vanilla Coke •Sprite •Root Beer· Gingerale •Mello Yellow
Fanta Orange• Ice Tea• Lemonade• Pink Lemonade· Fruit Punch• Water (1.5L)

4066 N. Alafaya
Orlando,·FL 32817
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, Surcharge of $0.70 for Checks
and Credit Cards on delivery
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SUMMING UP THE GAME

Marcus duo huge in Stetson defeat
JEFF SHARON

Points scored by
Marcus Avant against
Stetson Tuesday, a
career high .

It's a good thing it's still early.
After dropping three of their
first four conference games this
season, UCF got back to .500 in the
A-Sun with their seventh straight
win over I-4 rival Stetson at UCF
Arena T~esday night. The 2,159 fans
who showed up two nights ago
were treated to something that
large crowds traditionally have not
seen at the Dungeon: a UCF victory.
Let's break it down ...

MARCUS JOHNSON
18 i>oints, 6 rebounds
8-of-9 shooting in 31 minutes.
Since entering the starting lineup for the
first time against JU, Johnson has been looked
upon to provide a spark. ae did just that
against Stetson. setting a new career-high in
points and contributing with clutch interior
baskets at times when the Knights needed
one.

ANTHONY REGISTER
20points .
8-fur-10 shooting in 34 minutes
The A-Sun "Player of the Week'' from two
weeks ago lived up· to his billing, as UCF
seemingly could do nothing to stop him. In
one stretch at the end of the game, he scored
seven straight, hitting all of his shots with the
shot clock under 10. However, his heroics
would not be enough, as Stetson suffered their
seventh straight loss to UCF

CONF. OVERALL

WL WL

Troy
UCF "'
Florida Atlantic
Jacksonville
Georgia State
Stetson
Campbell

When UCF has the ball ...
· It must learn to beat the zone.
Teams have gone to zone defenses
against UCF and consistently had
success because the Knights have
had an uncharacteristic inability to
get the ball inside. Look for Anthony Williams and Marcus Johnson
to get ple!lty of touches on the interior, as the Knights try to solve the
zone w ithout having to attempt
more tha·n 20 3-pointers for the
game.

WhyUCFWon

Consecutive games
Avant has set
career-highs in
points scored

Gardner-Webb
Belmont
Mercer
Lipscomb

JU's David Lee scored nine ofhis 23
in that final stretch, burying the
game-winning three with 4.6 seconds left.

Staff Writer
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The Knights came up with some
more clutch shooting down the
stretch. Two nights after the
defense closed out Jacksonville by
holding them to just a single field
goal in the final 7:39, Tuesday UCF
used outside shooting to stay on top
of the Hatters in the final 4-plus
minutes. While Stetson's Anthony
Register was hitting for 7 of his 20
·points down the stretch, UCF traded Register's late-in-the-shot-clock
heroics for 3-point baskets by Gary
Johnson and Josh Peppers to stay
on top. Finally, with less than 10 seconds left, the defense made its
biggest play of the night, as Johnson
grabbed the final rebound and was
fouled, ending a Stetson possession
that could have tied the game.

.~

When FAU has the ball ...
It must go through Mike Bell.
The A-Sun "Player of the Year" has
been a beast as of late, averaging 22
points (first in the A-Sun) and 10
boards (second in the A-Sun) per
game in conference play. He is also
17 for 32 (53 percent) from beyond
the arc, and is second in the conference in b locks, averaging 2.8 per ·
contest. He hit for 24 on 10 of 18
from the field against Jacksonville
in his last time out. One chink in
the armor that the Knights could .
exploit could be at the line, where
Bell is an atrocious 43.2 percent
going into Tuesday night's action.

'

Keymatchup

Why Stetson lost
The Hatters could not defend the
perimeter. UCF shot 12 of 25 from
downtown, marking two consecutive games that UCF has hit doubledigit 3-point shots. Gary Johnson
and Josh Peppers each hit four 3BRITT HARTI CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE
pointers, and Marcus Avant hit three Junior forward Justin Rose electrified the crowd with a last-second slam dunkto end the first half.
on his way to a new career-high ofl7
points. Factoring in Stetson's five- . for-two back-and-forth stretch Speraw switched Marcus Avant
for-12 clip from beyond the arc, the between Gary Johnson, Josh Pep- over to guard Stetson's leading
Knights had a 21-point advantage on pers, and Anthony Register will be scorer in the final minutes. Register
Stetson for the game in that catego- marked as one of the great stretches had been lighting up Kingsley
of basketball in the history of the Edwards for 20 points on eight-forry.
series between the two local rivals. 10 shooting, including seven in the
UCF's shooting halted Stetson's final four minutes, all of which
Possession of trte game
momerrtu,m, and eventually capped came with the shot clock less than
Stets~n's possession in the final seconds
Stetson had managed to stay the win in the final conference game 10 seconds. But Avant kept Register
within one possession in the final between these two schools at UCF from getting free on the final possession, and the Knights staved off
minutes with some clutch shooting Arena.
the Hatters once again.
of its own, but in the final 10 seconds
and up by a bucket, UCF's ,activity Off the bench
UCF's next game
on defense forced two wild shots Justin Rose ·
Rose's box line wasn't spectacu- UCF (10-4,3-3) at FAU (3-10,3-3 A-Sun)
underneath by the Hatters, and
Gary Johnson came in amongst the lar - one-for-two, two points, three Thursday at 8:30 p.m.
trees to yank down the biggest rebounds, three assists. But once
rebound of the night. He hit his two again, Rose's impact reached far Scouting the Owls
free-throws to seal UCF's third A- beyond the statistics. His lone field
Despite winning the conference
Sun win with just under four sec- goal was a "Play of the Year" nomi- tournament at UCF Arena back in
nee follow-up dunk in the waning 2002, FAU has been a perennial
onds to play.
seconds of the first half, and it also bottom-dweller in the A-Sun, comTurning point
.
turned out to be his last rebound of piling a conference rec.ord above
UCF's 3-point shooting in the final minutes the evening, as he was injured com- .500 just twice since entering th_e
The coaching staff will tell you ing back down, and did not play the conference. This year looks no different, with the Owls currently at 3that they dislike seeing 25 3-point rest of the night.
3. The Owls dropped a tough one at
attempts in the final box, but when
your team hits 12 of them, including Coaching move of the game
home Tuesday night against Jackthe three big ones in the last four ,
With his defense having trouble sonville, blowing an eight-point
minutes, you'll take it.. That three- dealing with Anthony Register, lead with 1:20 left and losing 82-81.

FAU'sBell vs. UCF'sAnthonyWilliams
With Will Bakanowsky on t he
bench, Williams has been moved to
the middle, which fits p.i_s offensive
game well. However, he will have a
very tough challenge ahead of him
in Bell, who is much quicker and
more athletic than anyone he has
seen to this point.
Bell's outside shooting will also
be a key, because if he gets hot,
Williams will have to step out of
the lane, opening the way for FAU's
guards to penetrote. Bell's activity
on defense may give the deliberate
Williams problems on the offensive
end as well.

.,

Notes ...
This is the second-to-last meeting between these two squads as
members of the Atlantic Sun Conference ... They meet again at UGF
Arena on Jan. 20 ... FAU will spend
one more year in the A-Sun before
moving all sports to the Sun Belt
Conference ... UCF swept FAU in
both of their meetings last season,
including a 70-52 throttling of the
Owls at FAU Gym ... U CF has won
five st raight against the Owls ...
FAU's last victory over UCF came
on Dec. I, 2001 in Boca Raton ... The
game will be broadcast live on
WGKN Channel 21, with the
Pregame Show starting at 8 p.m.,
and tip-off at 8:30 ... Matt Dunaway,
Victor Anderson and Matt Gary
have the call from FAU Gym.

'
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Avant continues hot
streak with second
double digit game

Roberts and Co. hope
tb remain in second
FROM

A12 -

we want to on offense, and we're still
not finishing some of the easy looks
we've been getting," Striegler said.
''That's something we still are worlcing
on"
A big addition is welcoming point
guard LaShay King back into the lineup. KllJg led the team with 120 assists a
season ago, and had two assists in limited action against Troy.
"She has been wanting to come
back and play for so long now;• guard
Celeste Hudson said "It's good to get
her back because she's a threat out
. there on the court."
Roberts ~ been the most consistent Knight on offense, posting 10.4
points per game, while Hudswi is
.s tarting to find her groove after a
rough start to the season
Hudson adds 9.9 points per game,
but in Saturday's win against Troy she
also grabbed eight rebounds and
dished out a team-high five assists to
go along with her eight points.
"It's not always about scoring
points;• Hudson said "The end result
is what matters. You can't take everything on yourself Five assists means
more to me than eight points:•
Hudson and the rest of the Knights
take on Campbell (4-7, 3-2 A-Sun)
tonight before traveling to GardnerWebb (5-6, 3-2 A-Sun) on Saturday
evening. ,.
"Campbell and Gardner-Webb are
going to be gunning for us at their gunning for us at their place," Striegler.

said "You have to be able to win the
road games in this league if you want
to compete for the championship:'
With a couple of victories this
weekend, UCF can begin to put some
separation in the standings between
them and the rest of the pack trying to
claim a top seed for the conference
tournament in March.
"We just have to play Knights' basketball," Hudson said "Coach has been
talking to us about doing the little
things, and we have to come together
on the road to make some things happen"

FROM

Scouting Campbell and Gardner-Webb
TheCameffiarecomingoffaweekend in Nashville they woW.d soon like
to forget. Campbell dropped two
games on the Mttsic City roadie, but
return to Carter Gym:where they are 30 in league play this season
CU uses a balanced attack with no
one scoring in double figures, but three
players score more than seven points
per contest. The Cameffi do a lot of
damage from beyond the three-point
line, hitting 32 percent of their triples.
Guards Kristin Vuckovich and
Tomika Tomlinson are both averaging
8.8 points per game, while guard
Amber Graham is pulli,ng down 8
rebounds per game in league play.
UCF has won the last six meetings
between the two schooffi and holds an
11-9·advantage in the overall series.
GWU salvaged a three-game road
;rip, claiming a 67-53 win over Belmont
last Saturday. The Runnin' Bulldogs

BRETT HART I CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

Junior guard Shayla Smith is third in assists for women's basketball with 19 this season.

open the weekend at home with FAU
tonight.
Gardner-Webb is paced by guard
Sequenta Blackman, who is tied for
10th in the league, scoring 113 points
per game. She has led the Dawgs in
that category in three of the five conference games.
Forward Shameka Smith chips ,in
103 points per game hitting 53 percent
of her shots. She also swipes 9.2
rebounds per game - good enough
for third in the A-Sun
UCF has won all three meetings in
the series, and the Knights have won
,two of the three games by double dig-

its.
Other league games this weekend
include league-leading Lipscomb (8-3,
5-0 A-Sun) and Belmont (7-5, 2-3 ASun) traveling to the Peach State to
take on Mercer (4-7, 2-2 A-Sun) and
Georgia State (4-7, 2-2 A-Sun). The
Bisons were 4-1 against the Georgia
schooffi a season ago.
Troy (2-9, 1-3 A-Sun) will try to snap
a seven-game losing streak that dates
back to Dec. 2 as Stetson (5-6, 2-2 ASun) and Jacksonville (3-8, 0-4 A-Sun)
come to town. The Hatters have won
their last two league games on last-secollcl shots.

.,
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so critical for us. We need that each and every·
night from the fans."
"The crowd was huge for us." Peppers said
"Hopefully they will be back on Sunday."
Both teams came back from the halftime
break on fire. The Hatters shot 14 for 22 in the
second half for 63.6 percent. The Knights shot
nearly 70 percent at 11 for 16 in the second hal±:
including six of nine from beyond the arc,
which proved to be the difference.
· "It was a great basketball gfilne," Speraw said
"Great for the fans and great for everybody
involved. It was a good battle between two
teams that play very hard."
Down the stretcli the Knights played solid
· defense, forcing tough shots as the shot clock
was running down. Register, who led all scorers
with 20, made those tough shots on more than
one occasion, but just as impressive was the
way UCF answered back.
'We kept our poise," Speraw said 'We came
down and responded on the offensive end"
For the second game in a row; forward Marcus Avant set a career high in pointS, scoring 17
for the Knights.
Avant attributed his improved play to the
extra work he has been putting in on the practice court. 'Working hard has helped me to get
more consistent."
"[Avant] has gotten back; to being intense
defensively and active defensively," Speraw
said "He's getting his feet set and he's in a good
rhythm."
The Knights return to action at 8:30 tonight
in Boca Raton when they face FAU. UCF
returns home for a matchup at 2 p.m. Sunday at
the UCF Arena against Tro{State.
~..
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University of Central Florid~

I)

Services
Permit Regulations:

)

Apermit is required for all motor
vehicles parked on campus.
\

Permits MUST be ordered online,
· and can be picked up at.the South
Garage.or mailed to your home.
Daily permits are available. ·

Vehicle assistance offered
by ·Parking Services: ·
• Jumpstart your car .
·Call a·tow truck
• Inflate tires
·Give directions

Parking Services Hours:

I~

Mon-Thurs: 7:30 a.m~ - 6 p.m.
· Friday: 7:30 a.m_
.-5 p.m.

)

,

How to get your parkiilg permit
Order your parking
permit online at
www.parking.ucf.edu
(coll)plete instructions
are online)

,1

·~

\

Pay for your permit
_ ·Avoid the lines. Pay online with Credit Card and
hav~ your permit mailed to you.
·Pay online and opt to pick up your permh.
·Pay with personal check,cash,or Credit Card at
Parking Services Office.

Your permit must be ord~red online!
www.parking.ucf.edu
')

For info call: (407) 823-5812
.

.

Student Escort Patrol Service (S.E.P.S.)
provided by the UCF Police Department
Escorts for students on campus at night.
Call (407) 823-2424

Seats should be
filled each game

INSIDE THE

(

NUMBERS

I.

FROM Al2

2,159

, and realizes we have a pretty nasty rivalry game.
Before I go further, I would like to state that this
so-called rivalry has gone a bit downhill of late. It
would be generous of me to say that Stetson bas. ketball is awful It would be sweet ofme to say that
1 Stetson couldn't beat a no-legged man in a game of
• hopscotch. Heck, the past two UCF home games
' have had fans nail half-court shots at halftime for
• free burritos. Even our fans shoot better than Stet-

\.

(,

Season-high attendance
against Stetson Tuesday

, sonl

(.

UCF has knocked off the Hatters seven consecutive times. It doesn't take Sherlock Holmes to
discover that one of these teams isn't really holding up its end of the rivalry. I can't blame Stetson,
' though. Look at where our program is going and
look at where the Hatters are staying.
Last season I wrote about how both the basket-·
ball and baseball rivalries are dying between these
' two schools because of UCF's national ambition
and Stetson's satisfaction with the bare minimum.
Even one Stetson fflll echoed my sentiment, as he
posted on the UCFSports.com message board,
that Stetson wasn't inclined to improve its conference stature or beefup the Hatters' national image.
: He basically said his school was fine with being in
':;;;:a rock-bottom conference, playing against rockbottom t~ams. Watching a team with that kind of
fan base provides about as much heart-stopping
excitement as the possibility of another Kid 'N
Play movie.
. Who wants to put up with that? Where's the
fun in knowing that your basketball program
might never move to a better conference? Then
again, this is coming from a guy who believes a
university shouldn't exist if it doesn't have a football program.
The bottom line is that UCF basketball is going
to have to .find a new rivalry because the Hatters
don't like showing up to play. It's as if they walk
into The Dungeon, 2,159 fans or not, and become
••afraid of us. Thafs what happens to a team that
·doesn't want to compete. UCF will just always be
better.
Nothing shows that more than the fans. When
' UCF played Stetson in DeLand last season, the
~ majority of the crowd was from UCF. Last night,
•·the entire crowd was UCF, save for the players'
-., mommies and daddies wiping their private school
•tears away when the big, bad Kirk's Jerks and
Rowdy Knights were giving them hell.
,
This crowd gave me a feeling of deja vu. Last
season, an all-time record 4,737 fans showed up to
cheer on the Knights against Troy during UCF's
14-game winning streak. The problem is we lost
that game, causing nearly 2,000 fans to disappear
by the next one.
So where does that leave us with this game?
2,159 fans showed up against Stetson and we won.
~· Is it a coincidence that we play Troy at 2 p.m. on
> Sunday at home? Probably. But common logic dictates that the Knights should be playing in front of
•- a new record-setting crowd The men are going to
.,, win this game. Troy is a shell of the team it was last
? year. The Trojans' once-talented team has shriveled up and fallen into a place darker than Kirstie
-,· Alley's sweatpants.
The burning question might be whether or not
I should write about how A-Sun refs have the men, tal equivalence of a bottle of Tang, but the real
~. question is: why? Why isn't The Dungeon packed
for every home game? Why does a talented player
,., like Peppers have to be surprised when 2,159 fans
show up?
I'm tired of telling UCF students to support
their athletics programs.
This is the last time. Either you're in or you're

,..out
2,159 people can't be wrong. Unless they're
~' Stetson fans.

Ashley Burns can be reached at
sports@UCFnews.com

(
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UCF's team free-throw
percentage against Stetson

65

Get; credit where c:.;editi is due. :eLEP"' helps you. earn college

UCF's team free-throw
percentage this season

Who's Hot

Who's Not

Marcus ~vant

Stetson basketball

The senior forward
continues to show
huge improvement
on offense. He set a
career-high in
points forthe second straight game
with 17 against
Stetson.

The Hatters have
lost all seven of
their last matchups
against UCF. Stetson
fell to 2-4 in the ASun standings with
Tuesday night's loss.

two scholarships.
Teams that continue to
have problems will be subject
to the more severe penalties
once the "historical penalties"
are put into place.
' Consecutive years of falling
below certain academic standards v,vould lead to recruiting
and
further
scholarship
.- restrictions.
A third straight year could
lead to being banned from pre1 season or postseason games,
and a fourth would affect Divi~ sion I membership status.

Conference USA reaches deal with
ESPN,CSTV
UCF's new conference,
'-Conference USA, announced a
six-year deal with ESPN on
Tuesday to have the league's
football and · men's and
women's basketball games
broadcast by the network.
The deal begins with the
2005-06 season and runs
, through 2010-ll. It replaces the
existing eight-year agreement
that begap in 2001-02.
ESPN will carry the C-USA
football title game that begins
t next year and will have first
· t pick of 10 regular-season
• games a season to televise on
ESPN or ESPN2. It will have
first selection of six men's basketball and three women's basketball games each season to
1show on ESPN and ESPN2,
1

credit for what you already knorsN\ By passing a CL.EP exam
yoµ cot(ltl;.earn ttoin 3 to'12 colleg~ fredits. 'Fbei:e qr~ exams in 35
introductory ~ollege-le:vel subj~ts, All Elorida community
colleges and stat~ unl:versit{es award -c.redit for ~ucoessfu,1
CLiEP so0,res. Check V'Tith your institution about Jts cf.EP policy
·and make an appointment a:t you.r o
ge(:s test center today:\

Quotables

STONEYBROOI(

"I can't see why they wouldn't want to come to
every game."
- MEN'S HOOPS COACH KIRK SPERAW ON
TUESDAY NIGHT'S SEASON-HIGH ATTENDANCE

"Five assists means more to me than 8 points. "
- WOMEN'SHOOPS GUARD CELESTE HUDSON
ON PLAYING AS ATEAM

plus the conference championships.
The league also announced
a deal with College Sports
Television to have more than
50 football games a season televised by the network. CSTV
also will show more than 100
men's basketball games and 10
to 15 women's games a season,
along with early-round coverage of the conference tournaments.
The network also will provide coverage of other C-USA
sports, such as volleyball, baseball, softball and men's and
women's soccer.
CSTV has the tights to produce the conference's official
Web site.
The C-USA members are
Army, Charlotte, Cincinnati,
DePaul, East Carolina, Houston,- Louisville, Marquette,
Memphis, Saint Louis, South
Florida, Southern Miss, TCU,
Tulane and UAB.

Heisman Trophy winner Matt
Leinart's choice coming soon
LOS ANGELES - With his
self-imposed Thursday deadline approaching, Reisman
Trophy winner Matt Leinart
still doesn't know whether he
will return to Southern California or go to the NFL. ·
"I have no idea I'm just in a
loop With all this," the junior
quarterback said Tuesday. "I
don't know what to do.
"~ere have been certain

times of the day when I think,
'Yeah.' Then my feelings will
change and an hour later, I'll
hear something or talk to
someone and think, 'Aw, maybe
not.' It's always back and
forth.''
Chuckling, he added, "I
really have to get on the ball.
I'm trying to delay everything
but I realize I don't have much
time.''
Leinart is one of three USC
players facing the same decision. .Linebacker Lofa Tatupu
and punter Tom Malone, both
juniors, also plan to announce
Thursday whether they'll _
leave school. The J'jFL's deadline to declare for the draft is
Saturday.
Leinart has been bombarded with both information and
opinions.
"It almost seems like an
easy decision to people outside · of USC - 'Why stay
when you can be a top pick?'
But it's really a lot harder than
it seems to make the decision.
There are so many pros and
cons to both decisions," said
Leinart, who started classes on
Monday and could complete
requirements for his sociology
degree this semester.
"Whatever I do, I'm going
to be happy with my decision
and move on from there. I look
at it as a win-win situation."
11.r

-COMPILED FROM STAFF
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Upcoming
Men's bas~etball heads to Boca Raton today to face Florida
Atlantic an~ returns home to host Troy at 2 p.m. Sunday at UCF
Arena ... Women's basketball hits the road to Buies Creek, N.C.,
today to face Campbell and then hops over to Boiling Springs,
N.C., to take on Gardner-Webb Saturday .. . Women's track and
field will visit Gainesville Saturday to compete in the UF
Invitational.

C-USA will benefit from n·ew deal
FROM Al2
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IT'S YOUR

HOME
COURSE!!!

Monday- Friday ANYTIME!
FOR YOU MATH MAJORS THAT'S ·
ONLY 20 BUCKS AFTER 2:00
Offer Expires 1 I 31 I 2005

ca1·1·t he Pro Shop for tee times

407-384-6888
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UCF, faculty need··
to work together
S

ometimes, UCF just can't
cut people a break. When
Coach Mike Kruczek lost a
couple games, he was sacked.
When a student is kicked out
of school for dropping below
the 2.0 GPA requirement, it's
worse than pulihig teeth to get
back in.
When a student newspaper
makes an inappropriate comment, the president doesn'.t
·speak to anybody affiliated with
said newspaper even 10 years
later.
.
And then, when the UCF
chapter of the United Faculty of
Florida took a little longer than
usual to agree to UCF's terms
and conditions of employment,
UCF just walked away. No more
bargaining between UFF and
UCF. That's it.
By officially declaring an
impasse, UCF went public with
the idea that the administration
and the faculty are so at odds
with one another that they can't
even communicate effectively.
The faculty union has been .
brooding this decision for two
months. Members have finally
decided to show everyone how
ridiculous they thought the
decision was - they are going
to hold a protest.
Usually, when the UCF community thinks of a protest, they
think of hippie student activists
asking for people to care.
The faculty, however, already
has people caring - working
professors are far more likely to
care about the course of their
careers than students care

about what's going on during a
four-year period in their life
that's mostly consumed by parties.
What the faculty is hoping to
do is practically teach its stu-.
dents some life lessons: Sometimes, the squeaky wheel does
get the grease.
Protesting is not just for
rowdy students, it's for everyone that feels like they'v~ been
wronged. It's a way for a gioup
to see others with a collective
thought and to publicly display
opposition to wrongs committed.
And the UFF has been
wronged. UCF treated the
union like a bad child. The
union doesn't know what it's
doing, so the university will
bring in a helper (a mediator)
to help the two groups figure it
out.
Not only is it insulting to say
that the faculty can't help
define the requirements for its
hiring, promotions and employment, it's unprecedented.
No other university in Florida has ever declared an impasse
and refused to negotiate with
its faculty union.
The university may have
made the faculty look like
babies, but it also made itself
look mean and unresponsive to
UCF neighbors. UCF administrators are the bullies in this situation, quitting the game
because they couldn't make the
rules.
The whole situation is just
immature. Obviously, UCF pro-

fessors want to be here at UCF.
They'd find a job elsewhere if
they didn't want to be here.
So, one can safely assume
that the faculty members also
want what's best for the university. Yes, they may be interested
in making money, but they're
also interested in helping the
university become more prestigious.
It's also safe to assllm.e that
members of the administration
wants the best thing for the university. Yes, they might want to
make money. .But they also
want to make UCF the most
prestigious university in Florida
(and, someday, the world).
How could it be that these
two groups, who should be considering students and the university first, disagree so much
that they need neutral party to
come in?
The short answer is that they
shouldn't have needed it. The
UCF bargaining team should
have given UFF more time to
discuss the issue.
This is a collective effort,
and we're all working toward
the same goal - helping to
bring UCF from promise to
prominence.
So act like it, guys. The students look up to the teachers
and the administrators as people in the "real world" as an
example of how to act.
Don't make them choose
between faculty and administration. Same difference. Both
parties are the backbone of
UCF.
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For Williams, all
ethics left be · d
·~

I

can demographic, the same
n this day and age of Ameridemographic that Bush earned
can politics, there always
drastically lower numbers in
seems to be another scandal
than his democratic opponent
just around the bend. Not just
John Kerry in the recent electhis administration but every
tjon. Williams was scheduled to
administration in the past twency years. Not much better can be interview several Education
said of the media in recent years Department ·officials on his
show in an effort to rally support
either.
among the minorities.
It was the actions of this past
There is nothing wrong with
week that have incriminated
plugging the government in an,
both. Government and media
unjustified and biased fashion.
are at fault in this instance
Just watch Fox News for five
instead of one exposing the
minutes. But as undignified and
other. .
·
ruthless as that network is, even
Armstrong Williams, a
prominent black political pundit it would not dare take the step
with connections to the NAACP that Williams did.
Williams is a se!f-syndicated
and ot,li.er minority political .
columnist who appears in many
groups, has been reported to
have accepted money in order to papers nationwide through the
Tribune Media Services news
support a government act.
wire. And by supporting the
Williams praised the No Child
program in his column, .
Left Behind Act, the Bush economic proposal for education in Williams had crossed the line of
America, after bashing it several journalistic integrity. His column
years earlier. His public relations was an "independent voice,"
something that was published
company accepted $240,000
based on the thought that it was
from the Department of Educapurely his opinions being
tion to plug Bush's agenda
voiced.
Plans were for Williams,
It used to be unspoken
through his public relations
between journalists that integricompany, to allot airtime to
ty would always come first and
endorse the President's educastories would unveil truth
tion reform program. The Arminstead of hide it. Nowadays at
strong Williams Show is broadevery respectable publication,
cast on America's Voice
every staffer must sign an ethics
television network daily nationpolicy promising to report the
wide and has been particularly
truth and only one's self work.
strong with the African-Ameri-

Even with these measures in
place, journalistic integrity
seems to be an intangibility that
is out of reach.
The final column by Williams
for the Tribune Media Service
ran last week but certainly did
not clear anything up. In his
final piece Williams pu(s out an
apology over the conflict of
interest between his supposed
unbiased commentator mindset
and accepting money from the
Department of Education.
He professes that his public
relations company did receive
money, but denies that the funding affected his opinion regarding the No Child Left Behind
Act.
Maybe Williams should read
back over his past columns to
see what he tia5 said in the past
of the exact same program. In a
May 16, 2001 column Williams
wrote "Bush scooped out the
soul of his own education proposal." It also stated that "the
spirit that ought to animate such
legislation has been bargained
away.''
There is no way he could of
predicted how ironic that statement would be three and a half
years later. Williams, enjoy the
$240,000 while it lasts, because
your commentating and journalism career is over. Nobody can
understand a man with a foot in
his mouth.

•
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READER VIEWS

No one to blame

aside the extent to which her son seemingly
was involved in illicit drugs to displace her
I was disgusted to read your article "Stugrief.
dent death raises questions", Jan.10. The death
At a time like this it is reprehensible to
· of a young member of our UCF family is truly place blame of an inflammatory.nature like
a tragedy and no person can ever imagine the . this on anyone. I think your paper showed a
pain that must be'felt by Yancy family.
disgusting lack ofresolve by publishing this
However I was taken when reading your
tabloid-esque byline to an important story. I
article by a significant dichotomy of facts that
urge you to report the facts and investigate
place the Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity unfortuthe reality, not misplaced devastation.
nately in the middle of unsubstantiated infer- OREN FALKOWITZ
ence. Factually, on Nov. 14, 2004, your article
FORMER Pl KAPPA ALPHA PRESIDENT 2003-Q4
reports that John Yancy was arre~ted for possession of cocaine and prescription drug med- ·
ication and that police found a wide plethora
I have read the Future for the four months I
of drugs and paraphernalia when they entered
have been at UCF and I must" say that it is '
Mr. Yancy's home after his death. It would
refreshing and a nice change from the normal
seem to any able reader that Mrs. Yancy's
media I am a transfer from UF, and the Alligaclaims that ''her son had never done drugs ·
to~ pales in comparison to the Future. I thorbefore college" are nothing more than a
oughly
enjoyed reading the religion articles
naivety or unwillingness to address her sons
and many of the other ones.
problems.
This is the only paper I ever read from cover
Speculatively, the Yancy family is seemingto
cover.
I also would like to say how much I
ly displacing its grief in an unwarranted direchave enjoyed the two new commentary sec-.
tion towards the Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity.
tions by Shannon Mau and Nathan Poekert.
Over the past years of reading the Central
The
two of them obviously have different stanFlorida Future I have read many P.OSitive
accounts as well as many negative acco'unts to dards and viewpoints, but both have a way of
grabbing your attention and making their opinGreek Life at UCF, however it is appalling to
ions interesting. Sometimes I laugh at some of
suggest that a group of students 18-22, who.
these readers' opinions attacking your writers
have undoubtedly lost a close friend, are the
and your viewpoints.
reason for his actions. JoJ:-..n Yancy chose to
Although I was upset at your lack of election
associate with Pi Kappa Alpha and correctly
coverage, I still consider your paper superb. So
we can assume its members are his friends
many students attack you for not including
and he is theirs. John Yancy was not only a
things
happening in the world and writing stomember of the Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity, but
ries about Tofurk ~y instead. I, however, undera student at UCF as well, yet Mrs. Yancy does
stand that this p'.1.per is for UCF and it is not the
not blame UCF for her son's drug involveOrlando Sentinel.
ment, the place where in her words he first
Thanks for a great semester, and I look forbecame a user.
ward to reading more of your paper next
Fraternities are the easy target but not the
spring.
correct answer; our entire community, students, faculty, staff,'and parents must address
- CHRISTINA FOULER
the issue of drugs at the University and find
· away to ensure that no other student enters a
P~arizedletter .
place so dark that he/she sees the only soluAt first I thought Noah Saposnik's letter on
tion as taking their own life. Suicide is a perunreported Israeli generosity to tsunami vicmanent solution to a temporary problem. It is
tims ["Jews give to victims," Jan.10] was just a
evident that Mrs. Yancy's claims are unwarPLEASE SEE READER VIEWS ON A18
ranted and that she simply wants to push

Giving credit where it's due

·

The Future encourages comments from readers. Letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words and must include
full name and phone number. We may edit for length, grammar, style and libel. Send letters to editor@UCFnews.com,
submit them online at www.UCFne.ws.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-823-6397 (UCF-NEWS).
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'Do you feel safe
where you live?'

RICKY LY

KATIE QUINN

DAVID MEADE

Mechanical engineering

Aerospace engineering

Aerospace engineering

"Ilive in Oviedo, it's all little kids and
moms that play tennis, I'mnot scared
at all."

"My neighbors were robbed before I
moved in, so now I'mjust extra
careful."

"I'mon the third floor so I'mabove all
the crime, and I don't think anything
will happen to me."
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Communications

"I live in a condo with
no college kids
I
around, so Ifeel very safe."

Elementary education

Marketing

"Ilive on campus and Ifeel ~~fe,
because the UCFpolice are on patrol."

"Riverwind is a lov~ly gated commun~
ty and has 24-hour surveillance."
'-fS
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READER VIEWS
FROM Al?

bit premature, but now I see it
as downright dishonest.
Noah complains that the
press, on the whole, neglected
· to report with speed on generous contributions from the
self-proclaimed "Jewish State";
a Yahoo search of "Israeli
tsunami aid" finds the source
of his plagiarism as the second
listing, http://www.honest
reporting.com/
articles/45884734/critiques/
Israeli_Aid3_Unreported.a5p
The site, while insinuating
that Israel should sooner have
been singled-out for special
praise beyond other nations
providing assistance, also
laments that reporters have
waited too long to disseminate
the press release from Israel's
spin-doctors about its "benevolence".
A few questions might be
answered here, such as why is
it kindness and not expected
behavior, that one would help
the needy? And secondly, why
should Dec. 27 have been the
worldwide day of reporting
solely on Israel's role in the
global relief effort? It's true
that praise and accolades
weren't spread on every TV
and front page by the Dec. 28
when the fuss was made though they do mention in
passing thatUnited Press
International did share it with its millions of readers. But an
end-of-article update on Jan. 1

How KNIGHTRO
places Classifieds in the

says that The Associated Press Bush back the presidency. The
distributed a story exclusively
Bush administration's response
touting Israel.
to the tsunami disaster - an
The reality is that while the
event dwarfing the human loss
means are Israel's to dispose of felt by Americans on Sept.11
as it sees fit, all money and
- is another grave example of
material comes from the Unithow a political class so cut off
ed States, through annual gifts
from the people it supposedly
of billions of dollars - not just serves can consistently fail to
in the form of cash grants, but
meet the demands of real
also the J.itest military hardworld scenarios. That leaves
ware to inflict widespread
me and you, the people, as the
destruction and death. With its only remaining hope for this
· country.
economy so drained by the
decades-old occupation of
Republicans and democrats
Palestine, Israel cannot sustain
alike have failed us miserably.
itself; the situation is a visionPledging an amount of money
ary microcosm of our own
to tsunami relief equal to what
nation's oppressive domination our military spends on a few
of Iraq.
·
dozen smart bombs is not only
-ANDREW MASON
embarrassing for America, but
for humanity.
On a relatively good day,
Bush views the world through
President Bush couldn't
the window of a ranch hotise ·
· wait until inauguration to
in Texas. But on most days, he
reveal to the w0rld just how
sits with all curtains drawn
much further into ideological
staring at a canvas re-creation
oblivion he plans to ride his
of the world painted for him
self-righteous steed during his
by a very imaginatively ideosecond term.
logical, empire building cabiHis administration has
net of artists.
made clear the magnitude of
While the first view may be
the gap between American
dangerously haughty, the latter
politics and reality. The really
frightening part, though, is that view is sadistically perverted.
The second Bush presidency
it isn't just the neoconservahasn't even started yet, but it's
tives in the White House that
clear what we all have to not
have their heads in the sand.
look forward to: more highConsidering the dismal
state of world affairs surround- horse government, more·politi-:
cally motivated warfare, and
ing the 2004 election, it
more disdain for the White
remains a mystery to me just
House from around the globe.
how John Kerry and the
democrats managed to give
- FRANK PERSONS
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Basketball brings home
what football can't: wins

COMMENTARY
NATHAN POEKERT
Staff Writer

It was a normal Tuesday
night. I was just leaving the
Classroom 1 building after selling a textbook when I heard a
roar let out. It was coming
from the UCF Arena.
One of my friends had
mentioned that UCF was playing a basketball game, but having selective memory, I forgot,
and, frankly, didn't care.
I knew some of my friends
were in there, so I decided to
go for maybe five minutes to
say hello to them. After entering the Arena, I found there to
be a decent crowd and I
couldn't find my friends. So I
just stood at the rail behind
the court and decided to
watch for a couple minutes.
One hour later, I was cheer-

ing, screaming, shouting and
doing every stupid UCF cheer
I had learned more than a year
ago when I first transferred to
UCF.
I waved my hands during
the fight song, I "stompstomp-clap-clap-wooshed''
along with the rest of the
crowd on eveiy free throw. I
forgot how exciting these
games were.
After watching our miserable football team lose every
game this season, I had subconsciously given up on UCF
athletics. The emotional turmoil of the overtime against
Ohio had temporarily
destroyed my spirit.
Thankfully, Marcus Avant,
Gary Johnson, Josh Peppers,
and the rest of the team
restored my love of UCF
sports.
·
· The garrie was a back-andforth roller coaster of
turnovers and 3-pointers by
both sides. Every time we
would take a lead, they would
come back and tie.
Something about our basketball games bring out the
most school spirit I have seen
at UCF in my two years here.
Football games are a six

hour tail-gate followed by a
first half disappointment. Basketball games are exciting and
emotionally draining at the
same time. You hold your
breath on every 3-pointer. You
cheer at every foul against the
opponent, and scream at the
referees on every foul against
us.
The win against Stetson on
Tuesday will be great memory
for me. You don't remember
games where we blew the
other team out of the water.
You remember games where
you weren't blinking because
you feared missing something
extraordinary.
Even though that game was
something I'll remember, part
of that memory includes the
lack of students watching the
game. The top bleachers were .
open, but were not nearly full.
Thousands of students
went to football games to
watch our team lose over and
over again. We should be able
to pack our basketball games
with even more fans.
Currently, UCF men's basketball record stands at 11-4.
Last time I checked, that was
11 more games than our football team won.

12000 coneaiate wav

11651 Universnv Boulevard

401-211-1616

401-513-9000

• 123 Spacious Rooms
w/double Beds in
Most Rooms
• Courtyard Cafe Open for
Breakfast Daily
• Outdoor Heated Pool
and Jacuzzi

~1801

High Tech Avenue

401-243-6100

• 99 Fully Equipped Suites

• 105 Fully Equipped Suites

• Complimentary Full Breakfast
Buffet

• Full Cable with Showtime

• Complimentary Social Hour
M-TH 5:3.Qp - 7:00p

';.)

• Outdoor Heated Pool, BBQ.
Area
• Limited Maid Service

• Daily Housekeeping Service
• Pet Friendly

• 2 Meeting Rooms for
up to 40 People

• Room Service by Pizzeria
Uno's Restaurant

• High Speed Internet Access

• High Speed Internet Access

• High Speed Internet Access
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MOVING IN? SECURE YOUR DEPOSIT!

Losing your security deposit or being charged for damages
at rentals around UCF is quite common. Here are 5 steps to
help "secure" a chance of getting some or all or'your deposit back
and not be overcharged when you move out:
READ THE .LEASE!
Look at your lease carefully. Most state that you must inspect
the unit at the time of move-in. If there is a deadline for
giving a list of problems back to the landlord, make sure
you get it back to the landlord by the deadlitte, and keep a copy for
yourself.
v'

TAKE PICTURES!
To further protect yourself from being charged for damages
~~~" existing when you move in, take photos of all commot:i
areas, yo.u r room, and bathroom. Photograph any current
problems with the condition of the flooring,' carpeting, furniture, _a nd
the lawn/landscape (if you are responsible for lawn upkeep). Take
more pictures when you move out. Print the photos with dates!

-

INSPECT EVERYTHING!
,
The landlord may provide you with a move-in inspection
~ sheet. If not, make your own list, stating existing problems
.J /
· within each room of the unit. Be very specific - note
everything major and minor, such as carpet stains or tears, condition
of mattress, furniture, walls, blinds, .countertops, EVERYTHING!
v'

v'

MAKE A COPY!
Be sure to make a copy of the completed inspection sheet
BEFORE giving it back to the .landlord. Keep it in a safe
place during the duration of your lease.

,.

v'

-./'

INCREASE YOUR CHANCES!
By tak~ng these steps, you should not be charged for 'preexis~ing damage when you move out. And you will be able to
•
prove which damages were there at the time you moved in, if
the damages claimed against your deposit are disputed.

lwww. stulegal. sdes·.ucf. edul
For more inf<.), or if you have problems, ca ll 407-823 - 2538 to set up an appointment, or visit the Student Resource Cente r, room 155
lVlonday - Friday 8am-5pm. W e assist with se lected areas of law, including landlord/ tenant. consumer, crimina l, traffic & more. E l igihle
students can receive lrcc consultaion & rcprcsc11tation. Funde d hy Activizv & Service Fee throug h the Stude nt Governme nt A s s'.:::>ciat ion

{
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100
125
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.175
200
225
250
275
300
325
350

Help Wanted: General
HelpWanted:Part-Time
Help Wanted: Full-Time
Business Opportunities
For Rent: Homes
For Rent: Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: General
For Sale: Automotive
For Sale: Homes

375 For Sale: Pets
400 Services
soo Events
525 .Events: Greek Life
550 Events: UCF
600 Travel
700 Worship .
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted .
999. Lost & Found

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447,-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817.

PAYMENT METHODS

Cash, Check, Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Discover

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com
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Sell to family-oriented businesses.
Some leads provided. Great
experience for mass comm majors.
Call today 407-682-3414

Now Hiring for Cingular
Wireless
~

,,

Kelly Services is hiring Customer
Service Reps to work for Cingular
Wireless's UCF Area Call Center.
Must have a HS Diploma/GED, 1+
year(s) Call Center or Customer
Service experience & be able to work
between the hours of ?am - midnight.
- $10.00/hour
- UCF area location
- PT and FT Schedules
- Paid Training provided
- Bring Updated Resume
- Bring Two forms of ID

LOVE KIDS?
My two great boys (they really are), ages
5 and 2, need a playmate (not a TV
watcher) for a few hours during the
week. The hours are very flexible and
vary as does the pay (lets negotiate!).
These are great kids and they need a
match! Located 5 mins from UCF. Must
have car. Call Jenna at'407-971-6067
and leave a message.
Tropical Smoothie Cafe is looking for
outgoing and energetic people. Please
apply in person at ·
7561 West Sandlake Rd
(407)248-0707

Spend your summer in a lakefront
cabin in·Maine. If you're looking to
spend this summer outdoors, have fun
while you work, and make lifelong
friends, then look no further. Cf!mp
. Mataponi, a residential girls camp in
Maine, has female/male summertime
openings for Land Sports, Waterfront
(small crafts, skiing, life guarding, WSI ,
boat drivers), Ropes Course, Tennis,
Horseback Riding, Arts & Crafts,
Theater, Cooking, Gymnastics, Dance,
Photography, Group Leaders & .more.
Top salaries plus room/board & travel
provided. ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
WILL BE CONDUCTED 1/28. Call us
today toll free at 1-888-684·2267 or
apply online at .
www.campmataponi.com.

LOSE YOUR JOB?

Seminole Chronicle
Serving Oviedo and Winter Springs,
distributed every Friday.

·Classified line ads are published in both the Future and the Chronicle
·.Local rates from only $8 a week, student rates from $4 a week
• Economic way to be placed in up to 40,000 weekly issues
• Reaching Oviedo, Winter Springs, UCF and East Orlando
•Ads also vie~able online 24 hours a day

~General

MARKET RESEARCH
TELEPHONE INTERVIEWER

Creative, IT, Multimedia,
Project Mgmt., Sales,
Marketing/PR ·
Submit your resume to
Dominique Brent:
dominique.ucf@mindcomet.com

I

"oriba 1utui-t

UCF's award-winning newspaper
published twice-weekly.

Or call us at 407.838.1010 x352

www.mindcomet.com

~HINDCOHET"

Permanent PT positions
at Winter Park Office.
Mostly evening hours 5-9 pm.
Occasional 9.am -1 pm.
About 12-20 hours/wk.
Flex. sch ed. as your sched.
changes. Starting $7~7.50
depending on exp. ·
NEVER SALES/Research only

Orange County Staffing

NOW HIRING
SALES/MARKETING
positions

~~

·~·
~ ·

Call Donna at

407-671-7143

DOES YOUR FORMER EMPLOYER OWE YOU WAGES?
DID YOU GET PAID FOR ALL OF YOUR TIME WORKED?
DON'T LET THEM WRONGFULLY KEEP YOUR HARD EARNED MONEY!
IF WE GET. YOU ANY MONEY, THEY PAY OUR FEES AND COSTS

Call or attend our Job Fair
January 14th ·
9:00 AM - 3:00 PM
UCF Garden Hilton
1959 N. Alafaya Trail
(407) 648-9408

•

Singers for Contemporary and
Gospel A cappella groups. Music
skills a mustl Call: 407-230-6100
E mall: RNP@rightnote.com

(tuttal

frlTl1 HELP WANTED:

HELP WANTED:

~General

Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential.
Good for students.
Training provided. No exp. needed.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.
-;:D,-,riv""e""rs"!,..,F""lie-rs-/;-;P~re_p_
s -ne-e""'de-d,.....,=$6,..-·1'"'2-=-/h-r
Apply at,California Chicken Grill
10725 E. Colonial Drive
407-273-2254

AD RATES

(407) 67 WAGES
(407)-679-2437
The hiring of an attorney is an important decision that should not be based solely upon advertisements. Before you decide,
ask us to send you free information on our qualifications and experience. Jeffrey WAlbert, Esquire: Principle office:Maitland

KELLY SERVICES
An EOE/Never An Applicant Fee
HIRING NOW
Preschool In Oviedo
Teachers, Assistants & Bus Driver
(407) 366-2100
.
•

Attractive, thin females who smoke daily
or weekly needed for confidential phone
interview. Selected callers earn $40.
Leave name and number, your call will
-.
be returned ASAP. 661 -255-3940.

FREE WEIGHT TRAINING
The Exercise Physiology Lab at UCF is looking for healthy, male and
female volunteers (ages 18-3 5), to participate in a re11earch study to
examine how genetics affects the way a person responds to weight
training.

Participants will receive:

Callers Needed! CMG Telemarketing!
Info verifying for mortgage products.
Work at home or from our call center.
~ $7/lir min! email: alex@cmgleads.com
407-365-3334 x102

•
•
•

24 supervised training sessions
MRI scans of the upper arms
$125

Volunteer for a clinical research study of an
lnvestigational medication.
To Qualify:
• Ages 18 and older
• Stay 6 hours in Research
dorm
• Make 2 outpatient visits
• M~ke 2 telephone
contacts.

Call Today

407-823-5163

~-

Compensation is paid up to $300.00

what to know before you go
How to Worl an 1!-*f>O. Reswme &
lnterviewin5 rowndtahles ·
.- learn to market yourself at EXPO events

flt&umt Critiquu
don't forget to bring your resume -

Practice Interviews
•

I

- advanced registration required,..., E-mail crc@mail.ucf.edu
407.823.2361 or stop by C~EL (SRC, 7G)

E*fOsurt fo Llrlns t~t&···
- leading EMPLOYERS conctuct all event sessions -

Friday, January 21, 2005
11 :00 AM · 3:00 PM
·Key West -- Student Union
Sponsored by the Career Services &
Experiential Learning
UNIVERSlTY OF CENTRAL Fl..oRIDA
C/\REER SERVICES &
EXP6RtF.NTIAI. LEAR NING

Division of Academic Affairs
407.823.2361
Sludoot ~ CMter/7G
www.ac.ud.ec1t

·You May Not Have Symptoms, But
Your Herpes May Be Contagious
Did you know that you may give your partner
herpes even when you have no visible sores
or lesions?-·
Local physicians are studying the investigational
use of an approved prescription medication for
recurrent genital herpes to learn more about
when a person can spread it to others.
You may qualify 'if you are 18 or older and know
or suspect
that you have recurrent
genital herpes.
.
.
If you take part, you will receive study-related
care , including physical examinations, laboratory
tests and study medications.

407-472-0228
M-F,8-5, or visit www.ocrc.net

To leam more, please. call :

Orlando Clinical Research Center

5055 S. Orange Avenue • Orlando FL 32809
v~

dJ.04 'lftUf/l, di-~

Be a Hero to
Our.Soldiers.

Flex hours. Work today get paid
today. Driver's license·and
insurance needed. Call Alex
407-592-8514
UNIVERSAL CINEPLEX THEATRES
PT/FT service staff pos. avail.
Previous retail exp. pref. Flex. work
schepule. Competitive salary and
benefits package. Must ha_ve superior
cash handling and customer service
skills. (i.e. Snack bar or cafe sales,
Ticket sales and usher.) Depending on
status, benefits may include Universal
park admission, free movies, sales
commission, vacation, 401 K, tuition
·
reimbursement and more. Inquire after 6
P.M. at Theatre: 6000 Universal Blvd. At
Universal Studios City Walk or call
407-354-3374 to speak with a Manager.
Internet inquiries should be directed to
(latlceuniv@aol.com) E.O.E.

Donate Plasma
Your plasma donations can
directly save the lives of our
troops wounde~ in.combat.

Your plasma is manufactured into a derivative called
Albumin.This critical fluid is used to treat battlefield
injuries including shock, burns and blood loss.

Cusiomer Service Reps PT
No exp. necessary but always a plus.
Bilingual a plus. Must be able to type at
ample speed. Located near Orlando Intl.
Airport. Flexible Schedule + great pay.
AM/PM positions available. Call Brandon
@ 407-243-6150 EXT 2106
or e-mail: bbrady@gosafco.com.
Wanted: Graphic Design student to
tutor in Adobe Photoshop 6 or flash
digital photography on an hourly
basis. Please Call 407-808-5558

CHEER COACH NEEDED
Teach childrens cheerleading
program in Orlando.
Call toll free 866-236-2767.

Earn up to $15/ hr gathering public
information. Must have computer
and internet access.
407-230-4713

•

Part Time Kennel Attendant needed.
Also Experienced Technician needed.
Pet Hospital in Oviedo area. Team player
wanted. Apply at 255 Alexandria Blvd.,
Oviedo. 407-366-7323.

~

Pre-school afternoon teachers needed.
·
2:30-6:00 Mon. - Fri.
No experience necessary. Close to UOF.
407-282-0551 ask for Nancy or Pat.
Fax resume to 407-207-4330.

~---,--~~---,,---,---,-..,,--- · Bright Energetic PT entry level
ASP web site help for small photo studio.
Update online and calendar and move to
" new server. Call Les at 407-898-5989

administrative assistant needed, flex
hrs, $10/hr, Call Ian @
407-425-7501ext105

•

Summer Jobs
• $2100
·Co-Ed Camp
• Seven Weeks
• Room and Board Included·

Earn up to $170 amonth donating regularly.
When you donate plasma, you are helping save lives.
Take being ahero to another level. Donate Now!

Get Paid to Play! ·

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •
New and Return Donors: Bring this ad and receive
an extra $5 on.your 2nd and 4th donations.

The Florida Elks Youth Camp
(FEYC) needs male and female
Summer Camp Counselors ages
18 and up. FEYC is an overnight
camp located off of Highway
450 in Umatilla, FL. The camp
runs June 6- July 23. Please
contact Krys Ragland at ·
1-800-523-1673 ext. 250 or
352-669-9443 ext. 250.

Continue your educiltlon online
with courses, certificates ilml degrees
offered through the UCF UIRTURL CflmPUS

iJ,central
University of

.

Florida

DCI Biologicals Orlando,LLC.
1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite·500
Orlando,.Fl. 32826
(321) 235-9100
www.dciplasma.com

Need PT help for combination of
secretarial and light housework for a
small hom·e-based office near. UCF.
$10/hr. Call 203-526-7882 or
407-277-8941.

HOUSE CLEANERS NEEDED
PT days. Excellent pay and flex
schedule. Exp pref. Car, phone &
background check reqd. Call
407-671-3878.
'
In-Home Female Tutor Needed
Biology & Spanish for 10th grade AP
· student. Please respond by
calling 407-947-2420 or by
email Thaisingha@aol.com

bored? .

Don1 t miss out on interviewing for
career opportunities this Spring!

If you lived at Affiliated Housing you could be ....

NOTICE:
(

All UCF students & alumni must attend an
introductory workshop to gain access to full &
part~time job postings and employers recruiting
on campus. This workshop will teach you how
to use the online database, submit your resume,
and sign up for interviews taking place
on-campus.
Dates and times for the Introduction to

Online Job Postings and On-campus
Interviewing workshop for the Spring
semester are available at www.crc.ucf.edu.

How do you want to spend your college experience?

·

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
CAREER SEHVICES &
EXPERtENTIAL LEARNING

'

UCF · ffiliated Ho s·ng

Pegasus Landing Pegasus Pointe

Q)J

407-380-58 7

For more information, please contact
Career Services 8t Experiential Learning at
407-823-2361 or E-mail crc@mail.ucf.edu.
'
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'407-38 -680
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l;m FOR RENT:

•
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
and apts. for rent. $649 to $1295.
Call 407-629-6330 or
•
www.ORLrent.com to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.

•

ROOMS NEAR UCF ,
2 rooms avail in a 4BD/ 2.5BA home in
the UCF area. Smaller room: $425
Larger room: $475. All utils incl. Avail
immediately. Call 407-461-6702

Avalon Park
Brand New 4BD/2BA 3 car garage 2200
sqft. Be the first to live in this home in
one of Orlando finest communities
Master bd has walk in closet w/ Jacuzzi
BA & shower. Free basic cable and
community pool. $1595/month
Call Nick 407 625 8588

II

"'
"'
~

~

TALL, STRONG ENERGY
DRINK SEEKS
bright, outgoing, energetic person
for good times around town, Must
enjoy meeting new people.
Knowledge of local geography, a
clean driving record and a passion
for life required. Bilingual a plus.
Becqme a member of the Orlando
Mobile Energy Team, As part of
the team, you'll seek out people in
need of energy and introduce them
to benefits of Red Bull.

If interested in joining the
Red Bull team, apply at
· www.recruit.redbullmet.com.

RedBulr
~

E NER:GY ORIN)(

After School Childcare I Light
Housekeeping Assistance

..

Family in Eastwood Development Needs
In-home Afternoon Childcare for Children
ages 6 & 10. To assist in greeting from
school, making snru::ks, overseeing
homework and light housekeeping
assistance (load/unload dishwasher,
wash/fold clothes).
Hours 3:15-5:15pm M-F
(Some Flexibility). Call 407-208-1449 or
E-mail greg_chambers1@hotmail.com

~

'

"'

Crossword

~Roommates

BABYSITTER NEEDED
1-year-old boy near UCF. Tues
11AM-6PM, Wed 8AM-12PM, Thur
11AM-5PM. $6/hr, references needed.
Please call 407-737-6826
Part-time Nanny needed
12-15 hours a week. $8.50/hour.
Call 407-493-9353

Lovely 2/1 condo. Newly painted and
carpeted. No pets. $795/mo.
Call 321-297-1163.
2BD/1 BA within walking distance of
UCF campus. Includes W/D.
$650/mo. Please call 407-852-3951

HUNTER'S RESERVE CONDO
Very nice, clean, convenient 2 BR/2 BA
condo. Minutes from UCF, shopping
restaurants, etc. W/D incl. All appliances
in perfect working order. Immaculate
condiiion. Pool, tennis courts. $850/mo.
Call 954-261-5675 or 954-473-0509

FREE RENT

1 & 2 bedroom
Floor Plans
We Take Co-Signers!

RENT:
[~FOR
~Roommates
Less than 10 mins. away from UCF
$250/mo. plus util. 1 small rm avail. for F
to share with females in 4/2' home.
Clean, quiet, W/D, furnished. N/S, no
pets please. Call 407-319-3751

LOOK
1 bdrm avall. In a large house close
. to UCF. Includes in-ground pool,
W/D, full kitchen. $360/mo. +
split util. Call 407·641-4205.
2 rooms avail in 3BD/ 2BA new furnished
house, Waterford Lakes,
clean/responsible $600/mo, incl internet,
fax, cable, phone, W/D. ASAP
Call Helen 407-380-1268

ROOM FOR RENT-MALE
312 home, 10 mlns from campus.
Tiled floors In great rm, fenced yard,
cable/roadrunner, 2 car garage, w/d.
$425/mo + 1/4 utll. 407-222-2895

INTL' CORP EXPANDING
$2500PT/$6000FT.
Will train, need computer.
www.abetterlife101.com
1-800-353-6947

UCF AREA HOME FOR RENT
3/2 split plan, Winter Park schools, very
clean. Fenced yard, remodeled
kitchen/bath, wood floors, fireplace, and
garage. $1175/mo. Call Bill 407-678-2160

Single Family Home
Ashington Park Community. 5 mlns
from UCF. 3BD/2BA 2 car garage.
W/D. FL room. For more info please
call 407-568-7608

Awesome Brand New Home
Great rooms avail Jan, near UCF, pool,
tennis courts, lake. $500/mo, yearly
lease. Call Sherry/Todd @
954-753-3032 or 407-482-4969

1 M or F NEEDED
for 1 furnished rm, in a 4 BD/ 2.5BA
home w/ pool. 10 mins from UCF. utils
incl, high speed internet, cable. Avail
now - until summer. $475 negotiable.
Call 561 -251 -9394

UCF AREA HOUSES
. 3, 4, anti 5 bdrms. New homes. All
appllances and lawn s~rvices Incl.
Low rent, leases al(.ail today. For
, more info call Ryan It 407-383-8918

=

Rooms avail in beautiful 4/2.5 home.
Directly behind UCF on conservation
land. $550/month incl rent, utils, high
speed internet, cable and furn. if needed.
Avail Now Contact Matt @
·
954-445-4188.
MOVE-IN ASAP
2 BD/ 2 BA House, w/ 2 car garage, all
appliances W/D,furnished, large bdrm,
prvt BA, $550/mo. includes all util.
Call Kara @ (727)488-8460.

Rooms for rent, 5 min. from UCF in
new 4 bedroom house, new neigh.
Lg. rooms, back yard faces preserve.
House furn., bedrooms not. Sec. sys.,
high-speed wireless Internet. Room
w/other students. $500/ino. all utll.
i~cl. 954-816-3127
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
$400/mo plus util. Jan '05-July '05. 5
mlns from UCF. Polos Easi:
Apartments. Call Ann Marie
. 954-854-0553.

Large Spacious Home .
2 mins from UCF, prvt bdrm,
$525/mo all utlls 'Incl. Call Katie @
941·720-1886.
'1 ROOMMATE WANTED
to share great home, min. from UCF.
Must enjoy yard, lake, internet,
cable, W/D, private room+ awesome
small dog. M or F. Everything incl.
$500/mo. Call Jeff, UCF grad,
407-737-6690. Details/photos online:
www.thinkcybis.com/room.

Gorgeous Pl.ace to Live!!!
F needed for 4 BR house behind UCF.
Pool. Fully furn. $510/mo. All Incl. DSL,
walk-in closet. Avail. immediately.
Must be clean! Call 407-748-0887.
Room for rent in 2/2 townhome, .located
2 miles from UCF. Big bedroom,
own bathroom, living room w/vaulted
ceilings, w/d included for $495.00
+half utilities per month. Contact Amy
at 321-662-6366.
Roommates Needed!!
Brand new house 1/2 mile from UCF.
4 bedroom 2 bath, W/D, dishwasher,
cable TV in every room, high-speed
wlreless Internet, furnished living
room, full kitchen. This and all
utilities for just $500/mo! Call James
at 561·762-8986 or
SoutoEBX@aol.com
Clean and Responsible House
in Waterford Lakes. $500/mo.
All util. incl. Fast access DSL.
Call Lindsay at 954-701-3806.
1 ROOM AVAILABLE
4 BD/3 BA, pool tables, spa, 5 mins from
UCF $500/mo. everything incl.
Call 941-685-3954

WANTED IMMEDIATELY:
3 roommates for a 5BD/3BA home. $500
mo. All utils incl. In Tanner Crossing, 2
mins away from UCF.
Call Ashley@ 727-534-5852
ROOMMATE NEEDED
4/2.5/2, Hi-speed Internet, digital cable,
W/D, tile, wood, 10 minutes North of UCF
$375-425/month + part utilities
Call CS86) 453-6568

Very large bed & bath in a 414
apartment. Discounted rent incl all.
Call 954-2Q5-0049
Pegasus Pointe Apartment
Available for Summer term. Female
needed for 4BR unit. Quiet & private.
I WILL PAY ALL TRANSFER FEES!!!
Call 321-604-9029
Subleaser needed. Pegasus Pointe.
1 bedroom in 4/2. Down payment and
January & FEBRUARY RENT PAID!!!
$455/mo. all util. incl. Call 904-996-8756.

ROOMS AVAILABLE IN 2/2
Pegasus Landing, $560/mo incl all util,
ethernet, w/d, HBO, shuttle, comm
amenities. Fully furnished.
772-287-0706 or 772-215-5275

Apartment for Sublease
F wanted for sublease @ Village 'of
Alafaya Club. 4BD/ 4BA, furnished,
utils Incl, free shuttle, spacious
closets, $495/mo. No rent until Feb
1st. Call 407·313·8446

Village @ Alafaya Club
Jan-Aug 4BD/4BA Huge walk in closet,
W/D, cable, ·ethernet, valet trash. 3 great
roommates brand new furniture $490/mo
Call John @ 321-217-5264
PEGASUS POINTE APARTMENT
3rd floor,·raised ceilings. $435/mo, $100
cash back. Move in immediately!!!
Call Chris 727-385-3546

CONVENIENT LIVING

Jefferson Lofts Apartment

off of Dean and university. 4 BD/ 2 BA,
pool holTie $350/mo. + 1/4 utils, no
deposit, close to UCF and Valencia avail
immediately. . Call 407-823-8414

1 M needed for a 4bd/2ba, cable,
internet, security system and all utils
incl. Pools, basketball courts Avail In
· Jan $500/mo. Call 407-617-8484

Rooms in new house. Fully furn.,
·heated pool. Barbecue grill, pool
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP.
Female only. All util. incl. $600/mo.
Call Nikki@ 561·212·6291.

University House Apt. Avail. Now!
Female roommate. $439/mo. incl.
internet, cable w/ 3 HBO's, sewer, trash,
pest control, water & elec. One flat rate!
Wonderful roommates! Spotless apt &
studious roorn'ies! 1-321-271-6770.

407-657-0011

House 5 mlns from UCF. $280/mo·+
1/4 of utils. Avail ASAP
CalJ Austin @ 407-739·1710

Land-Tech Surveying &
Mapping Corp
An establlshed Oviedo firm has
immediate openings for an
experienced Crew Chief
or Instrument person.
. Full-time, great benefits.
Call 407·365·1036 or
fax 407-365·1838.
Email: info@surveymap.net

UCF Cypress Bend
4 Two-Story Homes • 513 and
413/1 One Story. Gated/Brand New
2004. M or F roommates. Rooms for
$350/mo + util. $600/mo for Huge
Master. Utll. avg $80. Photo:
Owner· Anette. 407-716-0848.

312 HOME ACROSS FROM UCF

·-=

VILLAGE AT ALAFAYA CLUB

Sublease private bdrm with 4 guys
in 5 bdrm house. New neighborhood,
close to campus, huge backyard on
lake. $395/mo Includes utilities,
cable & internet. 954-471-7888

Room for Rent - $400/mo. incl. util &
. basic cable, Internet access. Security
Deposit. Located behind UCF, only 1o
miri. drive. Plenty of parking. 1/4 acre of
land. Call Steve at 407-267-4982.

Room For Rent

Sunny Future

F UCF student seeking clean resp .,
F roommate. No pets. $450/mo incl.
furnished BR in a very nice subdivision.
6 mi. from UCF and 2 mi. from Waterford
Lakes. Util., cable, Internet access, and
local phone service. Also incl. pool and
tennis court access. Call Nicole at
407-616-2221. Starts February 1

Heather Glen
Apartments

1 room avail for female in spacious 4/2.5
house. All included + internet & cable.
Only 5 miles from UCF. Contact Maritza
954-290-3564 -or- email
ucfnews4me@yahoo.com

Entry level sales position w/
expanding & progressive sun care in
Orlando. Base + comml$sion. Ops for
Mgmt & relocation.
Call Tim 888-877-7338

Roommate Needed ASAP!!!
Available now: 1BR/1 BA in a 2/2 house
off Alafaya Trail. Short drive from UCF &
Valencia. $450/month including rent,
W/D, Road Runner, cable, water, &
electric. Seeking M or F 18-25.
.
If interested call Chris@ 407-252-1735

FIRST MONTH FREE!!!

Certified. Personal Trainer $20/hour.
Very_flexible hours. Anyone willing to
lose 20 lbs. for your New Year's
Resolution contact John Sechser
904-669-2640.

Brand new 4 bedroom lakeside
home. 5 mins from UCF. Everything
Incl: all utll, maid service, gardener,
wireless web, w/d, etc. $450/mo.
Call my cell 561·213-1805.

1 bedroom in a 4/4 @ Village at Alafaya
Club. Co-ed apt, private bathroom,
Shuttle to UCF. Sublease ends 8/3/05.
$495/mo. 954-649-3333 or 954-649-9788

1 RM Avail Now! 2 mins walk to campus.
Newly remodeled 3BD/ 2BA home. New
appliances. Furnished Living & Dining
rm. W/D. Low cost utils. $350 w/ shared
BA. Call for Special! 407-625-0238

Room avail in 3/2 Home. Female, Priv.
bed/bath. N/S or drinking ..All util. + W/D
incl. $400/mo. Walk to VCC / 10 min. to
UCF. Student friendly environment!
407-399-2437 or cecemichelle@aol.com

Jefferson Commons Apartm~nt

eoARDWALK APA~TMENT
Private bd & ba In female 414.
$490/mo Incl all utll. Brand new
fully-furnished. Half-off Dec. rent.
Call Kate 386-503-3943
Pegasus Pointe Apartment
Bd avall for F In 212 w/ private ba.
No move-In fees. $560/mo Incl all
utll, w/d, N/S. crltters0818@yahoo.com 863·381-6404

Incentives $$$ Must Sublease
Transferring out of state. 3bd/3ba,
2nd floor, Pegasus Landing. Avall
Dec 15 UCF Affiliated Housing. No
transfer fees and 2 mos rent free• .
Incl all utlls, W/D ethernet and
shuttle. Call 954·270-3922.

1 F needed to sublease In a 414.
Avail mid DEC. Utlls incl, prvt bd &
BA, cable and Internet Incl. $490/mo
Call Ashley @ 407·306·8496.

Student Free Rent for Jan
Pegasus Landing, 4BD/ 4BA, utlls
Incl, cable, Internet, $505/mo.
Summer rent negotiable. Contact
727-784-8825 or 727-641·6151

STEPS AWAY FROM CAMPUS
1 M or F needed for a 4BD/ 4BA apt,
Fully Furnished, ethernet, cable. All
utils incl, shuttle service, $495/mo.
Call Melanie @ 850-559~2255
Apartment for Sublease: University,
House $430/mo. Utlls & Internet Incl.
Prvt bath, Will pay the 1st month's
rent. Contact Ash for more Info @
850-685-2601

Get $440 CASH Today!!
Takeover lease. Master BD w/ prvt BA,
all utils and internet incl. Located in the
Gatherings. No deposit. $440/mo.
Call Melissa@ 727-278-8957

VILLAGE AT ALAFAYA CLUB
Very large bed & bath in a 4/4
apartment. Discounted rent Incl all.
Call 954-415-7343

Room for rent: Northgate Lakes
1 M needed, 4 BR, private bath, utils
incl, washer/dryer/spacious patio, across
the street from campus. $475 a mo. obo
Call Andrew @ 305-522-4348
FREE RENT January! Must sublease
immediately! Lease runs through 7/31 /05
1 room for M with priv BA available in 4/4
at Pegasus Landing. Shuttle to UCF incl!
Contact Heather @ 561-637-4050

Sublet @ University House
$429/mo, lease ends 08/04/05.
$1 move in: UCF shuttle, utilities, cable &
ethernet included. Available for Spring 05
Call 1 (321) 720-6752 .
PEGASUS LANDING APARTMENT
1 bd & ba avail in 4/4. $450/mo incl all
util, ethernet, cable, swimming pools,
gym, and free shuttle. Call 863-956-4029
evenings or 863-519-8330 ext.1105.

LOOKING FOR DISCOUNTS?

(REDITFN.COM
SHOP FOR YOUR CREDIT!

mJl·d1l
'--------'

[)[]

Balance Transfer Credit Cards!
46 Enjoyed the
sightseeing
48 Whimsical
49 Ziegfeld Folpes,
e.g.
50 Musical drama
52 Forays

54 Tight closure
55 Ms. Fitzgerald
57 Wide-spouted
pitcher
58 Unit cost
59 Winter fall
62 Porker's quarters

Start your own Fraternity! Zeta Beta Tau
is looking for men to start a new Chapter.
Zeta Beta Tau Fraternity is North
America's oldest and largest, historically
Jewish fraternity. If you are interested in
academic success, a chance to network
and an opportunity to make friends in a
non-pledging Brotherhood, email:
zbt @zbtnational.org or call 800-431-9675

!-ose Fat? Gain Muscle?
We can help you!
Safe, Effective Personal Training
ONLY $20 per session!
407·97'.0·5431
Piano Lessons
Children, Adults & Seniors. All levels.
Play your favorite songs. $16 per class,
includes books. Waterford Lakes area.
Call Helen@ 407-380-1268

BAHAMA SPRING BREAK
$189 5-Days/4-Nights
$239 7-Days/6-Nights
Prices include:
Round-trip luxury cruise with food.
Accommodations on the island at your
choice of ten resorts.
Free V.l.P. party package upgrade.
Appalachia Travel
1-800-867-5018
www.BahamaSun.com

Needed: Runway/ Print Mo.dais and Staff
Chapters at UF and FAMU
www.geocities.com/facesmodelsucf
email: Facesmti@hotmail.com
'Everyday is a Runwayll"
l(VORLD'S BEST COLLEGE
POKER PLAYER?
Register FREE at
www.collegepokerchampionship.com.
Use Rep Code DMK777. We're giving
away $100,000. 1O Cancun vacations.
INTERNAT_
IONAL SEMINARY to hold
Satellite Classes on East Side of Orlando
at the Elim Baptist Church, starting
January 11, 2005. Upon completion of
this eight month course you will r.eceive a
Diploma of Practical Theology. For
information, please call (407) 894-7316

TV'S & ELECTRONICS
including but not limited to video games
DVD's/players, Digital cameras etc.
*******WWW.BUYTVSNOW.COM********

FUTON!!!!
Great Condition, black/black, $60
Contact 407.657.9809

Two Twin Beds for Sale
Pull out and Lift Style
mattress & frame
$50 each
Contact 904-982-0047
Chenille Blue Sofa $125 , E-machine
monitor, new in the box $75, Lexmark
printer new in the box $75, wood·
wall/entertainment unit $90,
407-435-1753

All Items in Excellent Condition
Professor/Student desk : $75 obo
Oyster Leather Love seat: $60 obo
Glass top round dinette table: $60 obo
Call Dr. Robert Karp @ 407-522-7820

FREE RENT!

Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme

1 Large bedroom for N/S Female In
quiet spacious house close to UCF.
Community pool, tennis court, cable,
wireless Internet, phone, & fireplace.
Available now. No rent until Jan 15
$500/mo. 321-948-7023 or
saxsquatch@earthlink.net

1994 2 dr, 3.1 L VS, auto, 62k
miles. 1 owner in terrific condition.
Photos at www.icompton.com
407-384-3074
$500!
Police Impounds! Cars, trucks, SUVs,
from $500! For info and listings
800-7 49-8116 ext V502

2000 Mustang GT Convertible
Fully-loaded, $12,5po.
407·719-9168

$189°0
$!39°0

15

oavst 4 Nights
1Days/6 Nights

Prices include:
Round·trip luxury cruise wilh food. Accommodations
on the islonil at your choice of ten resorts.
· Free V.1.P. party package upgrade.

Appalachia Travel

1-800-867-5018
www.Bahamasun.com
SPRING BREAK IN BRAZIL
Trips to Rio de Janeiro VIP club
Passes, airfare, hotel, & more
Limited seats; Call 877-456-WILD
www.springbreakbrazll.com
Spring Break 2005 with STS, America's
#1 Student Tour Operator. Hiring
campu!? reps. Call for group discounts.
Info/Reservations 1-800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com.

NEW YEAR NEW YOU
Lose up to 30 lbs. Gives tremendous
energy. 30-day supply. $39.95, moneyback guarantee. FREE SAMPLES.
www.behealthynow101.com
1-866-418-9502

1998 Toyota Tacoma Pickup
CD player, good condition, 107k Ml,
$4200 OBO.
407-619-9519

laura_reddi~ti@yahoo .com

Student Credit Cards!
Reward Credit Cards!·

Room at Pegasus Pointe
Clean room w/ friendly roommates
I will pay for Jan and transfer fee, 3rd
floor, close to entrance Contaet Adam @
561-504-3035 or keeper2010@gmail.com

Take over my lease at Pegasus Pointer
Male only. $450/mo.
I'll pay all transfer feesl
DECEMB!=R RENT FREElll
321-443-4522 or jpuglia@cfl.rr.com

PEGASUS CONNECTION
January rent FREE. Female needed for
fully furnished 2/2. $575/mo incl all util.
Contact Laura 352-258-8980

FRENCH LESSONS
Exp. French born teacher. All levels.
Reasonable rates. Adults and kids.
Home teaching and translations. 5 miles
from UCF. Call 407-482-2343 . .

Presented by

HIGH POINT CLUB APARTMENTS
Avail in Dec. 1/1, $645/mo incl all util.
Amenities incl pool, fitness
center, pets welcomed.
Call Yvette 561-762-1035

NORTHGATE LAKES
F sublease, 1/1 in a 4x4 avail Dec 12.
$470/mo all inclusive, no move-in fees.
First month FREE. Call Sarah @
321-501-1363

8 Cookbook
author
Rombauer
9 Cordelia's king
1O Categorize
11 Keen!
12 Nostrils
13 Extend a look
21 Agamemnon's
daughter
23 Grating
25 Rental
customer
27 "Voce di donna •
o d'angelo," e.g.
28 Pine (for)
29 Chess act
31 Truly!
32 Aural medication
35 Piece of
equipment
36 Farm measure
37 Hawaiian
. strings
39 Trance
41 Approaching
extinction
44 Noisome

2001 C320 MERCEDES BENZ
Private owner, 38k miles. Aspen
green, beige leather, 4-door.
$21,900 obo.
Call Tim 407-509-9363

3 HOUSEMATE;S NEEDED

ROOM IN 313 AVAILABLE
Pegasus Landing, $510/mo Incl all
utll, ethernet, W/D, pool, and free
shuttle. Lease ends July 31st.
Call 406·683·4221.

DOWN
1 Rocky outcrop
2WillVIP
3 Likewise
4 Establish in a
new place
5 Martin or
Garvey
6 That girl
7 Sky Harbor or
Dulles

@ 2005 Tribune Media Sorvlcos, Inc.
Alf rlghtB ruerved.

NO MOVE-IN FEE
Female roommate needed ASAP for
Pegasus Pointe 412. $455/mo Incl all
util, ethernet, free-shuttle, pools, and
gym. Call Emily 205·335·7523.

Female graduate or prof. Large
Master BR, W/D, DSL, Private phone.
Quiet, safe, and clean. Rent $450.
furnished. Call 407-971-6748

Pegasus Landing Apartment
Looking for female/$490 mo.
Includes: Private room & bath/ W&D/
Internet access/ cable/ utilities/ furniture
First Mo. Free/ short term lease, but can
renew. Contact Nicole at (407) 399-2273.

ACROSS
1 Scorches
6 Spinnaker or jib
10 Sheridan and
Miller
14 Find anew
tenant for a flat
15 Employ _
16 Resting spot
17 Theater
walkway
18 Ms. Bambeck
·19 Poet Teasdale
20 Channel
22 Imitator
24 Pablo Casals'
instrument
26 Got to one's feet
' 27
mater
30 Most weird
33 Carrot or beet
34 Short sleep
35 Sigma follower
38 Backs with
money
40 Ship garage
42 Grow older
43 Future doc's
course
45 Eld
46 Crying more
47 French islands
48 Slobber
51 Bedeck
53 Really turn~ off
56 Beepers
60 Completed
61 Shade trees
63 Davenport
resident
64 Tempt
65 Landed
66 Because of
67 Star role
68 Diaphanous
69 Spread here and
there

UCF Butokukan Club
Art, Sport, Self Defense
Co-Ed Beginner's classes now
'
forming •..
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
Classes are M 8:30-10PM & W 7-9PM
In Education Complex, Room 174A
Call Kyle at 407-227-7511 or see
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-ams
for more info.
Open House W 1/19@ 8PM

ATTENTION ALL
BUSINESS MAJORS!

BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK C_RUISE
5 days, $299. Incl meals, celebrity
parties! Panama City, Daytona $159!
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco, Nassau
$499! Award winning company!
www.SpringBreakTravel.com
1-800-678-6386

SPRING BREAK IN THAILAND
10 days for $950!
Tour island of Phuket with a UCF student
Accommodations, tours, & meals included
Tickets to shows, parties, islands & more
407-766-0578 or tektravel @yaho~.com.

Wanted: Idealists, Environmentalists,
and Patriots - itching for a fight.
http://BreakThelink_org

Wanted: A study partner who is a serious
student. Willing to study long hours in
order to make A's for the semester.
Preferred Ind. Eng student w/o job or kids
Please email : tuggly23@yahoo.com

Be a br.o her ·ft) the
Wor~d's foremost
Professional fraternity

Visit our recruitment

Table in the BA lobby

For more info
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THE UCF SHUTTLE PROVIDES STUDENT TRANSPORTATION
SERVICES BETWEEN 15 OFF-CAMPUS STUDEN.T
RESIDENT COMMUNITIES AND UCF, WITH
SELECTED STOPS IN RESEARCH PARK.

. If\

.,

J

CAMPUS STOPS

ROUTES

Pegasus Landing................................................~ ...................... Student Union
Addison Place, Pegasus Pointe, College Station...................... Millican Hall
Pegasus Connection, Arbour Apartments................................. Transit Center
Village at Alafaya Club, University House, Boardwalk.............. Millican Hall
#S Village at Science Drive, OTC/HR (Research Park)/P-11............. Health Center
#6 · Northgate Lakes, Tivoli.. ............................................................ H_PA/Engr I & II
#7 Collegiate Village Inn (CVI)....................................................... Transit Center
#8 Riverwind at Alafaya Trail................................;....................... HPA/Engr I & 11
#9 Knights Landing/IST/RP/BA/HR (Research Park)/P-1 ............... Health Center
#1
#2
#3
#4

The shuttle runs approximately every 15 minutes (each way)
from 7:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. every class day.
r

~ ~1 ~

f

~

Ride the Black·and Gold on-campus Sh

p

...

The UCF Black and Gold Line provides
transportation services for everyone to
trav~I throughout the campus. There ·is no
per-ride cost to use these shuttles.·
Th·e service provides safe, convenient, and
timely travel to the many destinations on ·
our campus.

l~Universi
r
y
Central
of

Florida

ON-CAMPUS SHUTILE

,-,ll /""'\

BLACK ROUTE '-~ ( _____,
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Burnett Honors College
Lake Claire Apts.
Arena
El· HPA
Residence Halls
AVl - Nike Community
Recreation Center
AV2 · Hercules Community
Millican Hall
Teaching Academy

Ja'f Bergma~'fleld

"----·-.,
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~University
Central
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ON-CAMPUS SHUTILE

GOLD ROUT!
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Burnett Honors College
Lake Claire ApU.
Arena
El - HPA
Residence Halls ·
AVl - Nike Community
Recreation Center
AV2 • Hercules Community
Millican Hall
Teachlqg Academy
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Jay ~rgman Fi.rd
(Baseball Stadlaim)
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DN·CAMPUS SHUTILE
SCHEDULE DF
OPERATION:

Buses Operate
Continuously,
Monday • Friday
7 A.M. • 7 P.M.,
(CLASS DAYS ONLY}

The operating hours are
Monday thru Friday 7A.M. until 7P.M.;
· These maps may be used for handy ref~rence.

ON·CAMPUS SHUffiE
SCHEDULE OF
OPERATION:

Buses Operate
Continuously,
Monday • Friday
7 A.M. • 7 P.M.,
(CLASS DAYS ONLY}
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What can you do in no hours?
HoW about break .a world record?
-PAGE14

Hairspray, fresh
out of the '60s
-PAGE 2

Our critics' top 10
movies .of 2004
-PAGE 10

Remembering last
year's best shows
- .PAGE 13
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Bust out the

·Hairspray
Classic John Waters film
comes to life on the stage
CAROLINA GROPPA ·

Aproduction photo from the Broadway sp~ctacle Hairspray, which opens Tuesday at the Carr Performing Arts Center. Check out page 5for more tasty Hairspray pictures.

Staff Writer

B

roadway's new musical-comedy
phenomenon takes you back to 1962
Baltimore, as 16-year-old Tracy
Turnblad sets out to dance her way onto
TV's most popular show. Tiris mega-hit is
piled bouffant-high with laughter and
romance - and enough ·deliriously tuneful new songs to fill a nonstop platter party.
Welcome to the '60s.
Hair5pray won a plethora of accolades,
including T.9ny Awards, Drama Desk
Awards, the New York Drama Critic's Circle Award and Theatre ·world Awards.
The official Web site of · the . play
(http://www.hairsprayontour.com)
describes this musical .as the story of "a

big girl with big hair and an ever bigger
heart, with only one passion-to dance."
So when she wins a spot on the local TV
dance program, The Corny Collins Show,
she is transformed overnight from the
outsider to the · impressionable teen.
celebrity of the '60s.
Before becoming a Broadway hit in
2002, however, Hairspray wa5 the brainchild of writer/director John Waters, who
conceived the idea as a movie in 1988, starring the then-unknown Ricki Lake as the
main, chubby character. With low exposure and awesomely bad reviews, the
movi~ was mostly unsuccessful aside from
a dedicated cult audience. The mu~ical,

Tbe indie is the Thursday arts and entertainment section of the Central Flmida
Future, the free independent campus newspaper of the University of Central
Florida. Opinions in tbe indie are those of the individual columnist only and not
necessarily those of the editorial staff. All content is property of tbe indie and
may not be reprinted in part or in whole without pennission from the publisher.

EDITOR: 407-823-6397 x214 indie@UCFnews.com
.S~S: 407-447-4555 x204 sales@UCFnews.com
FAX: 407-447-4556
Co-EorroRS: Brandon Hardin, John Thomason
SrAFF WRITERS: Briar Aleksun, Joe Anderson, Brett Ryan
. Bonowicz, Dana DeLapi, Jllizabeth Fernandez, Geno Mehalik,
Sharon Pare, Emily Jane Scott, Christopher Schwarz, Ricky
Surillo, Dianna Zisman
COPY EDITOR: Victoria Itiat
PRooucnoN: Ben Henderson, Jerrod Rockhill

CP.
•

ASSOCIATED
COLLEGIATE
PRESS

(eutntl 'lodba "1tur-e .AP
3361 Rouse Road, Suite 200, Orlando, FL 32817

Associated
Press

For more photos of Hairspray, see page iS .
however," had a different success story.
Hairspray became an immediate
Broadway smash when it premiered at the
Neil Simon Theatre .in the summer of
2002. After winning eight Tony Awards,
including Best Musical, Best Performance
by a Leading Actor and Actress in a Musical, Best Direction in a Musical, Best Original Score and Best Costume Design,. its
place in Broadway ~tory was confirmed
The musical also won the prestigious
Tony Honors for Excellence in Theatre.
With a running time of approximately
2 hours and 40 minutes with a 15-minute

COURTESY CHRIS BENNION

intermission, this .hilarious comedy features an original score by Marc Shaiman
(who co-wrote the music and lyrics for
South Park: Bigg~r, Longer, & Uncut) and
Scott Wittman. To quote one of the show's many
catchy songs, ''You can't stop the beat" of
this hair-hopping hit. So, for the souls
who thrive in new experiences, it would
be a noble choice to Gheck out Hairspray.
Hairspray begins showing Jan. 18 and

runs

through Jan. 30 at the Carr Pelforming
Arts Center. Ttcket prices, rangingfrom $43$71, are now available. Ifyou are intereste~
call 407-849-2020 or visit http://www.ha.irsprayontow:com for-more information.
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Can you believe it's been one
year since the first .indie? We can't.
Long gone are the days where we
stayed here from 10 a.m. until 4:30
a.m. (no, that's not a typo) to ·g et this
thing done. Thank God~
In honor of the New Year and
new beginnings, we retire the Gigli
reference in each-issue.
·
We'-ve picked a terrible movie
from '04 to repface it: Superbabies:·

Baby Geniuses 2.

It has big pants to fill, thanks to J.
Lo's posterior. Here's hoping in '05 it
can fill them.
You'll find all kinds of year-end·
lists for 2004 in here. Good movies,
bad TV shows excellent concerts
and even 2005 predictions. ·
Also, don't despair. Cinescene
and Not Just Sex will be back next
issue, along with another look at a
forgotten theme park.
- BRANDON HARDIN

$

•

Brian Pulido Lady Death
Peter S. Beagle The Last Unicorn
Mark Waid
Marv Wolfman
Ethan Van Seiver
George Perez
Wilson Tortosa
Phil Jimenez
Tone Rodriguez
Ron Marz ..
~ Tommy Castillo
· Mike Perkins
Georg~ Tuska
- Steve McNiven

MEDIA GUESTS
RICHARD HERD - THE MINISERIES ''V"
RICHARD HATCH - 11BATTLESTAR GALLACTIA''
LOU FERRIGNO - "THE INCREDIBLE HULK"

!""1111.

CO-SPONSORS:

GIL GERARD, ERIN GRA'( THOM CHRISTOPHER
and FELIX SILLA - "BUCK ROGERS"...and more to be announcedl

1

If!IUIM!li ~!MiJl1l,liJM1 ~
1

UNUMITE~~

JOHN KASSIR- VOICE Of "THE CRYPT KEEPER"
SANDYFOX-vo1CEACTOR1N_11AKIRA"
.
. · ~ · i_; •·•. •· . : •.. • ,;. i
LEX l:ANG - VoicEAaoR IN 11JUSTICE LEAGUE
SAM JONES &MELODY ANDERSON - THE ORIGINAL "FLASH GORDON"

- Greg Horn
Chuck Dixon
Roy Thomas
-Dan Brereton
Aaron Lc;>presti
Mike Deodato
Gene ·colao
Billy Tucci
Allen Bellman
Andy R~nton
Monte Moore
Alex Saviuk.

1

For more information visit us at-: www.megaconvention.com
email: info@megaconvention.cQm phone: 727-796-5725
*GUEST LIST SUBJECT TO <;HANGE WJTHOUT NOTICE. PURCHASE OF AN ADMISSION DOES NOT GUARANTEE ANAUTOG~H FROM ANY ATTENDING GUEST.

TilE gQIJ.THEAgr'g PREMIER COMIC, AN/ME, BAM/NB> MUl Tl-MEDIA EVENT OF THE YEAR!

CrlSfeOS®
FRESH

SAL~DS

AND

:· _Food! The hot new campus craze!
I

, · Eating is okay, but eating gourmet is great.
,
1
That's why Crispers has been a sensation for over
1
~ 16 years. Today; we're expanding throughout F~orid~
as the quick, delicious alternative to fast food.
1
All our gourmet salads, sensational soups, and
. 1
stacked sandwiches are made fresh, every single day.

SUCH

}

1

At Crispers, gourmet soups are a specialty.
Since you're taking so many credits and going to
so many classes, we want you to try it for FREE.
Just show us your valid UCF student ID card.

,

,•

Bes

We've got 12 varieties of soups, gumbos,
chowders, and Oriental soups made· fresh,

.

If you're a sweet freak, our desserts· will make your
eyes open wide. Creamy cheesecakes, mjle-high
layer cakes, cookies, brownies'. .. it goes on forever.
Then there are the real milkshakes and gooey
sundaes made with rich, delicious Publix Premium
Ice Cream.

I

• . No bad burgers, no pitiful pizza. Just great gourmet
: foo?, made fresh. And free soup, too.

·of all,
it'S ·F REE!-

436 & UNIVERSITY
391 SOUTH SEMORAN

WINTER PARK
ph (407}673-4100

. I

'

MON.-SAT. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM SUN. 11 AM - 8 PM

REGAL 20
WA'fERFORD THEATRES

WATERFORD LAKES
555 N.ALAFAYA TRAIL

\lfsi:~7

MON-THU. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
FRI. SAT. 10:30AM - 10 PM
SUN. 11 AM - 8 PM

Then, -th~re's FREE SOUP

...

waiting fo.r you ·a t Crispers! ~
Free soup or $2.99 off chowders and gumbos
with main dish purchase and valid student ID Card.
Expir~s 2-27-05

ORLANDO
ph (407) 482.-4727

ALA FAYA

GotaUCFiD

T6 see all our menu selections, click
on www.crispers.com.
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HAPPENINGS
CALENDAR

CAMPUS
Road Trip: Works (opening
reception)
Jan.18, 5 p.m. to 8 p.m., free
UCF Art Gallery
VAB 140a
407-823-3161

EVENTS
Ringling Bros.And Bamum and
Bailey Circus
Jan.13 to Jan.16, various times, $12 to
$60
TD Waterhouse Centre
600 W. Amelia St.
407-849-2020

Cocoa Beach Jazz Fest
Jan. 14, 6 p.m., $35 to $45
Radisson Resort at the Port
8701 Astronaut Blvd.
407-228-1200

Marked for Life
Jan.14, noon to midnight, $15
Radisson Worldgate Hotel
3Q11 Maingate Lane
407-396-1400

No Name Wrestling
Jan.14, 7 p.m., $10 to $15
Florida National Guard Armory
2809 S. Femcreek Ave.
407-616-0959

Camellia Show
Jan.15 to Jan. 16, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., free
Harry P. Leu Gardens
1920 N. Forest Ave.
407-246-2620

Golfest
Jan.15 to Jan.16, 9a.m. to 5 p.m. $10 to $15
Orange County National Golf Center
16301 Phil Ritson Way
Winter Garden
407-563-7008

Lydia Lunch
Jan.15, 7p.m., $10
D.MAC
37 S. Magnolia Ave.
407-992-1200

Martin Luther King, Jr. Parade
and Festival
Jan.15, 10 a.m., free
Downtown Orlando
Parramore Avenue and Washington Street
407-896-3715

l'VE GOT RHYTHM
Got rhythm? Well, here's your chance to prove it.On Sunday atthe Bob Carr, the Orlando
Philharmonic is putting on an educational concert titled after the famous Gershwin tune - I've
Got Rhythm. The show will begin at 3 p.m. with two different arrangements of"l've Got
Rhythm" featuring jazz pianist Willis Delony..
The afternoon will also feature guest artists Jeffery Thomas on trombone and Thomas
Macklin on trumpet. Other program highlights include Hoe Down from Aaron Coplahd's
"Rodeo"; better known as the song from the beef commercials to the classically impaired.
During the concert, there will also be a question/answer session where audience members ·can
talk to the ensemble, the conductor and Delony.
.
Pr~-concert activities commence at 2 p.m. Attendees will be able to try out various
orchestra instruments with the nelp of professional players, most notably a diverse array of
percussion instruments. If you've ever been too shy to hang around the music room at school
but are dying to prove you've got rhythm, here's your chance.Tickets are $8 for kids and $15 for
adults.

Hairspray
Jan. 18 to Jan. 27, various times, $43 to $71
Carr Performing Arts Centre
401 W. Livingston St
407-849-2020

SHOWS
Ai<kerstick (rock)

Mikah 9, Fattip, Omni-b.l.x .
(hip-hop)
Jan.15,9p.m.,$10
WilrsPub
1850N.MillsAve.
407-898-5070

Galactic, North M~pPi ··
Allstars (rock)

Jan.13,9p.m.,$10-$12'
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Jan.16,6 p.m., $1750-$1950
House ofBlues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

One Drop,ls What (rock)

The Party People, The Sweetkis.ses,
Legends of Rodeo, Discover
America (rock)

Jan. 13, 9p.m., $5-$7
Will'.sPub
1850 N.Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Kow(rock)
Jan.14, 9 p.m., $10
Will's Pub
1850N.MillsAve.
407-898-5070

Strung Out, Evergreen Terrace, The
Explosion (punk)
Jan.14,5 p.m., $13
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

·Jan.16, 9 p.m., $6
Will'.sPub
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Mark Chestnutt,Mark Willis, Blake
Shelton,Josh Gracin, David Lee
Mulphy, Billy Dean, Lila MtCann
(acoustic)
Jan.16,6 p.m.,$26
Hard Rock Live
C!tyWalk at Universal Orlando
407-351-5483

Distance, MUka, Unison (rock)

CoriYardcin, Doris Delay, DJ
Baptiste, Kitty bat (rock)

Jan.14, 10 p.m., free
Holly and Dolly's
500E.SR436
.407-834-0069

Jan.17,8 p.m., free
The Social
54N.Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Junkie Rush, funkUs, Florganism,
R~ Gaspard and 1he Grind (rock)
Jan.15,8p.m.,free..$6
Hard Rock Live
CityWalk at.Universal Orlando
407-351-5483

Plunge (Americana)
Jan.19,9 p.m.,$7
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

ART

The Four Shames (rock)

Postcards and Paper Collectibles
Show
Jan. 15 to Jan. 16, $3
Best Western Movieland
6233 International Drive

Unity Heritage Festival
Jan.15 to Jan.17, various times, free
Shady Park
New England and Pennsylvania avenues
407-623-3275

Jan.15, 10p.m.,$4
The Peacock Room
1321 N.MillsAve.
407-ll8-0048

llRe~(qJBilgA!a!plion)

Jan.13, 7p.m. to 11 p.ITI., free
ParkAvenueRneArts ·
BON.Park Ave.
407-628-2540

Gestalt, Hurrah Cindie)
Jan.15, 9 p.m., free
Ballard &Corum
535 W. New England Ave.
407-539-1711

Inside/Out (opening reception)
Jan. 14, 7 p.m. to 9:30 p.m., free
Crealde School of Art
600 St. Andrews Blvd.
407-671-1886

Big Ten-4,Atomk Tangerine (rode)
Popcom Flicks: High Noon
Jan.17, 7 p.m., free
Central Park
North Park Avenue and West Morse
Boulevard
407-629-1088

Jan.15, 9 p.m., $5-$7
The Social
54N.Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Terri Cook (opening reception)
Jan. 15, 6 p.m. to 9 p.m., free
Harwood Watson Dance Studio and Art Gallery
820 AHumphries Ave.
407-228-0005

You May Not Have Symptoins, .But
Your Herpes May Be Contagious
Did you know that you may give your partner
-herpes even when you have no visible sores
or lesions?
Local physicians are studying the investigational
use of an approved prescription medication for
recurrent genital herpes to learn more about
when a person can spread it to others.
I

•

You may qualify if you are 18 or older and know
or suspect that you have recurrent genital herpes.
If you take part, you will receive study-related
care, rncluding physical examinations, laboratory
tests and study medications.

407-472-0228
M-F, 8-5, or visit www.ocrc.net

To learn m_
ore, please call:

Orlando Clinical Research Center
5055 S. Orange Avenue· Orlando FL 32809
v~ dJ.04
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WEDNESDAYS

Open Mic Night
With Ramez
THURSDAYS

Karaoke
SUNDAY

Blues Jam. 4- 8 p.m.

HAIRSPRAY
IN PICTURES

·····-···-·

Here's a sneak peek at the.wild
dance choreography and
awkward kissing of John
Waters' most-accessible movie,
turnedstageplay, Hairspray,
·
opening Tuesday at Bobb Carr.

--········

;~.SMOKEE

-

~.,. TAVERN
FRIDAY

TaIle-out
101m-close

---$3cover-SATURDAY

Heather Friedman

101m-close

---$3 cover-SMOKERS WELCOME
CLASS A PLACE

401-211-1665

12727 East Colonial Drive • Orlando, Florida
(At 408 & E. Colonial)

THE BARBER ZONE
FADES, FLATTOPS, & REGULAR HAIRCUTS
BEST PRICES IN THE AREA!
M-R 10-6 I FRI 9-5:30

:fc

f
001
401-6s·1 -611 s :. .OFF :.
SAT 9-4:30

SUN Oosed

10038 UNIVERSITY ,BLVD., ORLA_NDO

-_.·

·---------·

---
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and Race Book

LIVE·JAi-ALAi
NOW THRO MARCHI
-MONDAY -JAN. 1RH.
, JAi-ALAi MATINEE • NOON

5gc HOT+DOGS, 5gc SOFT DRINKS
&50cBEER
(prometians 111d dav & nighU
College Students Always Free
(With Valid l.D.)

This Ad Good
For 1 Free Program
(Any Performance)

HWY 17·92 & 436 Call (407) 339•6221

.

...

-MOVIES
FILM REVIEW

COMING TO DVD -..:.... J~N. _18

***•.

A ·Friday Night
to remember ,
Plus, Catwoman _DVD
offers "tempting" extras!
BRETT RYAN BONOWICZ
Staff Writer

Friday Night·Lights

BOX OFFICE .
U.S. movie revenues for Jan. 7-9
All dollar figures in millions
RANI\· FILM-WEEKEND GROSS
GROSS TO DATE ·WEEKS IN RELEASE· SCREENS

1. Meet The Focl<ers- $28.5
$204.3 ·Three weeks· 3,527
2. White Noise--- $24.1
$24.1 ·One week: 2,261
3. The Aviator-$7.5
$42·.8 •Four weeks· 1,867
4.LemonySnidcetS:ASeriesofUnfortlllate.Ewnts-$7A
$105.6 •Four weeks· 3,343 ·
5. Fat Albert- $5.7
$41.0 ·Three weeks· 2,675
6. Ocean's Twelve- $5.3
$115.3 •Five weeks· 3,010
. 7.Spanglish-$4.3
$37.5 •Four weeks• 2,587 . .
8. National Treasure-=- $4.3
$160.5 • Eight weeks • 2,177
9. The Phantom of the Opera- $3A
·$21.5 •Three weeks; 622
10. The Life Aquatic with Steve lissou- $2.7
$1M· Fiveweeks• 1,105·
SOURCE: AP

REGAL WATERFORD LAKES
541 N. AlAFAYATRAIL,407-977-1107

Andrew Uoyd Webber's The Phantom of
·

12:503:507:0010:10

The Aviator (PG-13}
12:004:008:0011:30

Blade: Trinity (R}
6:40 9:50 12:30a

Ooser(R}
4:209:4012:10a

Coacb Carter (PG-13)
12:301:203:304:401:10.8:1010:2012:00a

Darkness (PG-13}
~0:0012:30a

Fat Albert (PG}
12:40 3:20 7:40

Finding Neverlan(I (PG)
1:106:50

In Good Company (PG-13}
12:203:007:2010:0012:30a

· _, 'The lnaedibles (PG)
1:004:00
PLEASE SEE

COURTESY UNIVERSAL PICTURES

Dan Foreman {Dennis Quaid, rtanding) discovers his boss (Topher Grace) having lunch with his daughter (Scarlett Johansson).

Jn Good Cotnpany 'is short
-

MOVIE TIMES ON i9

.

-

of being great company
_Topher gives ~ gfaceful perforinap.ce in ulleven charmer
BRETT RYAN BONOWICZ
Staff Writer

U

MOVIE TIMES

the Opera (PG-13)

_ _~

·

Rivaling Varsity Blues-for the title of
·Best Football Movie Ever, Friday -Night
Lights comes to Dvb in an edition that
will surely, tackle even the most hardened football addict. Deleted scenes have
, been included, ·along with three fea..: _
· turettes: Tim McGtaw: Off the Stage,
Piayer Cam, and Real Life, Real Games,
Real People. Looks to be an. enticing .
· package for an exciting film.

neven films with good acting and.sporadically strong writing are films to
admire. They hav~ som~how managed
to warm your heart and tear it apart, all with the
same veracity.In Good Company is the first solo
effort of writer-director Paul Weitz (one of the
two brothers that directed American Pie and
About a Boy), and though this film-has more.in
common with Boy than it does with Pie, Company somehow just misses the mark
Topher Grace stars as Carter Durea, an ad
executive who has just been made senior sales
rep at 26. He has replaced Don Foreman (Den. nis Qµaid), 51 and a year older than Grace's dad.
The film takes a predictable turn, as Grace's
wife leaves him and he strikes up a romance
with Quaid's daughter, played by Scarlett
.·
.
Johansson.
Johansson, who has perfected the raspyvoiced charm that's become her trademark,
somehow takes a misstep in the role of Qµaid's
daughter and Grace's love interest Tlie character is a stock plot device that is trying to tread
new ground, but somehow fails in feeling fresh·
when the twist in the norm is revealed.
,
Qµaid, who appeared in fQur films in 2004,
·is strong; he's sensitive and realistic and endearing. Qµaid brings areal presence to the role, one
that his age has given him. A well-weathered
look with a glow still behind the eye, Qµaid's

Don is the soul of this journey-and a mentor to
.Carter.
Somehow Grace has managed third billing
ill a film that is clearly his. Breaking from the
confines of That '70s Show, Grace's perfomiance.is nuanced ·and subtle, a, real star-making
performanc~ in an otherwise lukewarm film.
In Good Company wants to be Jerry Maguire
in so many ways but tackles too many characters and loses its focus in tangential writing.
The film is very pretty to look at, and the"
cinematography again reveals some of the
deeper things the film could 113.ve expressep
visually that Weitz's writing only skims the
surface of. WeitZ's directing is on par with his
writing in that it is uneven and stilt~d. While
the film wants to maintain realism, and the
script wants to defy the conventions, the two
never coalesce in a way that seems fresh.
· While there are priceless moments in the
film, on the whole In Good Company feels factory-made, pressed through the studio system
as a way to make the stars look pretty and say
little to nothing new about society an~ its rela-:
tionship to the corporate structure.
.
People realize· that corp.o rations .are evil
and that their coritinuing monopolies hurt
personal relationships, and_this message is
simply-slammed down the throat of the view-.
er in In Good Company. There are more subtle ways to convey a message, and this is something that Weitz could stand to learn in his
next outing.

CellularFollowing on the . heels of Phone
Booth, writer Larry Cohen continues his
~mslaught

against the things people put
against their ears with Cellular. 'The DVD
features three audio commentaries, the
first featuring dire.c tor David Ellis, the
second with Cohen and the third with
Chris Morgan; another one of the screenwriters. ·
_
·
. There are also some deleted/alternate
scenes with optional director commentary and three featurettes, the first called

· Celling Out: A Look at Cell Phones in
Today"s Culture. The second featurette,
Dialing Up Cellular; details the making of the film. Lastly, Code of Silence: I11Side th.e
Rampart Scandal delves into the .Rampart Scandal. -

CatWoman
A film no one asked for, Catwoman
stars Halle Berry wearing an unrealistic
costiune with ridiculously unreasonable
zippers flying from her cleavage. The
·woman who is Cat arrives on DVD in
hipper than hip fashion. The DVD fea·tures what Warner has labeled an "exciting alternate ending" for the dise, five
additional scenes and two "tempting"
documentaries-The Many Faces of Catwoman profiles the evolution of the
· Feline Fatale's look, style and portrayers ·J
through the · years, and the other is
behind-the-scenes tour with the cast and
creators. The DVD also includes the
laughable theatrical tr~iler.

Rosenstrasse.
We .wrote about this excellent German war drama when it played in theaters for . a scant week late last year.
Nobody really cared then, but now's your
chance to see it at home. Unfortunately,
there are no extras aside from a trailer,
but the· ftlm _is defil?itely wprth a rental.

...
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Lemony Snicket's ASeries of Unfortunate
Events(PG)
1:304:30 7:50 10:40

The Life Aquatic with Steve lissou (R)

IT BEGINS ON THE STREETS.'
IT ENDS HERE.

7:4010:20

Meet the Fockers (PG-13)
12:201:00 3:504:10 7:00 7'109:4010:0012:20a

National Treasure (PG)
12:00 3:00 6:40 ?:30

Ocean's Twelve (PG-13)
12:00 3:10 6:30 9:20

Radng Stripes{PG)
12~101:102:50 4:00 7:10 9:40.12:20a

Spanglish (PG-13)
12:30 3:40 6:509:5012:40a

White Noise (PG-13)
12:40 4:107:3010:1012:40a

REGAL WINTER PARK
510 N.ORLANDO AVE.,40H28-0163

Andrew Uoyd Webber's The Phantom of •
the Opera (PG-13)
12:20 3:307:0010:10

The Aviator (PG-13)
12:9()4:008:1011:45

Beyond the Sea (PG-13)
1:25 4:107:1010:05

aoser(R)
9:4512:15a

Coach Carter.(PG-13)
12:301:40 3:55 5:00 7:158:1510:3011:30

Elektra (PG-13)
12~52:355:057:3510:0012:35a

Hotel Rwanda (PG-13)
1:304:20 7:2510:15

House of Flying Daggers (PG-13)
1:15 4:05 6:50 9'3512:25a

In Good Company (PG-13)
12:15 2:50 5:30 8:0510:45

Kinsey(R)
12:35 3:25 6:40 9:2512:10a

Lemony Snicket's ASeries of Unfortunate
Events(PG)
11:50a 2:40 5:157:5010:25

The Life Aquatic with Steve Zissou (R)
12:50 3:45 7:059:5012:35a

Meet the Fockers (PG-13)
11:50a 1:00 2:30 3:50 5:10 6:55 8:009:4010:40
12:30a

National Treasure (PG)
12:40 3:40 6:45 9:30
Ocean~ Twelve (PG-13)

1:454:45 7:45 10:45

Radng Stripes (PG)
12:10 2:45 5:20 7:5510:35

Sideways (R)
1:104:157:2010:20

Spanglish (PG-13)
12:25 3:35 6:40

White Noise (PG-13)
11 :55a 2:20 4:50 7:_39 9:5512:20a

LOEWS UNIVERSAL CIN~PLEX
6000 UNIVERSAL BLVD.,407-354-3374
Andrew Lloyd Webber's The Phantom of
the Opera (PG-13)
12:30 3:20 6:209:2012:20a

The Aviator (PG-13)
1:004:307:5511:30

Blade: Trinity (R)
12:355:4010:55

12:401:25 2:103:304:15 5:006:30 7:15 8:009:30
10:1511:0012:30a

Elektra (PG-13)
12:351:352:40 3:40 4:50 5:50 7:05 8:05 9'.25
10:2511:4012:45a

Fat Albert (PG)
1:20 3:25 5:30 7:35 9:4511:50

In Good Company (PG-13)
12:301:30 2:50 3:50 5:15 6:15 7:40 8:4510:10'
11:1512:40a

Lemony Snicket's ASeries of Unfortunate
Events(PG)
12:50 3:10 5:35 8:1510:40

The Life Aquatic with Steve l1SSOU (R)
10:0512:35a

Meetthe Fockers(PG-13)
12:451:453:35 4:45 6:05 7:20 8:50 9:5510:45
11:2512:25a

National Treasure (PG)
1:404:20 7:10
Ocean~ Twelve (PG-13)

1:10 3:55 6:50 9:3512:10a

Radng Stri~ (PG)

12:251:15 2:45 3:45 5:05 6:10 7:30 8:30 9:50
12:05a

-Spanglish (PG~13)
2:558:10

White Noise (PG-13)
12:551:553:05 4:05 5:25 6:45 7:45 9:0510:00
11:2012:15a

ENZIAN CINEMA CAFE
1300 S.ORLANDO AVE.,407-629-1088

AVery Long Engagement (R)
Friday and Saturday:3:15 6:30 9:45
Sunday: 3:15 6:30 9:30

D.MAC
39 S.MAGNOLIA AVE.,407-992-1200

People Say I'm Crazy (NR) ,
Friday: 3:30 5:30 7:15
Saturday: 3:30 5:30 7:30 9:30
All listed times are for the weekend and subject to change

M

IE

Now prese,nting the indie film critics'

'
Mad puppets, sad musicians, rad killers and more
Everybody's doing their year-end top
tens, so we must also. We polled the indie's
five crotchetiest critics for their personal
top tens, pooled them all together and created this universal top 10. Check underneath the countdown for each wiiter's individual list, as well as our collective 10
''worst" list.

10. The SaddestMusic in the World
If Dogville is the year's best example of
extracting the artificial representation we're
used to in cinema, then The Saddest Music
in the World is its polar opposite; director
Guy Maddin creat~s a surreal dreamworld
with a bona fide fairytale story. The towering set design and slightly askew angles
bring to mind German expressionism, and
Madelin's black-and-white photography anq
use of a Vaseline-greased lens enhance the
picture's decidedly vintage feel If for nothing else, watch it for the global sadness competition that gives the film its title. The idea
of sadness as a tangible property is one the
film's many intriguing ideas.
· - JOHN THOMASON

9.Before Sunset
Richard Linklater has always excelled at
capturing universal moments. In Before
Sunrise it was the bliss, excitement and
spontaneity of young love; in Before Sunset
it's the point where naive romanticism has
given away to harsh cynicism and the bitterness of aging. Not since the French New
Wave has a director ~de as moving a film
about the immeasurable power of memory
- in this case, its ability to both comfort and
· depress simultaneously. As Jesse and Celine
walk and talk for 80 minutes, we cherish the
time we get to spend with them, as, like the
characters themselves, we know it's fleeting. The memory will be all that's left.

.

COURTESY FOCUS FEATURES

Michel Gond~, center, directs Kate Winslet and Jim Ca~ey in the distinctive dramedy Eternal Sunshine ofthe Spotless Mind, the only film that made all five clashing critics' personal top 1Os.

revealed. The characters to meet their Simon Pegg and Edgar Wright put in to
demise in this film included Michael Mad- each scene. The movie is both horrifying
-sen's Budd, a lazy and loathable and hilarious at the same time and never
'Sidewirider,' and a betrayed Pai Mei Some- loses its natural charm. In a year where the
what more notable, however, is the sad original Dawn ofthe Dead gets remade into
departure of the lovely cycloptic Elle Driver a stylized music video, ftlmgoers were still
(Daryl Hannah), in a classicly polite and · able to fmd a frightful, delightful bloodfest.
gory way to go. Ki.ll Bill VoL H also featured
- MICHAEL LAWRENCE
another stellar soundtrack including Malcolm McLaren, Shivaree and Johnny Cash.
6. Garden State
-GENO MEHALIK
Zach Braff's directorial debut Garden
included two horny dogs, and amazingly
7.Shaun ofthe Dead
both_weren't trying to copulate with NatalTake the quirky British comedies of ie Portman, who gives the finest perform-JOHN THOMASON Richard Curtis, add the post-apocalyptic ance of her career as a girl who lies and has
brain-sucking zombies of a George Romero seizures. Braff's idiosyncratic script
8. Kill Bill: Vol. II
flick with a dash of Guy Ritchie's frantic reminds one of the best films of Hal Ashby.
Qµentin Tarantino's sequei the second camerawork and you might have a good . Braff wears three hats·in the ftlm - writing
volume tq the Wildly popular cult film Ki.ll indication of what Shaun ofthe Dead is. It's directing and starring - and excels in each.
Bill VoL I, saw Uma Thurman through a hot so much the juggling of genres that He has created a powerful opus that someslew of more cold-blooded killings, eventu- makes the film an instant no-guilt pleasure, how magically deals with heavy issues with
ally landing among her beloved Bill, kiddo but the faithfulness writer/director team a light hand While ~ ftlm might not end

up on every top ten list or even have a hope
for an Oscar nod, one can only hope it
ensures Braff more work in Hollywood
-BRITT RYAN BONOWICZ

5.1 Heart Huckabees
Who would have expected a film about
existentialism, nihilism and the purpose of
living could be so much pure cinematic fun?
One of the -year'.s surprise delights, I I{eart
Huckabees kicks around weighty, bewildering concepts like a Nerf ball. The result is _
one of the best mergers of big thinking and
big fun in many years.
I Heart Huckabees could have easily
failed had it been placed in the hands of a
sloppy creator. Fortunately, it was handed to
David 0. Russea who managed to flawlessly match the nimble script with equally spry .
visuals. Easily one of the most fun films of
2004.
- MATI HEDGECOCK
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We'll call you crazy if you
miss People Sayl'm Crc;iey
FILM REVIEW

COURTESY IMAGEREAL PICTURES

Bespectacled schizophrenic John Cadigan gets way up close and personal In People Say I'm Crazy, a confessional and informative documentary. ·

D<?curiientary proYides yoyeuristic look at arty. schizophreni~ MATT HEDGECOCK
Staff Writer

W

hen he was in the 5th grade, John Cadigan was voted "most popular, most ath. leticand most artistic." In his senior year
he was voted "most quiet." And he had his first
psychotic outbreak in college.
In People Say I'm Crazy, an amateur documentary produced by Cadigan and his -sister Katie:
Cadigan shares his life coping with schizophrenia
and his gradual. road to improvement. The brave,
deeply personal exaµllnations of Cadigan's illness - make People-$ay I'm Crazy a mem9rable film.
The chronicle of John's life begins in 1997,
. already several years into his life with the illness.
Overweight from medication to help him "even ,
out," John takes control of the camera and turns it
loose upon his life,. showing the audience his
highs and his lows.
Most of the material consists of self testimonials and interviews with his friends and family.
Though 1t is naturally impossible to view life
through Cadigan's eyes, his brutal honesty reveals
his constant feelings of paranoia and mj.strust. "I
can tell by the way they make my bed whether
they like me or not," he· confesses. At his lowest ·
ebb, Cadigan admits, weeping, ~o the violent
· thoughts that-enter into his head. Truly affecting
stuff.
The story isn't all gloom and doo_m, though.
The film is filled with inspiring moments, particularly those involving John's work with his beau-·

tiful, semi-abstract art prints. We ·share in his
unbridled joy and enthusiasm as he speedily
carves art into formerly blank pieces of wood.
- We can also -see the progression of John's
health and his return to semi-normalcy. At the
start of the film he's virtually a shut-in, but a few years later he gives an introductory speech for a
mental illness art exhibition .in the Capitol Build- ·
ing rorimda. Though it1s elem.- he still faces a long·
·road ahead of h4n, the film gives hope for future
improve~ents.
.
·
The strength of the films lies in the focus on
the illness factor of schizophrenia. While Hollywood productions like A Beautiful Mind suggest
that mental illness somehow elevates people's
minds to a higher plane, People Say I'm Craey
negates such talk. The intimacy of the story
makes ~t clear that schizophrenia is not a gift. ·
However, the intimacy at times feels narrowfocused. There are times -when .the filin could
raise larger ·p oints about mental illness in society,
such as a scene when John works i,n a food closet
for the homeless. Mental illness is a leading cause
for homelessness in America, .but the contrast of ·
John, who has a family and home, and the people
he serves isn't touched upon. _
However, the intimacy is generally refreshing.
People Say I'm Crazy is a touching and educational examination of one of society's greatest
unsolved problems. Documentaries have been in
lousy quantity the past year, but here's one that
really stands out - in subject matter ~d quality. ·

Opens tomorrow at D.MAC.
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·Batman

was along
time ago
Michael Keaton hits rock bottom
in worthless thriller White Noise
JOHN THOMASON
indie Editor

I

t's hard to say who's more bored in your average
screening. of White Noise - the spectator watching
the film or the picture's star, Michael Keaton. The
act9r, now 53 and showing it, is this predictable January
clunker's only star power, and he all but sleepwalks
through a role that is utterly below him. And this is coming from the star of Multiplicity and Jack Frost, so that's
saying something.
Keaton's character, architect Jonathan Rivers, spends
staring at a fuzzy television
the majority of the
screen, and the actor does lhtle to make compelling this
surprisingly inactive thriller. First-time film director
Geoffrey Sax does the .b est he can, shooting the fuzz
from every allowable angle and fuserting crude CGI, a
generic horror score and clumsy shock theatrics. At several points he simply creates supposedly jarring scares
t!rrough the editing, which have no logic in the narrative.
While this atmosphere may send chills down the
naive spines of teenybopper horror fans looking for
cheap thrills, White Noise is yet another example of a
great idea squandered for the sake of formula and comfort. A potentially deep and intriguing premise turns out ·
to be woefully innocuous and as interesting as 1istening
to ghost-less static on your AM band.
The movie, which begins with a fairly explicable scenario 'only to watch its plausibility ratio plummet with
every passing minute, concerns the real-life EVP, or
electronic voice phenomenon. Many believe the dead
can still contact the living through mediums like radio
static, and that recording the white noise and playing it
back can be the first step ~ hearing from your lost love
one.
It's a premise that can be played with harrowing realism or over-the-top kitsch, and this film goes neither
route. Its story is set in idyllic suburban America, where
Jonathan's wife Anna (Chandra West), a successful novelist, disappears for weeks until she is proclaimed dead.
When a specialist in EVP inter-cepts a message from
Anna from beyond the grave, he informs a skeptical
Jonathan, who is in the midst of a visually ban(}]. grieving session that somehow feels both rushed and overlong in Sax's hands. After a few eerie coincidences in his
home, Jonathan eventually succumbs to the man's

mm

COURTESY UNIVERSAL PICTURES

Boy, B'eetlejuice was a long time ago too. Wow, so was The Paper. So was, uh .. .Mr. Mom? No, that's reaching .. .Pacific Heights? No .. .Speechless? No .•. aw,·screw it.

claims and decides to check out his services.
Even when Jonathan's newfound obsession with
EVP and the decoding of his wife's cryptic otherworldly messages dominate the film's second act, it doesn't
lose its relative believability. It isn't until .the film's final
third that it beco~es- a ridiculous, unintentional farce.
Apparently, just the fascinating idea of commuriicating
with the dead wasn't enough to pull iri that MTV demographic, so screenwriter Niall Johnson inserts a horror
plot involving a serial killer whose victims can only
communicate through the white noise, and it's up to

Jonathan to come to their rescues. The film's "twist"
ending involves a character so irrelevant to anything in
the story that Sax even ~e-shbws the character's only
appearance to make sure we remember who the hell the
person is.
. '
White Noise is a film that's more clever iri its opening stanzas than your typical run-of-the-mill mallthriller but provides nothing for the discernable film.goer. At best it merely·insults his intelligence. But Keaton,
not the spectator, is this wretched film's biggest casualty, as a once-revered actor has to be relegated to this.

I.
Pixies retinion tour exceeded high expectation~
FROM

ill

played piano to a packed house, preceded
by other talented UCF students: singersongwriter-guitarist Adam Cohen, pianist
Aiyana Caldwell, and first-time performer
Rob Somers. The night continued with an
outstanding acoustic set by the Heather
Friedman Band, one of the last before their
irreplaceable drummer Ramon Lopez
moved to Japan.

7. Marc with a C, Natalie Weiss, Bucket of
Nails, and Soft Rock Champion .
Aug. 29; Austin's Coffeehouse, Winter Park .

~

/

really roCk a crowd After opening for The
Raveonettes last year at the Social, the
group tritimphantly returned as headlin-.
ers, ·a nd their energy jolted their audience.
The crowd was not as appreciativ:e of Vanderslice and the -other openers, who were
poorly matched with the danceably driven
headlffiers. When stellastarr* hit the·stage, .
however, the Social's -patrons made their
appreciation clear. Aside from great music
from a gr~t band, this show had one of the
best crowds of the year.

3. The Magnetic Fields with Darren Hanlon Dec. 9; Annie Russell Theatre, Winter.Park

A release party for Mr. With a C and
It could be argued that the songs of
showcase for Celestial Bison Records, this Stephen -Merritt are comparable to the
was arguably the best local show of the likes of Cole Porter's. Thus, the red-vel-year. Bucket of Nails, a team of two broth- vet-covered seats of the Annie Russell
e!S with make-up, guitar pedals, and bro- Theatre were the best . for the band's
ken drumstjc;ks in tow, played its firSt show back-to-back shows on one December
ever. Natalie Weiss, the mastermind of the . night. Unfortunately, only the first of the
distinct Unicornicopia, played many of the two shows makes the cut, because the
band's tunes on keyboard and accordion. two set-lists ·were nearly identical And Marc with a C, claiming he was play- same songs, same order. This left a bad ·
ing amongst a dream line-up, wowed the taste in the mouths of some audience
crowd with his irresistibly catchy ditties.
members, but it was remedied by the
sweetness .of Darren Hanlon, by fin; the ,
6. The Killers with The Zutons and ·
year's best opening act. An Australian
singer-songwriter, he needed only a
Now It's Overhead banjo or an acoustic gtiitar with an old,
Nov. 22; House of Blues, Lake Buena Vista
After taping their Hard Rock Live! ses- twangy, wonderful timbre to wow the
·
sions for MTV in Qrlando last August, audience.
they outsold the Social and were forced to
rock the House of Blues in November. 2. The Pixies with The Thrills Luckily, t4ey were up to the task Much of Oct. 1O; Hard Rock Live, Ortando
Despite high ticket prices, this show
the crowd's reaction was alSo catalyzed by
The Zutons, ;:i genre-defying British band sold out rather quickly. And rightly so. On
The rockin' Brits dariced, clapped, ~d their reunion tour, The Pixies may have
harmonized the crowd into a frenzy, per- physically rocked Hard Rock harder than
fectly setting the stage for the oh-so it had ever been rocked before. The legdanceable Killers. The one drawback to endary "alternative" band was in its finest ·
the evenillg was the first openirig band, form. Aside from putting on ~hit parade,
Now It's' Overhead, making its rather they also showed off their own musician:unwelcome secopd appearance in town $hip and experimental nature. The audience was less enthusiastic for The Thrills,
within five weeks~
but the crowd was won over when the
Irish band's lead singer Conor Deasy
5.The Ortando .Philharmonic- Oct.23; Bob
explained that one of their songs was
Carr Performing Arts Center, Ortando
Never fear - any orchestra that pulls written to sound like Belle and Sebastian
off Tchaikovsky's masterpiece of a Fourth meets the E-Street Band
Symphony will rock you more than you
might expect. In October, for the official 1. The Mountain Goats and John .
2004-2005 season -opener, the Orlando Vanderslice with Sugar Oaks
. Phil proved itself to be more than compe- Oct.1 S;the Sodal, Orlando
tent with its performance of Tchaik l\T.
So the first opening band was comThe evening also included pianist John pletely forgettable. It was the only part of
Kimura Parker, who graced the stage with - the night that was such. Much like They
a near flawless rendition of Beethoven's Might Be Giants, this line-up was a Tale of
Piano Concerto No. l. Ask the-many UCF Two Johns - Darnielle of The Mountain
music faculty members who performed in Goats and Vanderslice. The energy transthe concert and they'll tell you it was mitted by these two really i:nade the
indeed a great beginning to the season.
evening happen. For lo-fi indie rockers,
Darnielle and Vanderslice both have amaz4. stellastari*with John Vanderslice,
ing stage presence and know how to get a
Ambulance and Will Johnson crowd jumping. Whether acoustic or elecMarch 24; the Social, Orlando
tric, these guys have outstanding onstage
Despite critics labeling them _as a lesser chemistry, resulting in a near-perfect night
version of bands like Pulp, stellastarr* can of indie rock sing-along fun.

THE INDIE ARCHIVE

The Killers topped their killer MTV taping at Hard Rock live early in 2003 with an even more stellar show in November.

·Plotkin

s
his ass
Local hipster Danger Dave Plotkin· ·
ready to t>~eak world r~dio r cord .
PAULA FERGUSON
Staff Writer

0

n a Friday night in mid-February of
2004, all hell broke loose at ~o's on
Aloma Avenue - compliments of
Dave Plotkin.
Black sheets of paper had be~n plas- .
tered onto the copy shop's expansive windows, concealing from curious onlookers
the madness that brewed ·inside. Meanwhile, at 1 a.m. sharp, roughly 60 ram~
bunctious teenagers and music aficionados
awaited
the
punk
performance of Martian Death Ray.
Cardboard robots grooved amid
copiers and fax machines, clutching
bubble-spewing pistols. Their bellies
read: ''We can dance if we want to,"
and "Karate can't stop my body."
Security cameras had been swallowed whole by carefully draped
garbage bags, and two attendees
guarded Kinko's main entrance.
A swarm of cops would arrive
any second now.
The rebellious Vigilante
Bum-Rush, quite possibly the
most bizarre anq mildly illegal concert in all of Orlando's time, was in full effect.
"My boss at the time had
$500 on hold for me as bail
in case I went tb jail," UCF
alumnus Plotkin, responsible for organizing the wacky
event, reminisced with a
smile and a zestful tone of
voice. "It was fun - the craziest thing I ever did."
But perhaps not crazy
enough for Plotkin, who
strives to surpass even his
most extreme schemes.
Some know the 25-year-

rouRTESY KATHERINE GOODELL

PLEASE SEE

LOCAL ON i15

4. Team America: World Police·

_

In the same year Janet Jackson caused
the country to have an outrage of puritanical proportio~, nihilist film-makers Trey
Parker and Matt Stone successfully created
the most o:ffen:sive and _funniest movie in
yeC!fs. Team America is not a film you hate,
' but rather one most audiences "won't get."
If you complain about seeing the puppets'
strings or whine about the vomiting scene.
being too long, the film wasn't 'intended for
you. However, if you like viciously laughing at any and 'everything that's wrong
. with the worla, this is your film.
-MICHAEL LAWRENCE

3. Oogville

.

Lars von ,Trier's theatrical and -biblically themed play on group dynamics,
Dogville is, undoubtedly, one of 2004's
most widely overlooked films. Set on
a remote and mostly dark soundstage,
Dogville tells the tale of Grace (Nicole
Kidman), a ·mobster's daughter. fleeing the din and corruption of a metropolitan existence, on:ly to experience an even darker vein of human
nature amongst the hushed and
hypocritical emptiness of smalltown Colorado's Dogville. Perfectly ice-sculpted performances from
Hollywood legend Lauren Bacall
and indie ingemie Chloe Sevigny·
are complemented by a flawless
Kidman as the weak and compla. cent Grace. Dogville ru,ns just
shy of thr~e hours, but do not
ev~n think about ducking out
early, as von Trier's ending may
redefine catharsis in film for
future works.
- GENO MEHALIK

.2. Eternal Sunshine ofthe Spotless Mind
Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless
Mind is a film that debuted in theatres a short· time after last year's
Oscars and ironically has stuck in the
minds everyone who saw it. A film
about lgve, a film about memory, a story
a,bout the mind and the soul, Eternal Sun~
shine is a ftlm that got everything right.
Strong writing, visual directing and a cast
in sync with the material, Eternal Sunshine
feels like less of a ftlm and more like the
reading of a letter from a long lost love.
Each moment is precious and one never
wants it to end.

of

- BRITT RYAN BONOWIQ

· 1. The Aviator
Martin Scorsese delivers ·a sheer hay.. maker of a ftlm that's every bit as fascinating and ambitious as its main character.
Leonardo DiCaprio
The Aviator is a culmination of Scorsese's
• shocks all by forego-career and showeases every talent he .
ing the pretty-boy
learned from each previous film - from
imagt_he's known
New York, New York to Good.Fellas. In
for inhabiting by
transformil")g into.a
doing so he creates a wondrous vision of
conflicted, misguid-America and the changes it experienced in
ed, ambitious and
·the first half of° the 20th Century.
totally Scorsesian · .
Even more of a revelation is Leonard
hero, Howard Hugh- ·
DiCaprio as Howard Hughes. All of the
es, in The Aviator.
naysayers who -dismissed him as a mere ·
pretty boy have now eaten those words.
An absolutely masterwork performance.
f (

- MATI HEDGECOCK

. Staff~ ~rsonal to~ 10s
10. Harold and Kumar Go to White Castle
9. Ocean's Twelve
- 8. Fahrenheit 9/11
7. Napoleon-Dynamite
6. Garden State
5. Mean Girls.
4. Before Sunset
3. Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind
2. The Girl Next Door
1. The Aviator

- BREIT RYAN BONOWIQ

10. Spider-Man 2
9. Collateral
8.1 Heart Huckabees
7. Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind
6. AVery Long Engagement
5.Kill Bill: Vol. 2
4.Shaun of the Dead
3. The Motorcycle Diaries ·
2. The lncredibles
1. The Aviator
- MATI HEDGECOCK

10.Super-Size Me
9. Carandiru
8. Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind7. The Saddest Music in the World
6.1 Heart Huckabees
·
5.Garden State
4. Bad Education
3.Sideways
2. Shaun of the Dead
t.Team America: World Police

r,.

- MICHAEL LAWRENCE

10. Meet the Fockers
9.Team Am@rica:World Police
8.Birth
7. The Life Aquatic With Steve Zissou
6. Garden State
5.Closer
4. Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind
3.Kill Bill: Vol.2
2.1 Heart Huckabees
1.Dogville
- GENO MEHALIK

10:The Corporation
~.,...
9.Team America: Worts Police
8. Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter ... ahd Spring
7.Undertow
6. The Saddest Music in the World
5. Before Sunset
4.The Aviator
3. M_illion Dollar Baby
2.Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind ·
1.Dogville
- JOHN THOMASON

Worst Films of the Year:

10,saw
9~Open Water ·
8. The Ladykillers .
7. ASlipping Down Life
6. Van Helsing.
5.Jersey Girl
4. The Day After Tomorrow
3.Catwoman
2. Exorcist: The.Beginning
1. Alexander ·
- the indie movie critics

MUSIC
Park Ave CDs Jr.: Top 25 for
the week of Jan. 2-8
1. Atmosphere
Headshots: Se7en
2.Shins
Fighting in a Sack
3. Soundtrack
Garcmistate

Our top ten shows of 2004·
From pub-rock and
hip-hop to lo-fi pop
and the Philharinonic
EMILY JANE SCOTT
Staff Writer

4.JackJohnson/G. Love
Some Live Songs
5. Soundtrack
The Life Aquatic with Steve Zissou
6.Autolux
Future Perfect
7. Arcade Fire

Funeral
8. Elliott Smith·
From a Basement on a Hill
9.RiloKiley
More Adventurous
. 10.0ittyBops
Ditty Bops
11. Spam Allstars
Contra Los Roboticos
12. Handsome Boy Modeling School
White People
·
13.Luna
Rendezvous
14. Blood Brothers
Crimes
15. Death Cab for Cutie
Transatlanticism
16.lnterpol
Antics
17.John Legend
Get Gifted
18.TedLeo
Shake the Sheets
19.Straylight Run
Straylight Run
20. Camper Van Beethoven
Ne
manTilfles
21.Q and Not U
Power
22. Ben Folds
Super D
23. Lovedrug
Pretend You're Alive
24.Shins
- Chutes Too Narrow

'.

25.Elefant
Sunlight Makes Me Paranoid

0

ne might say that 2004 Was not agreat
year in terms of concerts around
town - especially if you were short
on cash or transportation. The three Vote for
ehange shows that came close to here were all
up to $70 in admission. And to see either The
Cure or Morrissey, you had to travel to West
Palm, Tampa, or Miami. Howevei; ifyou knew
where to look, there were plenty of amazing
concerts in Orlando last year. If you didn't
know where to look, take a hint - read the
indie more this year.

· 10. Sage Francis with Grand Buffet
and Mack Lethal Feb. 16; Back Booth, Orlando
Aside from some problems with the sound
system at Back Booth, this show was excellent
After two outstanding opening acts, Sage
Francis proved that hip-hop can serve more as
poetry than club tracks and gangsta rhythms.
Froip. comparing lovemaking to music making with rapturous metaphorical skill to
singing of hanging himself at half-mast in
"Makeshift Patriot," Francis captured his audience that night ·

9. Flogging Molly with Throw Rag ...:_
Marcil 26; House of Blues, Lake Buena Vista
The guy from Throw Rag who wore a
washboard and played it with spoons wins the
award for most fun had by. a musical. perf<?rmer in Orlando in 2004. He happily
jamµied on his washboard and continually
lost clothing while the packed crowd went
nuts. The moshing built throughout the night
and exploded as the well-known Flogging
Molly hit the stage. Apparently the tin-whistle
blowing, fiddling, Irish pub-rockers loved
playing in Orlando - they were back
with the Warped Tour and again with
their own show at the House of
Blues in Septem.bei: .

8. Gina Riggio, Adam Cohen, Aiyana
Caldwell, and Rob Somers, followed
by the Heather Friedman Band
Aug. 28; Natura, Orlando.
Local gig-goers know one
thing about Natura - there's
no better place to see a local
show. One of the best shows
there this year was made
special with a homecoming
for former UCF student and
musician Gina Riggio. She
PLEASE SEE

PIXIES ON i13
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.John's performance in Oct. 15 at the Social,
alongside The Mountain Goats, was a
Vander-slice of genius.

LIFE

Local and national-celebs help out Dave
FROM

il4-

old mastermind as ''Danger Dave." Others
remember him as the guy who once hosted a rock concert on his apartment roo£
Finally, to a select fe:w, he's the only vegetarian brilliant enough to have ever
adorned his office wall with an inflatable
moose head.
Starting Monday, Plotkin will delve
deeper into th~ unknown wlien he tries to
set a. new Guinness WorfdRecord by
hosting Rollins College's WPRK . llO
Hours Marathon - the worl~s lqngest
c~ntinuous broadcast by any DJ in-!adio
history.
·
"One hundred and 10 hours is more
than 15 percent of the entire month-of September," said Plotkin, a political science- .
graduate and the former editor of The
Independent Journal.
Furthermore, according to Plotkin, the
marathon will be "about as long as watch-.
ing all three Lord of the Rings films 12
times in a row, listening to all six Radiohead albums 22 times and driving to New
York and back five times."
By now, one might be uttering, "Geez."
So from 9 a.ill. Motiday to 11 p.m. Jan. 21, ·
Plotkin, chairman of WPRK's advisory
board, will be enslaved within the__,:ll.Ilderground confines .of the Rollins-€ollege
91.5 FM radicr station -:---- heavily lacking
snooze time, daylight and all.sanity.
If all goes as scheduled, the DJ will go
down in history, book-marking himself a
prestigious spot in the _Guinness Book of
World Records, knocking the spotlight off
the current 105-hour, Switzerland-set
record and m9st importantly, raising a
meaty sum ·of money for much-"needed
station improvements.
,
"I want to help out the station ~ great
deal,'' said ·Plotkin, who first DJ'ed on
WPRK at the age of 14. "The station runs
on a $30,000 to $35,000 salary. J want to
show Rollms they're not giving enough
money to the station. This will hopefully
make us 10 to 15 grand."
With the combined help of hungry listeners and corporate sponsorships,
money will be pledged every hour, refueling Plotkin with the drive to finish the
monster marathon. Contributions can be .
made at http://www.llOhours.org, the .
marathon's official site, to help make his
five-day endeavor of ~xhaustion -more
bearable.
But in order to cross the prized 110hour-away finish line, Plotkin must first
adhere to a gruelirig list of rules. One ·such requirement is that a IS.minute break be· taken ·after every eight
hour~ of solid, live broadcasting. ~d you
best believe Plotkin, who claims he "likes
being very clean," has plotted a way to
maintain his hygiene throughout the

vigilant healthcare professionals' sworn
duty "is to be present and certify that
Dave is alive."
The icy grip of death is an almost
laughable possibility, but it should come
as no surprise that Plotkin - a mal) with
a plan - has done his homework, just in
case, to avoid the morbid tragedy. For
three day_s each week, he's subjected him.self to an intense boot-camp session led
by former Navy SEAL trainer Rick
Stafford . td prepare for the brutal
marathon. A determined Plotkin has ·
forced himself fr.om betwixt warm sheets
to meet with Stafford every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at 7 a.m., relin. quishing hours of slumber to pump it up.
"He's been a trooper so far," Stafford,
who's wor~ed with the Navy SEALs and the FBI, said. "He's learned about 88 dif.ferent exercises. Every day is different. It's
never the same day twice."·
-Corrie Monday, an approximately 20pound leaner Plotkin will hopefully be in
peak physical c_o ndition, fully prepared .
an,d puIIJped to slay the 110-hour beast
that awaits him.
But the fun doesn't stop here. Additional marathon highlights will include the
live performances of more than 30 bands
and dozens of special guests like Orlando
- --Weekly columnist Billy Manes and
Republican National Committee Chairman Ed Gillespie.
Matt Kamm, frontman for the .indie ·
band Dodger and one of Plotkin's long- · ·
time pals, will help liven up WI?~ cluttered studios through a live performance.
He and his bandmates have even created
an epic theme song for the marathon.
"We sing about how Dave is going to go
delusional over the five days of staying
awake," Kamm, 20, a UCF digital media
major said. "Dave is probably the most
motivated person that I know. I mean, he's
still incredibly young but wears a different
suit every single day."
WPRK General Manager Dan Seeger
· proudly supports Plotkin's challenge as
well, stating: "Dave is one of the very, very
few people I've evei: met who I'm inclined
COURTESY KATHERINE GOODELL
to believe if he tells me he can·pull it off. If
DJing may not be an Olympic sport, but try doing it for 11 Oho1._1rs straight and you'll want Navy SEAL-style training too.
I didn't believe that, we wouldn't Be' doing
He~e, Plotkin ~repares for the big week - neither video nor lack of sleep will kill this ·radio star.
is."
entire no-hour talkfest without ,wasting general construction company - and a
In that ca5e, thank God Dave Plotkinthose treasured chunks of break -time.
lengthy, plastic tube designed to d:rain . or, "Danger Dave," as they call him - is a
The winning plan, he described in a shower water · into a nearby toilet, . risk taker. The heroic fellow .a waits his
black T-shirt and blue jeans~ is to shower . Plotkin's desire to stay fresh and clean Will 6,600-minute challenge with an eager
while still on the air.
·
.
spirit and endless enthusiasm. He counts be fulfilled.
.''We're b_pilding a shower," he -said, an
"There's so much to this," he 'said. the days ·until he can call himself art offiexpression of sheer-enthusiasm gl~aming . "Like, I'll be in the shower reading, 'This · cial insomniac, and he'll cherish every
past his five o'clock shadow. "It's a special hot, wonderful shower .is brought to you second of airtime as if it were a delectable
shower because it'll have boom micro- by Vanson . construction and Orlando vegetarian burrito. A creature this deterphones in it so I can continue speaking Weekly."'
.mined simply can't lose.
durllig the shower. It doesn't count as my
Meanwhile, a trusty riurse will be intro- · Meanwhile, an inopportune Swiss man
duced every four hours to watch over the will solemnly prepare to hand over his
break."
.
Thanks to Vanson Enterprises Inc. ---:.. a . fatigued Plotkin. Accordirig to WPRK, the once record-setting title. Stay tuned.

c
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Hold on, as·2005 has arrived
Why not take a look into the future
from in between the folds of the Future?
.
.

DIANNA ZISMAN
Staff Writer .

W

ith the new year upo!l
us, anyone can reminisce about the year
that was. Entertainment' rags the
all over the nation have been
filled with ~'Best of' lists for 2004
(induding this one even), but the
prognosticators here would like
to go farther than that, with a little-thing called "Best of 2005."
Here, then, some predictions for
the zanier happenings of the
~pcoming year.

,

Januarrand February
Scientists announce that,
despite the predictions of early
models, there's a chance that an
' asteroid will NOT hit Earth in
· 2029. While many people are
pleased . at the · news, some
express disappointment:
Charles Lam of Good Times
Calendars: "We have about
11,000 of our 'You Only Have 9125
Days to Properly Repent' calendars left.- Do you have any idea

-

'

April 15 in the eyes of one man the work of Marxist, Socialist,
how much it costs to make a cal- June
homrn;;exual
Britney
Spears
shocks
th,e
.(and
shot only in accurate anti-American
endar with almost 10,000 sheets
of paper in it? ,A lot. They could:- world by announcing her 1040ese) - earns'$140 million at Nazis, and I won't stand for it!
n't have waited to announce this divorce · from What'sHisFace the box office. Critics, however, Damn you! Damn you all!"
McLameGuy.
- agree that . the movie doesn't before wielding a plastic
until we sold more?"
A few days later: Britney pack the emotional punch of lightsaber and running across
Keanu Reeves, who was told ·
he'd win an Oscar as soon as the Spears shocks the world by Gibson's first six Passion films. the border to invade Canada.
.world ended, will now .be free announcing her engagement to Come Oscar-time, Accountant is
. smpe dude sh_e met at an Arby's. only recognized in the costume December
that night for performances.
Good taste prevails. "I Saw
, Perhaps most upset is the The next day, Spears receives a and editing categories, disap""
_Bush Administration,· whose phone call from Elizabeth Tay- pointing the moVie's more rabid - Mommy Kissing Santa Claus,"
"Feliz Navidad," and "The Little
new Socictl Security Pl<pl is, of lor, who begs the young singer fans.
, Drummer Boy'' are pulled from
course, based on the assumptiort to.show a little more respect for
radio stations' holiday playlists
_
that civilization will end in 24 the sacred vows of marriage. October
After being told that "Jesus" once scientists reveal that the
years, and anyone who deserves "Slow down, darling, and just
more money will have already . stick to -one damn husband . is not a valid nomiriation to the three tunes_actually kill the brain
been taken .into heaven.
already," is said to be the advice Supreme .Court, the President cells of any -p erson unfortunate
doled out by the inebriated Tay- huffily replies, ''M right, fine ... enough to hear them. Many
express disbelief at the findings.
that guy who played 'im."
March.
lor.
But those of us who have ever
ABC's latest reality shqw,
_
November
cringed while inadvertently
"Who Wants to Have Brad's July - "'
Babies?"· receives record ratings.·
Diff'rent Strokes and Kno'k
Jim Caviezel's bid to become stumbling upon· the songs in a
In the shocking finale, George Kno'k Jokes;. the latest offering a Supre?le Court justice ends in department store elevator can
be. found muttering, "I could
Clooney barely edges out from The Strokes, fails to sell a landslide vote by the Se~ate.
Gwyneth Paltrow for the cl).ance _ more than 1,000-copies when
A disappointing month for have told you that," to anyone
to mother Pitt's children. it will the entire world suddenly real- .,,.-Bush continues when his who will listen.
There it is, folks. The goingsbe revealed that Clooney's close izes just how hard they suck.
attempt to replace the Bill of
victory was due to Paltrow's ,August
Rights with the Ten Command- on of 2005. It's going to be a
insistence on naming the baby
The Passion ofthe Accountarit ments fails. A crazed Ann Coul- doozy.
"Peach."
- Mel' Gibson's epic tale of ter is quoted as saying, "This is
1

A Half~Life mod that's not.Counter-Strike
Action Half-Life
comes back in a
new director's·cut
IVANVELEZ
Staff Writetc-

·y

he visuals scream sev~nyear-old
technology.
Exceedingly simple architecture defines the game's world.
But the quirky, spastic gameplay
in Action Half Life: Director's Cut
has aged gracefully.
The Action brand originally
began b_ack in 1997, just as the
game modification began to
, grow in popularity, particularly
in the Quake .series. No professionals and no funding - just a
.

handful of hardcore gamers later
dubbed Akimbo Team Productions wanting to create ·their own
games. Their goal was to transform popular sci-fi first person
shooters such as Quake 2,, Half ·
Life and Unreal Toumanient into
multiplayer virtual action
movies.
'
·
Action Half life was the sophomore attempt at creating this
dream. Originally released in
1999, AHL refined the · Action
brand of gameplay and added
John Woo-style diving. More
than just a mere giinmick, diving
drastically_changed the way the
game was played.
A poorly executed dive .could
leave a player a sitting duck,
pinned to the ground. A wellexecuted dive could mean the
difference between escaping

with a near hit and recefVing a
fatal wound.
·Accessories allowed players
to be anything from a K~vlar
wearing tank raining death with
an assault rifle to a silent assassin
pr~cing around in "stealth slippers" and throwing quiet, lethal
daggers through the air.
The variety of equipment
combinations ·and balance
between the weapons (for example, sniper rifles dominated over
long distances while shotguns _
easily controlled close quarters)
provided for surprisirigly deep
battles.
AHL's lack of "ultimate" ·
weapons prevented the redundancy of games such as Counte~- ·
Strike (a mod that started up
PLEASE SEE
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The indie now has full access to the Future's archives, so each week
we're bringing you an old editorial cartoon. Check out this one from
Jan. 19, 1994. Who doesn't remember Lorena Bobbitt and her-Shear
hatred of the male sexual organ? Ouch.
·

It's Doom

and Doo1ner
The villainous
Dr. Doom on his
new anthology

Nam.or showed signs of
weakness, such as compassion . and h~ity. MICHAEL LAWRENCE
Staff Writer
Doom has no roo_m for such
frivolous ideas as these, or the
o on~ rival~ Doom!! ~th men who would waste their lives
my mgeruous cunrung - associating with them. I believed
and mastery of both the I could sway him to my side and
dark arts and the wondrous conquer the world, slicing up the
worlds of science, I, Victor Von globe as we see fit, but it was ~ot
Doom, sovereign supreme of to be. Perhaps it truly is as I have
Latveria, stand high above the always felt it within the heart that
shoulders off all other potential lies beneath this suit of armor:
world conquerors. Witness · Doctor Doom must rule alone!!
some of my exploits that - Nam.or
was
at . least
occurred during that hedonistic respectable in comparison to the .
decade of the '70s in the trade other insoleJ;J.t curs I cross paths
paperback Essential Super-Vil- with in this voluminous volume.
None raise ire in me (Save the
lain Team-Up.
Such were the days when I buffoonish Richards) like the
was still in the beginning stages Red Skull, who dared invade my
of my sinister career. It is only homeland on two occasions,
because of my inexperience that tasting defeat at my hands each
I .allow those vile miscreants at tii;fle. One who believed he had
Marvel to recount some of my felled me is the Shroud, a sec~ly mistakes without incurring· ond-rate Daredevil who tried
my full wrath in the process. 'Tis disposing of me as a means of
.better that Doom studies his fol- gaining a reputation among the
lies so that he may learn and idiots iii the superhero community. Did he not learn from his
grow in future endeavors.
Much of this volume recalls peers that all efforts are .vatl.Ilted
the days in which I was naive when lt comes to ridding the ·
enough to believe that I may 11e Earth of Doom? 'Twas easier said
in need of ally. Who better, than done.
Perhaps my most glorious
thought I, than the Atlantean
king Prince Nam.or, the Sub- moment captured in this series
Mariner. Only his savage was when I ensnared every mind
strength and Cunning would be the world to do my bidding
enough to lay waste to. that under the auspices of my hypnoaccursed Reed Richards and his gas. The world and all of its
· quarreling quartet, the Fantastic inhabitants were under my comFour. But alas, I was wrong, for plete control!! Can Apocalypse

N

CFF ARCHIVES

COURTESY MARVEL

or Baron Zema boast of such an
acoomplishment? I think not.
Only Magneto and the Champions were able to stop me, but
only because I allowed them free
will to challenge me. Ther~ must
be weight to my victory, which
will come soon thanks to all my
knowledge.
One thing I didn't like about
viewing my memories was the
inconsistency in my appearance
and character. There were far too
many one-time writers and
artists depicting me, making my
adventures seem inconsistent
from one issue of them to the
next. Marvel even thought it fit
to allow that stupid sibling of
Stan Lee, Larry Leiber (the worst
case of nepotism this side of
those whorish Hiltons) tell of my
stories. Such a disgrace shall not
go unpunished. All of Marvel
will die. After I re-read my
adventures again. Doom can't get
enough of Doom.

Get more Action out of your old copy of Half-Life
FROM

i16

· around the same ·time as AHL,
but reached astronomical success) and other similar "realistic" games that usually degenerate
into
. my-gun-is-bigger-than-yourgun.
So why have you never heard
of Action Half-Life before?

A string of catastrophic bugs
triggered by "patches" for HalfLife (the required platform for
Action, hence the name Action
Half-Life) completely ravaged
the entire dive system and many
other core gameplay components - derailing the game's
progress for an entire year.
By the time AHL got back on
track, there were so many other

comparable qµality mods for
Half-Life that it drowned in the
s~a of wannabe success stories
that rippled in Counter-Strike's
wake.
Action's window of opportunity was boarded up. A game
that had been proudly displayed
in magazin~s in the past was now
fading away into obscurity.But as of Jan. 3, a group of

loyal fans has officially unveiled
the work it's been secretly
pumping into AHL. The Ministry of Action has revived AHL
but has no delusions about
where it's at.
The fans recognize that the
opp"o rtunity to make the game a
mainstream success is long gone;
they just wish to return it to its
glory days and tweak problems

left long unresolved.
And with a small but loyal
fanbase
supporting
them,
Action's time might not b~ up
anytime sopn.
If you m; someone you know
has a copy of Half-Life just sitting
around, consider reinstalling it
and checking out the version of
AHL at: http://www.ministry- .
ofaction.net.
~ -
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Cancelled,
Geek life: Customer disservice thank God
A need for money drives o~ resident geek to tech support
MICHAEL LAWRENCE·

ELIZABETH FERNANDEZ
StaffW ·er

I

i

S

o it's happened again.
I have trapped myself
in the cubicle hellworld
of technical support. ln the
new year, I have found myself
on the short end of the broke
stick, with my wallet gathering
cobwebs where money should
be. My very enjoyable road
trip, as well as ~y mounting

student loan payments and
those damned credit demons
chasing me down, sapped me
of anything even remotely
green.
Here I was, at 24, stuck in
niy qld room, staring at the
same four walls, in the same
room I 'spent my high school
years orooding in. All I could
do was fantasize about that
gorgeous city on the bay, that
dream city of San Francisco.

But if I had any hope of mov- to say.
ing there anytime in the next
So, I gave in to my darkest
year, it would take much more fears and desires. I got a real
then mere candy-coated Tech- job. An office job. It's the kind
,nicolor fantasies. And here I of nightmare meat hook realiwas with nary a sixpence to ty lifestyle whose very possimy name. Therefore, as 2005 bility sometimes keeps me
rolled in, I could see only cash awake and screaming in the
signs floating in my head as I dead of night.
dreamed of the day I would be
You see, I have lived this life
able to buy a burrito whenever -before. I have stepped into the
I damn w~ll pleased. ·
It had been awhile, I am sad
PLEASE SEE GBA ON i19

CRAZED INDIE ROBOT

DIANNA ZISMAN
Staff Writer

H

ere we go: My fayorite
movies, TV shows and
music of 2004.

Movies

I
1

I

I.

Favorite Movie of the Year:
Shaun ·of the Dead. Loved it.
Nothing else I've seen this
year comes close.
Movies That Get 3 Shauns
out of a Possible 4: The Incredibl&;Miracle, Eternal Sunshine
of the Spotless Mind.
Best Ben Stiller Movie of
2004: Dodgeball: A True
Underdog Story. With characters named Patches O'Hotilihan and Steve the Pirate, how
can you go wrong?
Worst Ben Stiller Movie of
2004: Along Came Polly.
Worst Ben Stiller Movie of
2003, Mas_querading as the
Worst Ben Stiller Movie of
2004:Envy.
Best Ben Stiller Cameo
Ap~arance of 2004: Anchorman: The Legend of Ron Burgandy. "Como estas, beetches?"
·
Movie That Gave Me
Motion Sickness: The Bourne
Supremacy.
Separating the Wheat from
the Chaff Award: <tit:) My
·Baby's Daddy and Chasing Liberty, for being the sacrificial
movie lambs of early January.
The West Side Story Award
for Most Effeminate Street
Gangs goes to: You Got Served.
.~
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A look back:

And the Rob-ot
award goes to ...
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Staff Writer

A

s of Friday, I will be 22 years old.
Birthdays always· scare me, since ·1
usually spend them re-evaluating
my entire life. This year though, I've decided to do something a bit differep.t and
embrace· this new year of life for me by
revealing the deaths of many primetime
network shows that were cancelled last
year. Perhaps knowing I'll survive another
year while Method and Red won't will give
me the comfort I'm looking for. Shows are
put i,n the order of time they were cancelled starting, with the earliest. Since so
rilany shows were cancelled and I'm limited on space, consider thi$ a "to be continued" column.
Lyon's Den, NBC - Between this and
Dr. Vegas, Rob Lowe has plenty of reasons
to kick himself in the ass for leaving The
West Wing. Having two shows cancelleq in
one year is quite the accomplishment. I
think we've found someone to give Ted
McGinley a run for his money. Lowe's
shows die before they even make it big!
A Minute with Stan Hooper, FOX How ironic that this Norm Macdonald sitcom dud didn't even last the minute mentioned in the title. Zing!
_
Friends, NBC - Good riddance to this ·
unfunny garbage that has spawned too
many np-offs and On€! too many spin-offs
(yes, one is more than enough).
Jake 2.0, UPN - In attempt to ride the
waves of its Star Trek franchises and carve
a niche for itself, UPN has had its share of
sci-fl fodder that. usually doesn't last long.
Black sitcoms, wrestling and sci-fi? Now
that sounds like a successful templat~ for a
·
network to me!
Frasier, NBC -A simple cheers will do.
Kingdom Hospital, ABC - Stephen
King is the kind of name you build a miniseries around, not an entire show. Doomed
from the start.
·
Wondelfalls, FOX - It was a quirky littl~ show with a strong fan base that simply
wasn't enough to keep the show afloat. I
heard nothing but good things, so it was sad
to see it go before I had a chance to watch
it. I don't think Fox's habit of cancelling
good shows infuriates me quite as much as
their habit of keeping crap on the air.
Century City, CBS - A law show set in ·
the future is a bit too high-concept for
viewers to take in on any network, even this
ratings juggernaut. I'll give credit where
credit is due and respect this show for
doing something CBS rarely does: Take a

•risk
Cracking Up, Fox - Considering the tal-
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Could you be this man's Tinkerbell? -the below
CHRISTOPHER SCHWARZ

shows,, his personal religious
philosophies, and even a page
detailing what he wants in his
ideal "Tipkerbell" woman. What
are you waiting for, ladies?

Staff Writer

T

he beginning of spring
classes· signals the dawn
of a new semester, ending
the annual fortnight of post-holiday
video-game · binging
enjoyed by nerdfolk everywhere. As everyone returns,
connection speeds around cam- · pus have once-agairr slumped ~
down from "godly'' t9 "accept.able:'
But since my head's been in
video games for the past few
weeks instead of following
· Internet culture, it's time for
another issue of old links. In the
. usual style, ifyou haven't already
seen these classics, you may
already be a newbie.

Peter Pan's Pixyland
·
http://www.pixyland.org/peterpan

Welcom~ to my home page ! Kiss
1

you!!!!!!!!!!
http://www.ikissyou.org/

COURTESY WWW.PIXYlAND.ORG

A rather large portion of the
Internet's celebrities are celebri- tights and playing the roles as around for years, generally with
ties out of infamy. 'This one, a 50- much as possible. For whatever . a tagline like '~Oh man, cli~ck
year-old dude from Tampa, is reason, he decided to ffiake a this loser out!" The site itself
definitely one of them. Why? He. homepage celebrating himself contains photo galleries of its
wants to be Peter Pan, going and _his obsession. Since its proprietor, fashion tips, his expeeverywhere prancing about in inception, the link's been passed riences being on various TV

the world of tec~ology, most of Us
slightly sarcastic, of at least average
or above average intelligence, and of
course leashed like dogs to a tele:.
phone for 40 hours a week It's natu411 to Jeel a close kinship with your.
fellow brothers and sisters in arms.
FROM i18
We face the mass of humanity on a ,
daily basis, from the IT experts who
dark side of re.ality that is the corpo- are sure they lmow all your software
rate world before, and so I therefore better then you, to the Neverwinter
lmow true fear. Though I am loathe NJghts RPG fanboys who are raving
to admit it, I once worked at a dread- mad because th~y must break from
ed wasteland called Convergys, the their obsessive addiction for a few
- McDonalds of the phone support days, to ·the infuriating elderly folks
worldand housewives and nincompoops
The work, mind numbing tech who take 15 minutes to find the start .
support for an Internet company. button. Which leads to the dark side
that shall remain nameless, drains of technical suppe>rt, the stress of
the soul and saps the spirit. If not for constantly dealing with folks
my trusty G3II}e Boy Advance, I already angry that their products
aren't working. Not _everyone is
would have surely lost my sanity.
Now i find myself once again at quite so awful, but enough of them
the mercy of the cubicle gods. On are to make your days tinged with
,
,
the plus side, the monetary rewards misery.
Yet we persevere out in tech supfar exceed .any I have made· so far.
And there is always the positive of port hell, eking out a living '}?y our
working with hundreds of my fellow wits and our brains. Who knows,
geeks in one giant mega-office. l maybe one_day I'll have you, dear
think that's true of all tech support reader, on the line with me. I promjobs, even Convergys. There is a ise to be pleasant and helpful. Just
camaraderie ·e vident in such places. · don't expect me to be too happy
Here we are, all of us well versed in about it.

GBAbrings
·office sanity

Here's another personal
homepage. 'This one belongs to
everyone's favorite lovable
Turkish man, Mahir Cagri. In
1999, he ·p ut up his original page,
now
available
at
· http://www.ikissyou.org/indeks
2.html. Featuring photos of
Mahir -in various locales, it
includes choice quotes as ''W~l
come to my home page. I kiss
you," ''Whd is want to come
.TURKEY I can invitate," "She
can stay my home,'' and ''I like
sex." As in most of these stories,
his site unexpectedly became a
success. In fact, it .became so
popular that the Guinness folks
. aclmowledged it as the most vis. ited personal home page ofl999.
Perhaps even more insane is that
Forbes ranked Mahir among the
world's top 100 celebrities.

FROM

t18

ent behind the scenes and in front of the
cameras, it's hard to believe how awesomely bad this show was. Mike White
_is one of the best screenwriters in the
business tooay and could do much better than this garbage.
Anget WB - All the online petitions
and fan pestering were futile. ·The show
must have been getting bad ratings to
have been cancelled from the WB.
The Parkers, UPN - This show
should-just be amazed it lasted long
enough to .b e in syndication and that
affiliates are willing to take it
Th£ Jamie Kennedy Experiment, WB
- You've just ~en Xed from the WB's
network schedule. Goodbye an~o0d
riddance to yet another unfunny ce1ebrity's attempts to channel Art Linklater.
Life With Bonnf.e, ABC - The David
Alan Grier curse strikes yet again. fve
always loved this guy's wor~ but damn,
his sitcom career post-In Living Golor
has been doomed. Anyone remember
DA.G?

I'm with Her, ABC --: How could ~
show based on the true story of Brooke
Shields and her husband be cancelled so
quickly? Just read that sentence again.

._Curtains·for CNN's Crossfire·
il8

Mean Girls.
TV
More Serious Than It
· The Best, Most [expleMost Disappointing Movie Looked: The Life Aquatic with tive][expletive]ing Show on
That I've Seen Three Times: Steve Zissou.
Television: Deadwood
Troy. The movie was awful.
Least Surprising Twist
Bow Down to the Genius of
The direction was terrible and Ending: The Village. I think Ron Howard Award: Arrested
the music was so irritating Shyamalan is an extremely Development. Thank you, Ron,
that I was tempted to go on a talented director but a hack .a s for being the executive producrampage just to find that a writer. I'd love to see him er of a show as brilliantly hilarwoman and stop her fro~ direct someone else's screen- ious as this one.
ever moaning on another play. Anybody else's. Please.
Show I Most Resent For
_ soundtrack again. Aside from He can paint ·wonderfully Invectives S£ewed At Me, The
Sean Bean, Eric Bana and vivid scenes with his camera, Non-Fan, By Fans, Criti~ and
Peter O'Toole, the perform- but he's held prisoner by his the Show's Producer Alike:
ances were almost uniformly ' incessant need to ·constantly Wondetfalls~
abysmal. ·And yet .... I've pull a fast one on the audi- ·
Favorite Smackdown of an
watched it three times. Why? ence. What started out as a Annoying,
Know-Nothing
Brad .Pitt; Eric Bana, Sean gimmick has turned into an · Pundit: Jon Stewart on CrossBean and Orlando Bloom in urtfortunate crutch and, like fire. HaR Jon Stewart!
tight clothing. Well, and Peter Brian De Palma before him,
Best Programming Move
O'Toole, but only because he's Shyamalan wants so desper- By CNN in the Last Five Years: .
an awesome actor, not for any · ately to be Hitchcock that he Liquidating Crossfire: So techtight clothing. Damn you, Hol- can't see how any film uni- nically, it happened in 2005, but
lywood, for casting such fine verse could exist outside of the news continues to make
men in such a terrible movie!
that realm.
me giddy. So long, Tucker CarlCutest Movie, Even if the
Worst Movie I've Seen: son!
Music is Off By About Five Resident Evil: Apocalypse. Not
Best Christmas Special:
Years: 13 Going on 30.
en!ertaining for even a sec- South Park's ''Woodland Crit· Funnier Than It Looked: ond
ter Christmas." HaR Satatl!
FROM
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